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INTRODUCTION
Veronica Innocenti, Università di Bologna

In the past few years television serial narratives have gone through some relentless changes in 
their structure, as well as in the way they are perceived and “used” or “re-used” by the audiences. 
This new wave of serial production has been quite well analyzed by scholars from different coun-

serial productions, from the narrative construction to the audience reception. Nevertheless, the 
main focus of these studies seems to always be on US productions. This issue of Cinéma & Cie 
aims to draw more attention to European TV series.1

Several factors deserve the focus of this issue dedicated to serialized audiovisual content pro-
duced in Europe. First, TV serial narratives have become one of the most successful among 

these cultural products appeal to a wide range of consumers, are a common factor across European 

audiovisual serialized formats suitable for investigating potential transformations/trends and the 
construction of the cultural imagery of media convergence in Europe. The digital production, 
distribution and consumption of contemporary TV series allow a continuous reshaping of content. 

to engage in direct interchange with user communities and thus to better suit European communi-

-

Italian situation, where the serial production starts simultaneously to that of the public TV system.2 
sceneggiati, mainly based on novels and literary 

characterized by the limited number of episodes lasting 90 minutes each and by a multistrand nar-

existing familiarity of the audience with the plots: biopic, products inspired by true stories and 
literary adaptations.3

the discontinuity toward other serial formats.
The golden age of the Italian “sceneggiato” lasted until the beginning of the 1980s, when the 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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4 

serial products, mainly coming from the US, that had just invaded the programming, especially on 
commercial broadcast TV.5 Nowadays, the production of TV serial dramas is indicated in Italy as 

-

Un posto al sole (1996-) and Centovetrine (2001-). Moreover, we have 
-

ty (such as Distretto di polizia, 2000-2012; La squadra, 2000-2007; RIS – Delitti imperfetti, 2001-
2009; Tutti pazzi per amore, 2008-), as it often happens with American TV serial productions. 

of American, European and Extra-European serial formats. It is not by chance that many Italian 
productions are in fact adaptations of original foreign formats, as it happens for instance with Un 

medico in famiglia (1998-) and I Cesaroni (2006-), based respectively on the Spanish formats Un 

Médico de familia (1995-1999) and Los Serrano (2003-2008); with Love Bugs (2004-2007), Ital-
ian adaptation of the Canadian format  (1997-2003) and of its eponymous French 
version (1999-2003); but also with La squadra, based on the British The Bill (1984-2010) as well 
as with Un posto al sole, adapting to Naples the Australian format Neighbours (1985-). The most 
recent case is In treatment (2013-), inspired by the American production (2008-2010), which in 
turn based on the Israeli show BeTipul (2005-2008).

-
6 It is evident that serial 

space boundaries and spreading on several channels through complex production and promo-
tional mechanisms able to generate strong involvement and participation of the viewers. When 
compared to the more traditional TV programming and shows, contemporary serial production is 

-
ity and permanent extendibility on other media.7

construction and development of the narrative universe, fragmenting and diversifying the viewer 
experience in different formats and on different channels.8

As far as the formats are concerned, we are seeing the birth of new serial narrative models, orig-
inated by a matrix product designed for TV fruition. In fact, it is now very common to produce a 

For instance, the viral promotional videos teasing the viewers curiosity that circulate through the 
videosharing platforms or the mobisodes and webisodes, designed to condense and summarize 
contents already offered on TV or to explore narrative patterns not already discovered by the TV 

9 In Italy, the traditional low serialized narrative formats representing the majority 
of the production of the broadcasters haven’t allowed yet the full development and exploitation 
of these mechanisms. Nevertheless, some efforts have been done both by broadcasters and pay 

of the viewers for the series Tutti pazzi per amore
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trailers. Although very interesting and new, this formula has not been used in the following years. 
The reasons behind this choice must be found, among others, in the average target audience of this 

Volare, it is evident that, 
although it had a good success on the commercial 25-54 year-old target (3.739.000 viewers), the 
core audience is composed by an older group of people, mainly over 65 (4.363.000 viewers) and 
the group 55-64 (2.219.000).10 

This attitude toward the use of new media and digital technologies to support TV serial narra-

broadcaster Mediaset. Nevertheless, as far as this broadcaster is concerned, it is possible to ob-
serve a certain interest toward the production of merchandising, able to extend the experience of 
vision and fruition on other channels. An example might be that of I Cesaroni, series from which 

facing a transmedia storytelling project yet. Apparently, among Italian broadcasters the only one 

Quo vadis, baby? had started this trend with a product which, originally a novel, had been adapted 

Romanzo Criminale – La 

serie (2008-2010, born from the same path: novel-movie-TV series) through viral videos posted 

still short in number, nevertheless the broadcaster seems to be interested in carrying on this trend 
through some ongoing projects, such as Gomorra and Diabolik

Diabolik, announced for 2014, but 
already present on the Web through a short trailer).

-
tional broadcasters is still very limited. The main reason behind this trend is the average age 

highly familiarized with web and digital media. Other reasons might reside in the contraction of 

income, since nowadays they are limited to the DVD release, without very inadequate exploitation 
of the web and mobile platforms.

programming.11

this reason, despite the high production costs, the relevant transformations undergone in the media 

formats and new audiences, also beyond the national borders, and together with the exploitation 
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production, using the narrative elements on different platforms and addressing them to different 
audiences. From the same concept many products and projects can sprout, exploiting all their 
potential.

As such, we believe it is very fruitful to focus this issue of the journal on European TV series, 

frame of transnational production and circulation. One of the main reasons that prompted us was 
to see how research and studies on European TV dramas and TV series production circulate out-
side the context of national studies. As a matter of fact, a big part of these researches does not go 
beyond the national boundaries for several reasons, such as the linguistic problem and because 

European TV dramas within the EU, as well as outside of the EU. Moreover, we found particularly 
interesting the investigation of the domestic and American characteristics of EU TV dramas (in 
terms of formats, genres...) together with the peculiarities of the European modes of production.

respectively on the French production Nicholas Le Floch (2008-) and on Danish Forbrydelsen 

a product deeply rooted in French history and culture and strongly connoted by its “frenchness”. 
In the second case, the main focus is on the combination of the genre elements (noir and mainly 

strongly tied to the traditional genre called giallo.
Another issue that has been addressed by the contributors is the relationship between European 

and American quality TV. This is the main focus of the article by Stéfany Boisvert, who applied 
the concept of quality television to British production, underlining the evolution of the concept of 
quality and raising questions about the future of TV production in the UK. Lucia Tralli’s article 
is also concerned with British quality TV, focusing on the online activity of Downton Abbey’s 
fans. Not surprisingly, TV serial narratives are among the TV formats that are considered more 
engaging by the audiences who are involved in a rich and intense participatory activity, commonly 
labeled as , that is composed by several different practices. Mapping a wide range of 

traits of Downton Abbey that seem to be more appreciated by the fans and to which they dedicate 
more time and attention.

Finally, the last three contributions are dedicated to the analysis of national production, with the 

production environment.
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in mind the relationship with American production, that invaded the scheduling of Polish broad-
casters after 1989, and which today represents the primary model for local production both from 

prosperous production activity ever since. This activity also found another incentive in the 2000s 

from theatre or literature, which in recent years seems to favor the foreign (from US, Latin Amer-
ica and Europe) series formats replica.

Of course many topics and questions remain open, but we hope that the issue you are about to 
read may provide interesting and stimulating starting points for research and study into European 
TV series. 

This introduction, written by Veronica Innocenti, has been conceived and discussed by both co-curators.

 1 In order to deepen the analysis we list here some useful, but of course not complete, bibliographical ref-

Popular Television in Eastern Europe During and Since Socialism, Routledge, London 2012; Andreas 
Transnational Television History. A Comparative Approach, Rout-

Global Television: Coproducing Culture, Temple University 
A European Television History, Wi-

The Media in Europe. The Euromedia Handbook
Les Temps des Médias, no. 2, 

-
ropean Broadcasting Channels Revisited,” in European Journal of Communication, vol. 16, no. 1, 2001, 
pp. 51-76; Milly Buonanno (ed.), , 
RAI-ERI, Roma 1998; Milly Buonanno (ed.), Imaginary Dreamscapes. Television Fiction in Europe. 

European Journal of Communication, vol. 
, La Docu-

mentation française-INA, Paris 1993; Preben Sepstrup, Transnationalisation of Television in Western Eu-
rope , East of Dallas. The European Challenge to American 
TV, British Film Institute, London 1988.

3 See Milly Buonanno, , Liguori, Napoli 1996, and Id., Le 
formule del racconto televisivo. La sovversione del tempo nelle narrative seriali, Sansoni, Milano 2002.

4 On the history of Italian television see: Franco Monteleone, Storia della radio e della televisione in 
Italia. Costume, società e politica Storia della televisione 
italiana Breve storia della radio e del-
la televisione italiana Che cos’è la televisione. 
Il piccolo schermo fra cultura e società. I generi, l’industria, il pubblico

La TV italiana dalle origini
L’immagine al plurale. Serialità e ripetizio-

ne nel cinema e nella televisione, Marsilio, Venezia 1984, and Id. (a cura di), Un’altra volta ancora. 
, ERI/Edizioni Rai, Torino 
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Le nuove forme della serialità 
televisiva. Storia, linguaggio e temi, Archetipolibri, Bologna 2008; Daniela Cardini, La lunga serialità 
televisiva. Origini e modelli, Carocci, Roma 2004.

Convergence Culture. Where Old and New Me-
dia Collide Media and Identity 
in Contemporary Europe: Consequences of Global Convergence, Intellect, Bristol-Portland (OR) 2002; 

Televisione convergente. La tv oltre il piccolo schermo, LINK-
RTI, Milano 2010; Massimo Scaglioni, Anna Sfardini (eds.), MultiTv. L’esperienza televisiva nell’età 
della convergenza, Carocci, Roma 2008.

7 See Lev Manovich, Software Culture, Olivares, Milano 2010.

Series,” in Journal of Information Architecture
9 Veronica Innocenti, “This is Snack Culture And Boy, is it Tasty (not to Mention Addictive). La migrazione 

delle forme seriali dalla televisione al Web,” in Close Up, no. 22, 2007, pp. 39-47.
10 Source of these data is Auditel, the Italian society that collects and publishes Italian television ratings.
11 Here are some data on the productions that in 2013 gained more than 20% share. On 18 and 19 February 

2013 the two-episode drama Volare – La grande storia di Domenico Modugno (Rai1) attracted more 
than 11 million viewers. Very good performance also for Un medico in famiglia (Rai1) that attracted 

Ultimo. L’oc-
chio del falco (Canale 5) was seen by 7.048.000 viewers (24,56%). Sources of these data is Auditel, 
ASCA.
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NICOLAS LE FLOCH, UN BON PRODUIT « À L’EXPORT » ? 
RÉFLEXIONS SUR LA DIFFUSION ET LA RÉCEPTION INTERNATIONALE 
D’UNE SÉRIE HISTORIQUE (TRÈS) FRANÇAISE…
Bernard Papin, Université Paris-Sud

Abstract

their intended viewers easily exportable TV products outside the borders of their original 

Nicolas 
Le Floch
the investigations of a police superintendent in the France of Louis XV and Louis XVI, is 

-
alogues carefully written in a language reminiscent of the Age of Enlightenment. However, 

reconstruction, is exported to quite a number of countries abroad. Its few concessions to in-
ternational standards or generic plasticity do not explain everything: it is precisely the French 
touch that appeals to spectators beyond national borders, as it depicts – certainly somewhat 
simplistically – the charm of 18th-century France as shared by collective imagination: luxury, 

“heritage” at heart.

Les séries historiques sont-elles des produits télévisuels aisément exportables hors des fron-

moins quand elles prétendent à un « degré d’historicité »1 relativement élevé, très marquées par 
le système de références historiques et culturelles du pays qui les a vu naître, au point peut-être 
de rester parfois inaccessibles aux téléspectateurs appartenant à une autre sphère culturelle. Or, le 

, 1995) ou des séries 
(Downton Abbey
triomphe sur les petits écrans du monde entier de séries comme The Tudors (2007-2010) semblent 
prouver amplement le contraire. Certes, le retentissement international de la série de Michael Hirst 

par le recours à quelques standards internationaux2 mais le caractère so british des productions 
anglaises précédemment citées n’a pas été un obstacle à leur succès auprès du public français. A 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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quelles conditions, en termes de production et de promesse télévisuelle, de réalisation et de pro-
grammation, des œuvres qui sont a priori très marquées par leur contexte de production et par leur 

Pour tenter de répondre à cette question, nous prendrons ici l’exemple d’une série policière 
historique française dont la francité -
quence un terrain d’étude privilégié dans le cadre de notre interrogation. La série Nicolas Le 

Floch, diffusée sur France 2 depuis 2008, conte les enquêtes d’un commissaire de police au temps 
de Louis XV. Si l’intrigue policière fait la part belle à des méthodes d’investigation qui ne sont 
pas sans évoquer des « expertises » venus d’Outre-Atlantique… la mise en scène soignée du 
XVIIIème siècle français, le discours sur les valeurs des Lumières et, surtout, le travail minutieux 
qui est fait sur la langue de l’époque semblaient condamner la série au seul marché français. Or, 
si on en croit la Compagnie des Phares et Balises qui la produit, elle a été vendue et diffusée dans 

et lusophone. Certes, les Lumières tendent à l’universel, mais une telle diffusion peut surprendre. 
Ce sont les raisons de cette diffusion quelque peu inattendue que nous nous proposons d’explorer 
ici, sans négliger les conditions de promotion, de programmation et (éventuellement) d’adaptation 

production typiquement nationale peut devenir un bon produit à l’exportation.

Une fiction patrimoniale de qualité…

La série Nicolas le Floch, adaptée3 4, est une série policière 
historique qui nous narre les enquêtes criminelles et « extraordinaires » (c’est-à-dire directement 
en rapport avec la sécurité du royaume) d’un commissaire au Châtelet dans la France de Louis XV 
puis de Louis XVI. Elle met en scène un certain nombre de personnages historiques, notamment 
les deux rois de France précédemment cités et leurs lieutenants généraux de police successifs 

Le Floch, son adjoint Bourdeau et ses amis, l’ancien procureur Monsieur de Noblecourt et le chir-
urgien de marine Semacgus, qui participent volontiers à ses enquêtes. Autre personnage détermi-

5

Châtelet procède à des « ouvertures » (des dissections qui prennent la forme d’autopsies) et fournit 
à Le Floch des indices souvent déterminants pour ses enquêtes.

en présence des protagonistes de l’affaire réunis par l’enquêteur pour les besoins de l’élucidation. 
Elles ont pour contexte diégétique la France du XVIIIème siècle et la reconstitution historique est 
particulièrement soignée avec des décors « naturels » souvent somptueux : de nombreuses scènes 
d’intérieur sont tournées dans des demeures aristocratiques prestigieuses et le dernier épisode 

l’objet d’une attention toute particulière. Cette série, qui en est à sa cinquième « saison » depuis 
2008 (à raison de deux épisodes à chaque fois) est une série chère qui ne lésine pas sur le nombre 

6
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7, 

française :

-

urants… Les yeux sont aussi à la fête. […] Avec Edith Vesperini, chef costumière césarisée pour « Saint-

Cyr » de Patricia Mazuy, chaque détail compte. Louis XV meurt. Changement de roi… et donc de mode. La 

riches, plus élégants8. 

Ce soin extrême apporté au cadre historique des intrigues criminelles entre évidemment pour 
beaucoup dans le succès critique de la série qui est promue et vantée dans la presse comme une 
série de qualité et de prestige. 

moins mis en relation avec des événements historiques qui leur servent de toile de fond : la bous-

du dauphin en ouverture de l’épisode Le Fantôme de la rue Royale (saison 2-I) ou la « guerre des 
farines » dont le souvenir ressurgit dans Le Sang des farines (saison 5-II) et alimente l’intrigue 
criminelle. Dans Le Grand veneur (saison 3-II), l’affaire mystérieuse et tragique de la bête du 

9 hante le scénario original d’Hugues Pagan. La connaissance préalable de ces référenc-
es historiques n’est certes pas nécessaire pour une bonne compréhension de l’intrigue mais elles 
n’en constituent pas moins, même si c’est le plus souvent au titre de vagues souvenirs scolaires, un 

10. Au bout du compte, tout 
est ici réuni pour apparenter cette série policière à ces œuvres « en costumes » qui jouent sur la 
connivence que procure une culture partagée et qui proposent « la mise en scène d’un héritage col-
lectif »11. Depuis les années 80, la production cinématographique et télévisuelle britannique nous 
a habitués à la notion de  ou costume dramas où l’on trouve « des décors luxueux 
de grandes demeures provinciales, les paysages verdoyants de la campagne anglaise, les costumes 
élégants d’une époque révolue »12

l’identité et la culture anglaises »13 ont connu, dans le pays de Margaret Thatcher, un énorme 
succès. Dans Nicolas le Floch

prestige, les robes des marquises et les masques des courtisanes se substituent aux beautés plus 
naturelles de la campagne anglaise. 

Avec Nicolas le Floch, il semble que ce que l’on pourrait appeler l’effet patrimonial soit plus 
marqué encore si l’on précise que cette série, respectant en cela l’écriture de son modèle roman-
esque, s’efforce, dans les dialogues de Hugues Pagan, eux-mêmes souvent directement importés 

là (au risque parfois du grotesque…) que pour faire archaïque ou, au contraire, dans lesquelles 
14, le 

commissaire Le Floch ne parle pas comme un policier d’aujourd’hui : les victimes dont il s’oc-
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balai ». Les dialogues, qu’il n’est pas très courant, même sur une chaîne publique, d’entendre en 
prime time, empruntent à la langue du siècle des Lumières, avec une érudition linguistique qui est 
originellement celle des romans adaptés15. Ce choix d’une langue « mi-véridique, mi-fantasmée », 

scénariste et adaptateur Hugues Pagan : « à quoi ça sert d’imaginer une intrigue au XVIIIème siècle 
ème 

ème siècle tel qu’on se l’imagine 
aujourd’hui »16. Il y a là une préciosité linguistique propre à séduire un public culturellement 
averti et amoureux de sa propre langue, dont il savoure l’évolution, la richesse expressive et les 
couleurs parfois désuètes.

… difficilement exportable ?

A priori, ce repliement quelque peu nostalgique sur les splendeurs révolues du passé nation-
al et les richesses du patrimoine n’est pas un bon argument de vente pour la série à l’étranger. 
L’effort de « recontextualisation d’un discours préexistant, créé par et pour une société et une 
culture différentes »17 de celles du pays d’accueil, et que tout téléspectateur d’une série étrangère 
doit fournir pour s’approprier au mieux un produit télévisuel venu d’ailleurs, n’est-il pas ici trop 

de pouvoir qui peuvent sembler obscurs à un téléspectateur non averti : dans Le Crime de l’hôtel 

Saint-Florentin (saison 5-I), l’intrigue criminelle se déploie sur un fond de querelle politique où la 
rivalité entre le ministre de Louis XV, monsieur de Saint-Florentin, et Choiseul, est mise en scène. 
Certes, il s’agit d’une rivalité de pouvoir et c’est là un topos narratif qui fait les beaux jours de bien 
des séries historiques au succès international : on conviendra néanmoins que la rivalité Saint-Flo-
rentin/Choiseul est moins immédiatement accessible à un téléspectateur de l’autre bout du monde 
que la rivalité entre des personnages de la stature historique d’un César et d’un Pompée, dans 
Rome (2005-2007), par exemple, dont la lutte pour le pouvoir atteint à l’universel… Par ailleurs, 
les beautés de la belle langue d’autrefois dont nous avons précédemment parlé et qui expliquent 
pour partie le succès de la série auprès de son public français, sont sans doute très loin d’être un 
atout vendeur et, quel que soit le procédé de traduction choisi, doublage ou sous-titrage, on peut 
imaginer que cette particularité de la série – qui a déjà le tort de ne pas être tournée en anglais, ce 
qui, en matière d’export télévisuel, ne facilite pas vraiment les choses – ne la rend pas particulière-
ment attractive aux yeux des diffuseurs étrangers potentiels.

A cela s’ajoutent d’autres facteurs apparemment rédhibitoires qui devraient condamner la série 
à l’entre-soi national : un art du récit quelque peu primesautier et l’absence de toute surenchère 
dans la mise en scène de la violence et du sexe. L’art de la résolution de l’énigme criminelle est en 

Dans les épisodes de Nicolas Le Floch, comme dans les romans qui les inspirent, on prend son 
temps, on baguenaude

somptuosité des décors : la série déploie volontiers un art consommé de la gratuité visuelle dans 
des réalisations très élaborées et à l’esthétique très soignée. Comme on le dit à la Compagnie des 
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Phares et Balises, Nicolas Le Floch, c’est de la télévision d’auteur, de la high production value, 
-

en costumes Nicolas 

le Floch participe ainsi d’une « esthétique muséale dans laquelle le plaisir de la contemplation des 
costumes et du décor s’ajoute au plaisir narratif, voire le supplante »18. Cette volonté de se laisser 
aller au plaisir de la contemplation des beautés de l’ancien régime du monde a pour corollaire une 
certaine lenteur, parfaitement assumée, dans la conduite des intrigues – lenteur qui semble avoir 
lassé une autre partie du public français, qui ne réserve pas toujours, nous l’avons déjà noté, le 
meilleur accueil à la série. 

Ajoutons à cela que cette série, contrairement à certains séries américaines (comme Spartacus : 

le sang des gladiateurs, 2010) ou même françaises (comme Borgia, 2011-), ne tombe jamais dans 
l’exhibition d’une violence complaisante. Certes, il y a à intervalles réguliers quelques images as-
sez saignantes lors des autopsies ou de la reconstitution de crimes particulièrement horribles com-
me ceux de la main de fer du tueur dans Le Crime de l’hôtel Saint-Florentin mais France télévi-
sions veille (et le CSA19 aussi…) à ce que ces scènes n’excèdent pas les limites du représentable en 
prime time sur une chaîne de service public. Les combats à l’arme blanche restent dans les limites 
habituelles du genre très codé du « cape et d’épée » où il est de tradition de s’étriper volontiers, 

coups portés et de leurs conséquences. Sûrement, Nicolas le Floch est parfois très rudement mal-
mené, mais, fût-il apparemment à l’agonie, il se relève d’ordinaire très vite et prouve sa vigueur 
vite retrouvée auprès du premier jupon qui passe… Même retenue cependant dans l’érotisme, 
dans une série qui fait pourtant la part belle aux scènes d’amour et qui, dans les bandes annonces 
notamment, sait jouer des séductions du libertinage qui, dans l’imaginaire collectif, est propre au 
Siècle des Lumières. En effet, sans être un franc libertin, Nicolas Le Floch ne résiste guère à la ten-

scènes les plus débridées, comme celles qui ont lieu dans la maison de débauche Le Dauphin cou-
ronné ou dans les soirées les plus aristocratiquement libertines, on reste toujours dans un érotisme 
de bon aloi (et là encore de prime time) : des corps artistiquement dénudés et un art consommé de 
l’ellipse dans la mise en scène de l’amour. 

à l’international que 
Nicolas Le Floch, contrairement à quelques autres grosses productions françaises, à caractère 
patrimonial et/ou historique, qui se sont bien exportées, ne fait pas appel à de grandes stars du 

Les Misérables 
(TF1, 2000), pas de Catherine Deneuve comme dans Les Liaisons dangereuses (TF1, 2003) ou de 

Les Rois maudits (France 2, 2005). La série fait appel à des comédi-

notoriété internationale…
Et pourtant… En dépit de tous ces handicaps, selon la Compagnie des Phares et Balises20, la 

série Nicolas Le Floch

Pologne…) en sont très friands mais elle s’est aussi exportée en Amérique latine, en Afrique et 
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en Chine ! En revanche, les pays qui nous sont le plus proches par la géographie et la culture – le 
paradoxe n’est qu’apparent, nous y reviendrons – sont aussi les plus réfractaires : pas d’achat 
de la série en Europe de l’Ouest (Allemagne, Italie, Espagne21) ou au Royaume Uni. Il convient 
néanmoins de préciser avant de s’étonner outre mesure que ces pays sont des territoires télévisuels 

ils continuent de privilégier les productions nationales. Quant aux Etats-Unis, on se doute bien 
qu’une production télévisuelle française n’a guère les moyens de franchir l’Atlantique.

Bien entendu, ce relatif succès international doit être contextualisé en termes de diffusion et 
de réception pour être évalué à sa juste valeur. En Afrique francophone, les chaînes publiques se 
voient offrir les épisodes par l’intermédiaire de Canal France International qui promeut les pro-
duits culturels français, sous l’égide des ministères de la Culture et des Affaires étrangères. Et si 

grande écoute22

-

vocation culturelle, type ARTE. En Pologne, c’est une chaîne à vocation internationale (une sorte 
de TV5 en polonais) qui assure la diffusion. En Chine, c’est CCTV « Double V », un réseau de 
chaînes spécialisé dans le documentaire, qui a acheté la série. En Amérique latine hispanophone, 
la série est distribuée par Europa Europa, une chaîne européenne basée en Argentine et, au Qué-

Variety 23, en associant 
Nicolas le Floch à une autre série policière en costumes, Les Petits meurtres d’Agatha Christie 
(France 2, série en cours depuis 2009), il n’en reste pas moins qu’on reste dans les limites de dif-
fusion propres à une high production value…

Le paradoxe patrimonial

-
tendu, elle n’échappe pas totalement aux phénomènes de standardisation des produits internation-
aux et les multiples séductions de son hybridation générique sont évidentes. Mais il semble bien 

apparaître comme son handicap majeur : cette « french touch » qui fait d’elle l’ambassadeur idéal 
d’une France en grande partie fantasmée.

Cette série historique emprunte les chemins assez bien balisés du genre policier et l’on peut 
d’ailleurs remarquer que, pour sa diffusion française, France 2 a choisi d’inscrire cette série dans 
sa case « polar » du vendredi soir là où elle aurait pu jouer la carte plus prestigieuse, mais plus 

numéros des séries policières24. Chaque enquête se termine, dans la tradition du policier à énigme, 
par la confrontation devant le commissaire et son adjoint des suspects et des témoins et/ou vic-
times. Mais, modernité policière et… audiovisuelle oblige, nos policiers ont souvent recours à 
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des méthodes d’investigation et de résolution des énigmes qui outrepassent assez largement les 
moyens qui devaient être ceux de la police de Louis XV. Nous l’avons déjà évoqué brièvement, Le 

Parot – inventent la médecine légale en pratiquant force « ouvertures » du corps des victimes et 

d’examen, est soumise aux investigations de nos « experts ». On voit bien ici comment cette série 
si française à bien des égards paie sa dette au modèle américain dominant en matière de série 
policière depuis une dizaine d’années : Nicolas Le Floch, commissaire au Châtelet, c’est aussi un 
« expert » au temps des Lumières25.

Les enquêtes criminelles du commissaire Le Floch sont en règle générale menées en parallèle, 
au point d’être parfois inextricablement mêlées, aux « affaires extraordinaire » que le marquis 
de Ranreuil – c’est l’identité aristocratique de Nicolas Le Floch – doit conduire à bien pour as-
surer la sécurité du royaume ou réparer les maladresses de la souveraine (comme dans l’épisode 
« franchisé » La Larme de Varsovie (saison 3-I). Dans L’affaire Nicolas le Floch (saison 2-II), le 
commissaire est envoyé en mission secrète chez l’ennemi anglais et au début du dernier épisode 
diffusé à ce jour, Le Sang des farines, il rentre de Vienne. En liaison avec le Secret du Roi – le 
service secret de Sa Majesté – ou parfois contre lui, le commissaire se fait volontiers agent secret 
et la série nous propose des variations qui la tirent vers le genre de l’espionnage. Il faut ajouter à 
cela les séductions du genre « cape et d’épée », avec les duels et combats multiples que la série 

Le Dîner de gueux (saison 4-I) le recours au 
modèle du bandit au grand cœur ou du bandit d’honneur popularisé par le cinéma et la télévision 
des années soixante26

volontiers « gothique » de certains épisodes et la série ne cherche pas à cacher la dette qui est la 
sienne envers Sleepy Hollow (1999) : le commissaire Le Floch a emprunté sans réelle vergogne 

Le Fantôme de 

la rue Royale

type L’Exorciste  tandis que Le Sang des farines mobilise une horreur 
davantage dans la tradition du romantisme noir : victimes séquestrées et enchaînées, sombres 
souterrains, monstres errants… 

L’« hybridité » générique dont nous venons de faire état et qui est, de manière un peu inatten-

leur richesse »27, explique que, loin de se laisser enfermer dans le carcan de leur cadre diégétique 
historique d’origine, elles font preuve d’une plasticité étonnante qui leur permet de séduire des 
publics aux motivations diverses, bien au-delà du cercle initial des amateurs d’histoire. Néan-
moins, leur principal argument de vente à l’étranger semble bien résider dans ce qui constitue leur 
essence première : leur capital patrimonial. C’est là, plus que dans la plasticité générique dont 
nous venons de faire état, que réside, de manière assurément quelque peu paradoxale, leur force de 
conviction et de pénétration du marché à l’international. Non pas comme vecteur d’histoire mais 
comme vecteur de mythologie. Les  britanniques ont connu et connaissent encore en 

Simon Langton (1995, BBC) en est la démonstration renouvelée. Sans aucun doute proposent-ils, 
aux yeux des Britanniques eux-mêmes mais aussi des Français, la représentation d’une Angleterre 
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éternelle, et éternellement rêvée. De la même façon, Nicolas Le Floch
28, a su incarner une 

french touch éter-

nelle. Versailles et ses splendeurs, les masques d’une fête galante perpétuelle, l’élégance française 
qui fait que l’on tue aussi bien et avec autant d’élégance avec une épée ou un bon mot, tout cela 
est so french… Loin de s’enfermer dans une identité nationale qui pourrait restreindre sa diffusion 
dans une francité 29 de la culture 
française, comme le  le fait pour la culture britannique. Mais ce n’est pas la complex-
ité de la politique française dans les années qui précèdent la Révolution, ni la véracité historique 
éventuelle du contexte des intrigues, qui intéressent le téléspectateur, mais l’image rêvée, idéal-

aristocratique si touchante, dans le contexte du progrès des idées des Lumières, représentées dans 

à quelques images d’Epinal sur la misère du peuple et l’arrogance des puissants. Alors, tout cela 
-

mun » dont parle Anne Cauquelin30 qui, dans ses approximations, voire ses réductions, nous per-
met de nous (re)constituer une culture commune31 et d’exporter à l’étranger une image nationale 

Cette fascination pour un monde qui se meurt avec tant d’élégance ne peut néanmoins fonction-
ner véritablement qu’à une certaine distance : nos proches voisins européens – nous l’avons 
précédemment noté – ne sont guère séduits d’ordinaire par les séries étrangères. Pourraient-ils 
l’être davantage par celle-ci qui déploie des séductions qui ne leur sont que trop familières pour 

ou d’Asie par les éclats de « Lumières » qu’ils revendiquent pour partie ou par des soubresauts 
d’une histoire qu’ils ont partagée, et parfois à leur corps défendant. Versailles est évidemment bien 

Il resterait à déterminer comment cette production télévisuelle so french -
ment pas si mal, est véritablement reçue dans les différents pays où elle s’exporte. Nous l’avons 

la série dans ses pays d’accueil, sans compter que « les enjeux d’une bonne programmation sont 
[…] très différents d’un pays à l’autre car les habitudes et les usages sociaux et culturels sont eux-
mêmes très différents »32 : comment dès lors apprécier à sa juste valeur le cadre de programma-

prime time ou à des horaires tardifs ou 

de la série, dans quel ordre, et avec quelle fréquence ou régularité, sont-ils diffusés, les achats se 

imaginer bien des aménagements locaux : découpage éventuel des épisodes dans des formats in-
édits, censure locale avec adaptations aux habitudes de représentation propres au pays d’accueil 
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de la langue des dialogues. Subissent-ils, que l’on ait recours au doublage ou au sous-titrage, les 
derniers outrages, les traducteurs se contentant d’une traduction très littérale dans la langue locale 

la question centrale de l’audience et, surtout, de la satisfaction du public – auxquelles il faudrait 
pouvoir répondre avant de se prononcer véritablement sur le succès international de la série, mais 
cela exige de minutieuses enquêtes de terrain, qu’il n’est pas aisé de conduire. De nouvelles « mis-

Nicolas Le Floch, comme la 

différents d’identité (locale, régionale, internationale) »33.

1 Isabelle Veyrat-Masson, Quand la télévision explore le temps. L’histoire au petit écran, Fayard, Paris 
2000, p. 84.

2 Et il est vrai qu’il s’agit là d’une production diffusée d’abord sur la chaîne américaine Showtime.
3 Néanmoins, sur les 10 épisodes produits à ce jour, seuls 6 sont des adaptations. Les épisodes des saisons 

3 et 4 reposent sur des scénarios originaux du scénariste et adaptateur Hugues Pagan, le personnage ayant 
été « franchisé ». Néanmoins, la saison 5 en revient à des adaptations des romans de Parot.

5 Les Sanson ont effectivement assumé les « basses œuvres » du royaume de France pendant plusieurs 
générations.

6 Cf. Sabine Chalvon-Demersay, 
Benghozi, Thomas Paris (sous la direction de), Howard Becker et les mondes de l’art, Ecole Polytech-
nique Eds, Paris 2012, pp. 85-99.  

7 Les deux derniers épisodes diffusés en février et mars 2013 ont attiré respectivement 2,8 et 2,4 millions 
de téléspectateurs, ce qui ne représente qu’environ 10% des téléspectateurs présents à ce moment-là 

série aussi chère.
8 Sylvain Merle, « Nicolas Le Floch joue sa tête », leparisien.fr, 1 mars 2013, http://www.leparisien.fr/tv/

9 De 1764 à 1767, un prédateur – un loup monstrueux vraisemblablement – tue plus d’une centaine de per-
sonnes, essentiellement des femmes et des enfants, et en mutile des dizaines d’autres dans les provinces 

10 Pierre Beylot, Raphaëlle Moine, Introduction, dans Id. (sous la direction de), Fictions patrimoniales sur 
, Presses universitaires de Bordeaux, 

Pessac 2009, p. 16.
11 Ibidem.
12 Lydia Martin, L’Angleterre de Jane Austen à l’écran : représentation et idéologie

Clerc (sous la direction de), Cinéma, littérature, adaptations, Editions du CERS, Montpellier 2009, p. 
175.

13 Ibidem.
14 A ce sujet, cf. de divertissement. Promesses et modalités rhéto-

riques d’une hybridation générique », dans Télévision, n° 4, avril 2013, pp. 13-28. 
15 A ce sujet, cf. Pascale Arizmendi, « Nicolas Le Floch », le Tableau de Paris de Jean-François Parot, 

Presses Universitaires de Perpignan, Perpignan 2010.
16 Télérama, n° 3067, Télérama.fr, 28 octobre 2008.
17 Séverine Barthes, Production et programmation des séries télévisées, dans Sarah Sepulchre (sous la 

direction de), Décoder les séries télévisées
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18 Pierre Beylot, Raphaëlle Moine, 
genre intermédiatique, cit., p. 21.

19 Cet organisme de régulation de l’audiovisuel français impose le respect d’une « signalétique » destinée à 
protéger le jeune public d’images trop violentes ou sexuellement explicites.

20 La plupart des informations concernant la vente à l’étranger de la série nous ont été fournies par Yasmine 

Balises et qui a bien voulu nous accorder un entretien à ce sujet. Qu’elle en soit ici chaleureusement 
remerciée. 

21 En Espagne, cependant, la chaîne FORTE, qui réunit plusieurs chaînes régionales, pourrait prochaine-
ment diffuser la série.

dans les pays concernés.
Variety, n° 11, 2 février 2009, p. 26.

24 A l’origine, les épisodes avaient néanmoins été conçus pour être diffusés en deux parties de 50 minutes 
environ.

25 Cf. Hélène Monnet-Cantagrel, « Le Châtelet, déjà un crime lab », communication dans le cadre de la 
journée d’études « Fiction policière historique et série télévisée : Nicolas Le Floch, un ‘expert’ au temps 
des Lumières », Université Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle, 22 mars 2013, à paraître.

Car-
touche de Philippe de Broca (1962).

27 Pierre Beylot, Raphaëlle Moine, 
genre intermédiatique, cit., p. 20.

29 Lydia Martin, L’Angleterre de Jane Austen à l’écran : représentation et idéologie, cit., p. 175.
30 Anne Cauquelin, L’Art du lieu commun. Du bon usage de la doxa, Paris, Seuil 1999. 
31 Cf. Bernard Papin, Introduction, dans Id. (sous la direction de), Images du Siècle des Lumières à la télé-

32 Séverine Barthes, Production et programmation des séries télévisées, cit., p. 62.
33 Pierre Beylot, Raphaëlle Moine, 

genre intermédiatique, cit., p. 20.
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WHODONIT? RAI TV FICTION PRODUCTION BETWEEN DETECTION AND GIALLO

Paola Valentini, Università di Firenze

Abstract
Italian TV serial production is interesting not only in its peculiar, often paradoxical, produc-
tion traits, but also because of its adventurously happy results, sometimes due to creative 

an “Italianness” also evident in their language, since they show distinctive characteristics in 
terms of modes of representation and communicative pacts, in which to settle a whole tele-
vision history and visual culture. This essay begins to outline this aspect from a particular 
vantage point: that of detective and crime series, whose history is deeply rooted in Italian 
culture and whose dominant traits are so different from most recent European TV series. Far 
from being a sign of recession, RAI public service broadcasting – in which Il commissario 
Montalbano 
embedded traits, albeit evolved over time (a particular dynamic between opening and closure; 
an overwhelming and static narrative; a parataxis and accumulation of criminal performances, 
which closes continuously narrative development around the circle of the crime; a urban and 

and shaped in Italian culture, starting from the privileged relationship never exhausted with 
its literary matrix, but also from the complex and typically Italian interconnection in cultural 
and media domains created by giallo.

studied just from a strictly technical perspective – as said in 2003 by Eleonora Andreatta (now 

public television in virtue of its extraordinary power to represent the national imaginary and for 
the simultaneous opportunity to aggregate a large and various audience.”1 It still remains a great 

these products as pieces of a pattern of audiovisual narrations which convey aspects not only of 
Italian society and its needs and repressions, but also of the images to which society continues to 
relate and of the representational modes and practices which characterize it from time to time.2 

In large part this unique theoretical perspective, focused mainly on production quota and de-
tails, strategy and goals, can be attributed to the anomalous Italian production system, “a closed 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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3 apart 
from transforming from an independent to a contractor and a simple project executor for RAI or 
Mediaset. This is an element that certainly slows down creativity and experimentations in many 
occasions. As stated by Carlo degli Esposti, producer of Il commissario Montalbano:

In Italy, since there is no market, it is the network that decides a product’s value. It is not the market to 

determinate the price, but the buyer. Without competition, the buyer is so strong he can force indepen-

dent producers, who are creators, investors and cultural promoters of the idea, to be mere executors of 

productions. There is no equal relationship between broadcaster and producer, but a dependent rela-

tionship: the producer is a slave, he cannot afford to buy back his own product.4

TV drama production, as well as the adventurous manufacturing of the series, in opposition to 
the solid organization and the widespread competition of formats that characterize the other TV 
genres,5

with its substantial condition of consolidated duopoly. Even just investing in a pilot for only two 
potential customers is opposed to any commercial practice. The TV channel La7, for example, 

2012 orientating itself however toward a big movie-style operation. Vi perdono ma inginocchi-

atevi
6 addressed in an everyday perspective, that 

-
ever, this movie-style operation choice rejected serialization, even in the form of a double episode, 
to gamble on the single big media event. It is not a coincidence that this made-for TV movie was 
inserted into the collection Film Evento, hosted by director of La7 News Enrico Mentana, that had 
already aired relevant movies, such as Il Divo (Paolo Sorrentino, 2008). What happens on satellite 
TV – which lies outside this article, focused on TV series produced by public television, and in 

might remember here Romanzo criminale – La serie

Quo 

vadis, baby? 7 Relevant 
names and big budget are used in order to hide TV behind cinema. Although in every other na-

reveals prudence and timidity which is not shared, as we shall see, in Europe and that, while rely-
ing on certain “reactionary” and reassuring characters of the public broadcasting, has its roots in 

8 such as Italy is. 

with a high international potentiality, capable of crossing European and other boundaries, but 
also with a strong transnational vocation, when offering, as we shall see, an image which is au-
thentically Italian but can also simultaneously bring together “Italianness” and the idea of Italy 
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as developed abroad. There is no doubt about the role of the international co-productions – as 
experienced in 1984 with La Piovra (1984-2003), which counting on the investments of French 

on the television screens of those countries. However there is more.
In front of an initial investment of 47 million Euros, Il commissario Montalbano has led RAI to 

collect 72 million and has been sold to many foreign channels, including the Australian SBS, US 

Il ladro di merendine was to compete with the giants of the small screen, a variety show on Rai-
La casa dei sogni), and a similar detective drama lead 

by a well recognized actor and loved by television audiences, namely Enrico Montesano playing 
in L’ispettore Giusti. Both, the series debuting on Canale 5 and the consolidated competition of 
the variety show could scarcely compete against Il commissario Montalbano, which immediately 
snatched a 24.45% share of television viewers with its 6,251,000 spectators – one million more 
than its competitors. And the success of this product never diminished, supported by an audience 
of over 6 million spectators for eight seasons. When moved to RaiUno, Gli arancini di Montalba-

no nearly reached 10 million spectators and; on 2 November 2008, the episode La vampa d’agosto 
Il 

commissario Montalbano has been very long in Italy and the twenty-two episodes of the series 
aired almost three times, often rerun consecutively. Even the prequel, Il giovane Montalbano 
(2012-), an operation that could not count on the attraction of the star of Montalbano played by 
Luca Zingaretti, exceeded expectations, and its six episodes made RaiUno prime time leader with 
an average of 22% share in March 2012.

Distretto di polizia (2000-2012) is not far behind, debuting on 26 September 2000 immediately 
-

over 32% share. Also, in this case, the longevity of the program was maintained and season elev-
en, broadcast in 2011-12, has held a strong audience with about 3 million viewers, a share around 
13.50%.

Italian TV series: mode of production 

Italian TV series, however, seem to have their own physiognomy and “Italianness” not only 
in terms of production. They also have linguistic elements and characters in which to settle a 
whole history of television and visual culture, which this article begins to outline from a particular 
vantage point, that of the detective and crime series, whose history is deeply rooted into Italian 
culture.

The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin arrives in 
Italy on TV dei ragazzi

Alfred Hitchcock Presents. Nevertheless, these products were still marginal in the programming 
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no real strategy for serialization and audience involvement, mainly treated as if they were small 
teleromanzo, 

mentioned of La Piovra, not surprisingly often named as “the Italian answer to Dallas”, the only 
big investment in the serialized narrative television since the golden age of TV serial capable to 
survive in full phase of American invasion.9

But it is only in the second phase, the TV series explosion during the Nineties that Italian tele-

the Eighties, both for the lower availability of movies that could be suitable to television needs, as 

offered by the birth of dedicated theme channels and, at last, by the EU Directive of 1989, the so-
called Television Without Frontiers. The latter required not only the free circulation of European 

from 10% to 20%, in production and co-production of national TV programmes.10

At the end of the Nineties Italy is still last in Europe for production of TV series, but the series 
Un posto al sole from October 

time. The last episode of La Piovra 4 aired on 20 March 1989, featured the death of the hero, com-
missioner Corrado Cattani (Michele Placido), and was followed by 17,200,000 spectators with an 
astonishing 58.91% share, never reached before by a serial drama. In 1993, the spreading success 
of Amico mio

Un medico in famiglia -
caster tries to create continuity from one season to another, airing its almost 80 episodes with very 
few interruptions between 1998 and 2000.

The explosion of the Italian series and the economic base of this process, the creative constraints 
11 should not, however, distract 

from the fact that the Italian TV series production has acquired its own physiognomy that cannot 
just be closely related to commercial and contractual characteristics of its format. Closely related 
to their production chain, that tries to get out an industrial product from the handcraft, TV se-
ries also show distinctive characteristics in terms of modes of representation and communicative 

broadcasters – which are rooted in the culture of typical Italian serial dramas.

Italian investors are evident and related to different budgets: made-for-TV movies, distant from 
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continuous serials with a strong US-style industrial chain, that present twelve or twenty-four epi-
sodes every year and continues from season to season.

The special formula which, however, all of these formats assume, reveals a typical inclination 

to indicate hybridization, promiscuity, and distance from the US serial models, this production 
yet deserves a deeper analysis than the usual easiness to dismiss the Italian anomaly. I argue that 

teleromanzo 
almost an archetype of the way of using the serial elements, emblematic of Italian culture – and of 
cinema culture, catching typically national styles of detection and mystery.

Closure of serial

opening and closing that is deeply rooted in the Italian television heritage. The completeness of 
serials is in fact always absolute; at both macro and micro levels, the narrative is mostly completed 
without presupposing a real suspension into the future, either of the single episode or from one 
episode to another. Single episodes have a high degree of autonomy and continuity between epi-
sodes, which has often more to do with the dynamics of life than with the strategy and the building 
of suspense.

Il commissario Montalbano naturally represents the most evident case. The closure of the serial 

Inspector Salvo Montalbano. In the early Nineties, with record sales of La forma dell’acqua, this 
novel series had led to the emergence of a genuine literary event. The literary origin of the proj-
ect is an additional element in strengthening the closing of the text, according to the best Italian 
tradition.

The fact that the so called “teleromanzo” used to have strong closing episodes should not be 
La cittadella (1964) 

feuilleton, closes each part of 
Archibald David Cronin’s novel in seven chapters, characterized by strong core themes (the ac-

the couple and their departure to town). The eruption of tragedy (the loss of a child) has postponed 
the onset of the next installment in a process well in contrast to the typical never-ending serial. The 
voice over seems to contradict what happens, predicting future disasters; but this is not enough, in 

12 On the other hand, there is the different case of I promessi sposi (1967) directed by 
Sandro Bolchi. Director’s philological and exegetical attention to Manzoni’s text does not pre-
clude the fact that each of the seven episodes organizes itself around solid and concluded thematic 
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the most they are entrusted once again to the frame narrative and to the words of the novel “read” 

This closure is typical and it often characterizes serials, as it will become even more evident an-
alyzing detection as TV genre. The narrative form of Montalbano series is not different from that 
committed years earlier in Le inchieste del commissario Maigret (1964-1972) by Mario Landi, 
respectful of the boundaries of Simenon’s narratives. The frontier of the novel remains strong 
and it is used as a reinforcement of completeness. Without detracting from Camilleri’s novels, the 
boundary of the story is sacred and inviolable, the proof is given that the only hazard is the order 

Il ladro di merendine, that 
immediately offered an effective portrait of the protagonist; but no mixture is accepted if not, in 
some cases, the union of two stories.13

Closure is also internal to the texts and, as well as complete closing of criminal cases, also 
storylines between episodes centered around the private life of the Inspector are convoluted and 

a true narrative turning point. In the second episode of season four, Gli arancini di Montalbano 
(2002), both mysteries – the murder of a couple passed for an accident and the false accusation 
of theft for the faithful maid’s son – dissolve completely without any possible after-effects. Also 
private narrative line is totally healed, not developing the relationship between Montalbano and 
his girlfriend, who wants him to go on vacation to Paris, but closing with the long-awaited New 
Year’s Eve dinner with the beloved arancini. Moreover, even the big dog Orlando, adopted by 
Montalbano in the previous episode Il senso del tatto, that could give rise to a new story line, is 

Le ali della 

 (2008), punctuated by quarrels on the phone with Livia, concludes with a phone hung up, 
but also with the reassuring words of the woman “And bravo! You’re always the same Montalba-

Montalbano’s injury, the effect will be even more evidently enveloping and much of the narrative 

possible real development, thus moving to a paradoxical plan, completed by the dream of his own 
death in the last episode of season eight. In L’età del dubbio (2011), while dreaming, Montalba-
no ends up his relationship with Livia observing the possible new storyline with Laura (Isabella 
Ragonese) ending with her death. Once again, to emphasize the impossible opening to new narra-

The dominance of the closure in the Italian serial is therefore not simply a mode of produc-

completely shot before airing.14

with suspense as one of his principal mechanisms, should focus on dilatation and on delay – the 
dynamics of the Italian serial seems to overwhelm the audience in a static way, more than to 
drive forward ceaselessly. The difference catches the eye if we glance at non-Italian products, 
with which the Italian viewer has to deal mainly on theme satellite TV channels. Leaving aside 
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24 

very interesting results. In Danish Den som dræber Those Who Kill) the 
ten episodes revolve around the Serial Crime Unit of Copenhagen Police, led by brave detective 

-

not only for the outcome of the investigation, but to be sure for the safety of the detective herself 
Liget i skoven, Corps 

in the woods) is nothing less than buried alive.15

order and reconstruction of broadcast TV. Nevertheless, this does not mean that from the narrative 
point of view, as well as visually and stylistically, the series turns into a totally exposed and open 
narrative. 

But the most relevant Danish case is Forbrydelsen (The Killing

been aired in Italy, on digital terrestrial channel Rai4. 

and broadcasted in Italy by FoxCrime.16 The innovative idea of the creator Søren Sveistrup, often 
associated with the archetype of Twin Peaks, resides in the only crime to be solved, the death of 

of the second season), between the emergence of mysteries and red herring in a gray pre-election 
Copenhagen. 

The examples could continue with the neo-polar French production by Canal+. In Braquo 
(2009-) created by Olivier Marchal, an endless spiral of violence and corruption emerges episode 
after episode and drags away the four policemen from any case and episodic logic that is not the 
discovery of the reasons for the suicide of their leader, revenge and ultimately redemption.17 Hunt-

ed (2012) is unconventional in both the narrative and content, exhibiting violence and sensuality 
of the body, most often exposed to the eyes of the viewer, of the protagonist Sam Hunter (Melissa 

broadcaster Cinemax, this product unravels the plot around the special agent, leaving the viewer 
in full suspension at the end of each episode.18 Another interesting production is  (2009-, 
in Italy ), in which the solution of the cases clouds up gradually, transformed into oppor-
tunities to reconstruct the past of the criminologist Chloe Saint Laurent (Odile Vuillemin), who 

of his wife and the responsibility of a child.19

is the British drama Luther (2010-). Not far from Luca Zingaretti, Idris Elba also gives the Chief 

form of serialization, limited to 4-6 episodes per season and therefore similar to what happens in 
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Italy. Creator Neil Cross greatly emphasizes intellectual acumen and investigative capacity of the 
-

olent London.20 Nevertheless, the involvement of Luther in the case is very strong and profoundly 
changes in the course of episodes, bringing about a transformation. Equally, private life events 

side, whom Luther helps to escape from the insane asylum – unravels through all the seasons, 
opening them to next, unforeseen developments. Not surprisingly, the series offers a reverse pat-

themselves are an additional trip to the mind and personality of Luther that open up to mysterious 
developments, unforeseen and unexpected choices of the protagonist, more than to the disclosure 
of the criminal.

On the other hand, as shown before, Italian TV serial tends to close claustrophobically, com-
municating the sense of an eternal return, rather than of a narrative development, and installing 
a temporality that has more to do with the myth than with the history. No coincidence that the 

the US products from the Seventies “actions become routines, punctuated by small partial goals, 
which recur cyclically.”21

The same thing also happens in the continuous and more industrialized serial. In this case, the 
resistance to opening is also installed by the non-temporal continuity of the different seasons, of-

this attitude is just due to production reasons, such as the engagement of the actors. For instance, Il 
maresciallo Rocca

a miniseries of only two episodes with season six.22 However, this product remained credible to 

narration. Too often these situations are dealt with strictly in terms of production, following the 
economic logic of the spin-off or sequel, and forgetting the communicative dimension of the TV 
series, whose fundamental (mimetic) feature is represented by the rhythm between episodes and 
between seasons.

Il maresciallo Rocca -
ering of the protagonist with the sons or with the woman he is attracted to (adopting a puppy or 
not, how to get a dinner date, etc.) are always resolved within the single spin, with a traditional 
narrative structure which, not coincidentally, the authors Laura Toscano and Franco Marotta de-

development is more pronounced passing season by season; if the evolution of Salvo Montalbano 

adopts a child in season two, loses his wife (Stefania Sandrelli) in season three, remarried in sea-
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proof is that the tragedy of the death of his wife is consumed in the penultimate episode, Crudele 

destino, which aired on 18 March 2001, so as to avoid any exaggerated cliffhanger and give the 
character time to recover his identity in the next episode, letting the story close and resolve by the 
end of the third season, with a lot of renewed balance and a bravery award for the Marshal.

Disclosures of landscape

This brief review can already lead to two considerations. First, it is clear that, although it can 
be a driving force from the point of view of production, it is not entirely correct to identify, as 
it’s often done, La Piovra as a prototype of the Italian television series. Originally conceived as 

23 is a very common trait 
in Italy. However, quite different is the clear infringement of the authentically Italian model of 
autonomy and episodic completeness. In fact, cliffhanger is the dominant structure, not only mac-
roscopically in the transition from one season to another (the death of Cattani in season four, etc.), 
but also at the level of single episodes, not coincidentally never titled, refusing to close around a 

-

at the end of last episode. La Piovra represents the exception to an extremely serialized formula 

Romanzo criminale, La squadra, .24

Moreover, it is not a coincidence that this type of serial is mainly broadcast on Italian Public 
Broadcasting System. Police drama is by far central on Italian Public System, while it has very 

25

offering an in-depth real world view, which mainly coincides with the reassuring one of Public TV. 
Il giovane Montalbano, prequel to the popular series and aired in 2012,26 did not challenge in any 
way the prototype, always offering a rigid episodic scan, not only for what concerns the criminal 
matter to be investigated, but also for the private life of the young protagonist, whose twists, in-
cluding new lovers and quarrels with his father, always resolve within a single episode. The model 
of State Television, also in such a recent example, imposes an investigation with the geometric 
features, British rational deduction-style, that solves everything in the celebration of whodonit and 
that avoids opening at any set of problems, putting all the pieces in place.

Dis-

tretto di polizia: the doubt, the real duality are inherent in the environment, and in its ambiguous 
-

amples of series trying to open up to a more serialized formula and to create a greater connection 
between episodes. And they seem doomed to failure. Il segreto dell’acqua has recently ditched the 
share of RaiUno to only 10%, even in the face of the attraction usually hold on the audience by the 

27 The failure of the series 

independence of the episodes, forced to a rapid initial summary of the previous installments. On 
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the other hand, especially in commercial television, the abnormal serialization, for Italian habits, 

case of Distretto di polizia, a TV series with different production and narrative characteristics, not 
feeding on large elements of call as the derivation from literature or the presence of stars beloved 
by the audience, but on “the idea of genre and of invention of worlds” such as that of a police sta-
tion, the X Tuscolano, and the reconstruction of the community that revolves around it. Therefore, 
the serialization plays an important role and the trajectories of the characters are developed in 

Distretto di polizia

the emblem of a mode of production typical of the already industrialized series. This starts with 

collect in police stations and newspapers the chronicle of real cases, to ensure verisimilitude and 
realism to the narrated events. The production itself is never-ending, because scripts are delivered 

-
ever, the centrality of detection and of the crime solving, as well as that of the return to the order 
given by the investigation that ended the episode, show that the compressed serialization and the 
tendency towards closure is evident even in the highly industrialized continuous serial, in which 
the degree of autonomy of the individual episodes still remains very high, and the personal life 
of the protagonists, as the hardest element of inter-episodic continuity, seems nevertheless to be 

detective drama. In September 2010, welcoming the tenth season of Distretto di polizia and the 
-

rari was not “able to restore a representation of the city as a threatening space, as a clash of urban, 
social and narrative disorder.”28 Nothing could be further not only from the mood of the series, as 
told by the production, but also from the Italian intellectual climate, distant from that dichotomy 

of the last twenty years from traditional TV is right in not drawing more on the noir mood, even 
polar, which was the conceptual and iconographic 

-
ment operated by Italian giallo, an inevitable connection given the cinematographic vocation of 
these series, that starts with an intensive use of the made-for TV movie formula and the unprece-

the series and even from season to season. In fact, the claustrophobic closing of the serial requires 
to recall the centrality of the crime scene and crime rituals in the Italian giallo from Mario Bava 
to Dario Argento, from Lucio Fulci to Riccardo Freda, that create a parataxis, an accumulation of 
criminal performances which closes continuously narrative development around the circle of the 

-
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in the episode La voce del violino La vampa d’agosto (2008) 
or even the horse collapsed on the beach in La pista di sabbia (2008).

giallo heritage is strengthened by setting and by the game be-

Italian series. Perhaps the importance of urban and landscape component in these serial formulas 
is ignored a little too easily, again with a myopic eye focused only on production methods, for 
which of course the performance and promotion of the Italian territory offers important opportu-

unique productive perspective – to liquidate a central aspect of the television series as a pure act 

tradition of Italian cinema civile (that of Francesco Rosi or Elio Petri – bond validated when Da-
La Piovra), why not to consider that Viterbo of Mares-

ciallo Rocca, Rome in Distretto or Sicilian districts in Montalbano participate in some ways in 
the particularity with which the eternal city is dotted by Mario Bava in La ragazza che sapeva 

troppo (The Evil 

Leo (Milano calibro 9 or La mala ordina

Quoting Franco Moretti, who compares novel to movie, “the novel accustoms us to ‘see’ the city 
by throwing a glance, not really distracted but discontinuous.”29 This discontinuity also charac-
terizes the Italian series, both for the cento

seem practicable and is resistant against any path except that of the gaze, as Salvo Montalbano 

the man and his surroundings distilled in the Italian culture much more authentically than many 
-

30 it is a distant and indifferent 

tied to the giallo.

Il Mulino, no. 2, March-April 
2003, p. 343. Translation from Italian to English always by the author.

2 Almost unique exception – which, however, dedicates a really small space to Italian production and adopt 

, RTI, Milano 2008.
3 Maurizio Costanzo, Flaminia Morandi, -

riale, Carocci, Roma 2003, p. 36.
4 Idem, p. 38; see also Pino Salerno (ed.), , 

Produrre TV. Dallo studio televisivo a 
Internet, Laterza, Roma-Bari 2009.
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5 Of course, there are also the formats – as Médico de familia
Italy as Un medico in famiglia, or Un posto al sole based on the Australian Neighbours. However, these 
are exceptions, as contents – the only part truly free in format adaptation – is obviously dominant in 

Cardini, La lunga serialità televisiva. Origini e modelli, Carocci, Roma 2004.

Narrazioni televisive e identità nazionale
approach adopted on some case studies presented in this article. However, Buonanno is mainly oriented 

see Francesco Casetti, Federico Di Chio, L’analisi della televisione. Strumenti, metodi e pratiche di 
ricerca, Bompiani, Milano 1998; Milly Buonanno, L’età della televisione. Esperienze e teorie, Laterza, 

Le nuove forme della serialità televisiva. 
Storia, linguaggio e temi, Archetipo, Bologna 2008.

7 Certainly of great relevance, also from the point of view of its innovative production dynamics, is the 
case of Romanzo criminale which, however, is outside detective drama genre, focus of this article. See 

La televisione convergente. La tv oltre il piccolo schermo, RTI, 
Milano 2010.

8 Emiliana De Blasio, Michele Sorice, -
liana, Dino Audino Editore, Roma 2004.

as much as the decade of the Eighties, in which it is located. For example, this is the time when in Italy, 

and television which are then reversed again in the Nineties, with the new regulations on movies broad-

conferences during Mostra del Nuovo Cinema di Pesaro, then published by Marsilio; see studies and data 
published in Lino Micciché (ed.), , Marsilio, Venezia 
1998; among most recent contributions see “Dossier. Cinema e TV,” in Link, vol. 3, 2004.

-
en Parliament inside SMAV Directive 2010/12/UE) see Roberto Mastroianni, La direttiva sui servizi di 
media audiovisivi e la sua attuazione nell’ordinamento italiano

11 See Federico Battocchio, La produzione televisiva, Carocci, Roma 2003.
12 La cittadella is organized around the story of his life that the protagonist Andrew Manson (Alberto 

Lupo), now an old man, tells to a young doctor. His reconstruction opens and closes each episode, fram-

13 TV serial script is always by the author of the novels, Andrea Camilleri, assisted by Francesco Bruni and 
Salvatore De Mola. Episodes are always directed by Alberto Sironi.

14 It is clear that the industrialized manufacturing with its initial offer limited to the pilot and the creation 
of no more than two episodes, is ontologically dominated by the opening in the narrative development, 

2005 a bounty hunter serial The Catch), sometimes turn into something else (Mulholland Drive by David 
Lynch, as the pilot ordered by ABC to double the success of Twin Peaks was converted in 2001 in movie 

Lost 
always by Abrams).

15 Ten-episodes series, produced by Miso Tv, was aired by Danish TV2 between 13 March and 15 May 
Fortidens skygge

Loro uccidono on satellite channel FoxCrime 
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on Friday prime time, from 7 October till 11 November 2011, with n

Forbrydelsen
epis
episodes each (unreleased in Italy), in Autumn 2009 and 2012. In 2011, US Fox Television has produced 

by Fox Crime in Italy.
17 Season one (8 episodes) was aired on French Canal+ from 12 October till 2 November 2009, followed by 

a new season in 2011; in Italy it was scheduled by satellite channels FX and FoxCrime from 2011.
18 The eight episodes of season one – still ongoing – almost entirely located in London and created by the 

father of The X-Files for Kudos production, were broadcasted on BBC One from 12 October 2012 and 

19 Created by Fanny Robert and Sophie Lebarbier, this 6-episode serial was broadcasted by French TF1 
starting from 23 April 2009, followed by three 12-episode seasons in 2010, 2012 and ongoing 2013. In 
Italy it was broadcasted by FoxCrime from 2010 and on Cielo.

20 Produced by BBC itself, Luther
season aired in 2011 and a third is forthcoming in 2013; in Italy FoxCrime aired reputedly British serial 

21 Federico Di Chio, , Bompiani, Milano 
2011, p. 205. 

22 Il maresciallo Rocca, 

two episodes of miniserial Il maresciallo Rocca e l’amico d’infanzia (2008).
23 La Piovra was aired by RaiUno from 1984, for ten seasons till 2001 (44 episodes), including two pre-

quels
24 One partial exception is the show Romanzo criminale (2008-2009), perhaps the only true heir, in this in-

La Piovra; partially, however, considering the exceptional 

Film, followed by a second season in 2010) and the particular genesis of the TV series, derived not only 
from a novel, but also from a successful movie, both considering its unusual narrative construction, 
wrapped up even more on the group of characters and their actions, rather than on an almost impossible 
real development. The proof of its exception is that another experiment, conducted a few months before, 
Quo vadis, baby?

by the closure of the episode around the solved criminal case. The case of La squadra (RaiTre, seven 
Hill Street Blues strategy, 

that is to say to focusing on characters, on their personal cases and relational dynamics, rejecting the 
episode title, but however giving importance to the solution of crimes within the single episodes. Even 

 (Canale 5, 2009 and 2010, ten two-hour 
episodes each season), which is almost unique, both for its hybrid nature which crosses several genres 

Televisione convergente, cit.
25 There are a lot of example in RAI production, only referring to the last decade, from Don Matteo to Ho 

sposato uno sbirro, from Il Maresciallo Rocca to L’ispettore Coliandro and again with Commissioners 
Montalbano, Manara, Nardone or De Luca. To this long list Mediaset responds with a few examples, 
including Distretto di polizia and Ris (this one in fact contaminated with the medical drama that leads to 
other nature).

26
and producers have already announced a second one. Again the subject comes from some stories by Camilleri, 
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27 Directed by Renato De Maria, TV series, produced by RAI and Magnolia, was aired on RaiUno from 11 
September till 2 October 2011.

, Corriere della Sera, 8 September 2010.
29 Franco Moretti, Segni e stili del moderno, Einaudi, Torino 1987, p. 158.

Post-War Crises and the Chronotope of Film Noir
(ed.), 
1998, pp. 129-170.
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NORDIC NOIR ON TELEVISION: THE KILLING I-III

Gunhild Agger, University of Aalborg

Abstract

The Nordic Noir has been applied by many countries as a slightly distorting mirror of tenden-

the prevalent genre of The Killing

political drama and melodrama. The elements of the noir design in the introductory sequenc-
es – their common traits and the differences that match prevalent plots in each season – are 

series, to the focus on foreign politics with domestic dimensions in the second season, and 
the reversion to domestic politics, this time combined to a global dimension, in the last sea-
son. Similarities and differences in the plots, and their relationship to (and interpretation of) 
events and phenomena in the modern Danish welfare state and in the Western sphere, are also 
investigated.

Introduction

Danish The Killing I-III (Forbrydelsen, 2007-2012) is interesting in an international context. 

France (ARTE, 2010) and the UK (BBC 4, 2011). Moreover, The Killing was remade in the USA 

a public debate accompanied the screening of The Killing, investigating the reasons for the appeal 
of “Nordic Noir” to a British audience, enhancing the production model and the production val-
ues. Later in 2012, this was followed by a similar debate around the political drama serial Borgen 

(2010-), which has also been widely exported.
Thus, in 2011 and 2012 Danish TV drama has been the object of an international reception of 

broad dimensions; however, the recognition, in the shape of international TV festival awards, 
started earlier. In 2002 Unit One ( , 2000-2004) received an Emmy in the category of 
Best International Drama Series. The dramedy ( , 2002-2003) 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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The Eagle (Ørnen, 2004-06) received an 
Emmy in 2005 and The Protectors (Livvagterne, 2009-2010) in 2009. The Killing received the 

The Killing, interest has been focused on 
the Danish production model and the phenomenon that has been dubbed “Nordic Noir.” In this 
article, I will review some of the questions to which this international reception gives rise. I will 
focus on The Killing and include all three seasons (1-20, 2007; 1-10, 2009; and 1-10, 2012) high-
lighting the production model and its overall purpose, the genres and style of the series. 

Drama’s productions)1 deserve emphasising. Firstly, through the concept “one vision,” DR Drama 
focuses on original productions rather than adaptations; this concept gives the scriptwriter and 
producer an artistic license which allows their particular line with its distinctive features to shine 
through. Secondly, DR Drama’s strategy includes the concept that any drama must contain a dou-
ble story comprising 1) “the good story” and 2) “an overall plot with ethical/social connotations.”2 

industry, which has a great impact on the production design and quality of DR Drama series. These 
efforts are evident in The Killing, as I will illustrate in this article.

The art of genre mixing within the noir style is something that all seasons of The Killing have 
mastered. The question is: which genres have been mixed, in which proportion and with which 

in the mixing (police procedural, political drama, melodrama) and discuss how the introductory 
sequences play up to the concept of the thriller. After this, I will illustrate the development in the 

how genre mixing, dramaturgy and style are connected to DR’s overall strategy.
In the analysis, I will draw on some of the insights that I presented in shorter forms in three 

reviews published on a Danish website3 -
gating The Killing.”4

Nordic Noir

The Killing I and II received extensive media coverage considering the fact that it was just a sub-

in the Internet version of The Guardian.5 The attention spread to the US, where The Killing was 
remade in an American version. In both countries, the political drama series Borgen received pre-
dominantly positive media coverage.

Several British and American journalists visited Copenhagen to discover the “recipe” behind 
the international success of Danish television drama. Maggie Brown from The Guardian -

6 

7 The Guardian covered Danish television drama intensively, but other 
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newspapers and magazines followed their lead, for example the Financial Times and Newsweek.8 
The Killing brought into focus the relation between 

US, and the impact of the Danish public service concept compared to a commercial system.
On a more general level, Barry Forshaw accentuates the connection to the socially created re-

democratic ideal.”9

formerly characterised the Nordic image are dismantling. 
Forshaw’s main argument is that in this way, the Scandinavian welfare states can serve as foil 

for the UK today through a mix of recognition and distortion: “But the appeal remains the same: 
we are shown a country which is different from Britain – but not too different. The lure of the 
(slightly) exotic, plus a vague sense of schadenfreude that the wheels are coming off the utopi-
an welfare-state bus.” 10 This interpretation is repeated in several other characterisations, also in 

-
els as forming part of the subsoil of life in Scandinavian countries.” 11 On a more well-researched 
level, this convergence of the social and the criminal aspects is also at the basis of Andrew Nestin-

are a barometer for the state of society: “If we want to understand contemporary Scandinavia and 
12 

Besides pointing out the strong societal connection, two other features are predominant in the 
international critics’ reception of The Killing; 
style that the Brits and Americans have branded “Nordic Noir;” secondly, the intensive preoccu-
pation with Sarah Lund as the main character and pivotal point of the investigation.

The thriller genre 

The same genre description was given of all three seasons of The Killing in the release and in the 
-

ly constituted genre which aims at causing a thrill in the audience, an exhilarated thrill. Lars Ole 
Sauerberg points out that the concept “thriller” is used differently in British English and American 
English. In British English the concept is used in a more restrictive manner than in American En-
glish, where it is a broad concept for stories charged with suspense within detective, spy, mystery 

“gyser” which actually is closer to the horror genre.

to be driven by suspense. However, one of the most important plot devices of a thriller is suspense. 

Suspend means to hang up or to put out of action for a while, and this is the way suspense works in 

the prevention of immediate satisfac-

tion of curiosity about plot issues through structural obstruction of the logic of temporal progression.13
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Suspense is central to the manner in which the plot in a thriller can twist and turn in ways that 
surprise the audience causing an exhilarated thrill. Other plot devices of the thriller includes the 
cliff-hanger ending, the protagonist’s recurrent pursuit of an escaping or hidden antagonist, their 
dialectical relationship and the contrast between the calm and collected exterior and the under-
lying abyss of calculation and instinct. All these elements can be applied in the confrontation 
between the different sets of moral values that is at the core of the thriller.

thriller is commonly used in alliance with the crime genre (be it police procedurals or detective 
-

the psychological thriller, the Secret Service thriller or the legal or military thriller that questions 
the power apparatus and the execution of power, and, in the last resort, the state of contemporary 

14 The use of the 
thriller as main genre might have been a contributing factor for The Killing

international context. The series draws on a well-established genre while simultaneously unfold-
ing the genre in a new geographical and social context.

Introductory and signature sequences

In all three seasons of The Killing, the combination 
drama is the pivotal element, which is expressed from the very beginning in a noir design un-

atmosphere. The daylight is fading, which perfectly suits the demands of the noir style. The intro-

narration dynamic from the onset. The lead-in is brief; the storyline is recapped with relatively few 

In The Killing I, the noir design is spectacularly presented in the introductory sequences through 

this story must pass. The design visualises how the plot will twist and turn in the labyrinth of this 

In The Killing II

and reminds us of their mortality. Besides the lawyer Anne Dragsholm, who is the legal advisor 
for the Ministry of Defence, the story concerns the professional soldier Allan Myg Poulsen, who 

“Preacher”) – men and women who are all connected to a certain “incident” in Afghanistan. From 
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statuette blindfolded by the chain of a dog tag. Those who exercise power are powerless, and they 

The function of the signature sequence in The Killing III

The Killing III. The sound design is extremely important to 

sound of emptiness is later followed up in the harbour warehouse. The metallic sound is a recur-

the Department of Forensic Medicine (episode 3) and at the haunt of the homeless in Copenhagen 

From The Wire 

The Killing III, which 

a tone in line with the style and effects of the noir tradition. These sequences emphasise the essential 

The Killing I: The local and the domestic

Throughout all three seasons of The Killing, the thriller is connected to crime and political drama 
but accentuating different features. The melodrama is also applied in varying degrees against the 

with the local mayoral elections in Copenhagen in The Killing I. As in The Killing III, campaign cars 

And naturally, the mapping of the individual politicians’ activities during the incriminating times 

turn in unanticipated directions. Considerations and misguided considerations, small and big lies, 
evasive explanations, trust and betrayals all intertwined the plot. Even though the probability of it 
all did not always bear closer examination, the plot was well thought out and the British-American 

Arcel’s King’s Game (Kongekabale, 2004), was innovative in a Danish TV series.
-

cunning criminal. This storyline effectively demonstrated how a series of apparently independent 
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events can nevertheless be connected, and how the inclination of a family friend to overprotect his 
friend and benefactor in many cases had threads to what happened at the political level.

The Killing I

-
cessor is David Lynch’s Twin Peaks (ABC, 1990-91) which also unfolded its story around one 

Twin Peaks ended up in cascades 
of mystery and metaphysics that brought Agent Cooper’s world-view to collapse, The Killing I is 

and political threads, understands the art of limitation. Thus, the dramaturgy counterbalances the 
devious courses of the labyrinth.

On the visual side, the action in The Killing I is set in three different locations: the Copenhagen 
Police Headquarters, the Copenhagen City Hall and Vesterbro, a district in Copenhagen. The Co-
penhagen Police Headquarters is the place where the threads of the investigation are gathered, but 
also where it is disrupted. The Police Headquarters is presented as a monolith from the outside, 

dead ends confuse. The City Hall is mainly the setting of the local mayoral elections, but through 
these elections it is connected to crime. Investigation and election; in both cases, the countdown 

countdown has also started to the scheduled move to the new house. Nightly helicopter shootings 
over Copenhagen interconnect these locations in an overall pattern. The labyrinths, roads and lost 

been used as an ingredient in Danish TV drama since the drama series TAXA (1997-1999).
In spite of the obvious differences in the environment and characterisation of the three places, 

the distinctive features of colouring, camera movement and the diffuse, disturbing underscore 
Twin Peaks (by Angelo Badalamenti), are the same. The dominating 

-
ner intending to expose the clues of what has happened. The camera pans across living rooms, 

disturbing manner. The similarity of colours and optics indicates the shared theme: everybody has 

-
nection between the places and the crimes are pointed out through the style of the series.

Even though the political level is not directly involved in the essential crime, clear parallels 

on the mechanisms of power to Hartmann, the Mayor to be: “Remember you have to live with 
it.” Advice that he himself forgot in his function as Mayor – and advice Hartmann also needs to 
forget if he wants to be elected. It is only possible to become Mayor by becoming a Bremer clone, 

of oneself, i.e. one’s morality. 
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sinister feeling is glaringly exposed at Anton’s birthday party in episode 20. Everybody, even the 

already saw this instinct unfolded in episode 8 in his confrontation with the teacher Kemal. The 

enhanced when Sarah Lund connects Meyer’s last words: “Sara 84” with the shirt Vagn is – still 

lamb.

references. The ending thus quotes the end situation in David Fincher’s thriller Seven (1995) in a 

one’s own hands, turning the victim into a perpetrator.

The Killing II: Foreign politics with domestic dimensions

The Killing II, as I 
have illustrated previously. However, the plot and thereby the dramaturgy is different. Dramatic 
turnovers in actors have occurred and only the dubious Detective Chief Inspector Brix (Morten 

-
penhagen. The rest of the gallery of characters have been changed. This effectively signals a new 
beginning – and thereby also a different type of serial from the usual model, e.g. Scandinavian 
crime serials such as Wallander (2005-) and Beck (1997-) where the recurrent ingredient is the 
constant gallery of characters, also in terms of familiar subsidiary characters and the unique con-
stellation of characters within the department. In this way, The Killing instigates a certain type of 
innovation, which cannot be replicated in an adaptation or character based serial.

The parallel between politics and crime is maintained, but the focus has shifted. The municipal 
environment surrounding the Copenhagen City Hall has been swapped for national politics at 
Christiansborg Palace, home of the Danish Parliament. Where the focus in The Killing I was on 

 The Killing II is not just the 
aforementioned parallel, but the direct connection between politics and crime – another example 
of innovation.

The relation to reality has also shifted, in that The Killing II

the real life and places them in the story in a way that suits the thriller dramaturgy. The Danish 
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involvement in the war in Afghanistan has provided ample material to choose from. Many contro-
versial issues were brought to the public at the time of the screening of the production, increasing 
the sense of a frightening (and from the point of the producers unforeseen) topicality. For example, 

Danish state (mentioned in the Danish newspaper Politiken, 17 October 2009). The former elite 
Jæger. I krig med eliten [Hunter. At War with the Elite], which 

was made public by Politiken in September 2009 at a time when the Defence Command had 
banned it.15 This resulted in an extensive public debate about the then Minister of Defence Søren 

Minister.
These examples emphasise the topicality of the plot in The Killing II. On the political level, the 

settlement on a terror bill across the political parties and thus become everyone’s friend instead 
-

ther the right-wing anti-immigration party, The Danish People’s Party, The Conservative People’s 
Party or the left-wing EU-sceptical party, the Socialist People’s Party. However, the settlement is 
obstructed by a series of lies, concealments and misrepresentations of the truth, all connected to a 

soldiers during the operation in Afghanistan. The exposures happening at the political level have 

Christie’s classic set-up: a group of people of a certain number stay together to conceal a certain 
-

The Killing I in connection with the 

Vedsegaard) and his family. In this storyline, the melodramatic moments function in a classic 
manner: in a case of injustice a man is subsequently incarcerated and cannot escape no matter 

-

competition with the police and under the scrutiny of the actual perpetrator.
The Killing I 

underlined by the place where The Killing II
where the three poles for executions from the period of occupation during WWII are found, and 

The Killing 
II a unique experience in Danish television history.
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The Killing III: Domestic politics with global dimensions

In The Killing III

level, almost as in Borgen. Similarly, the tragedy that unfolded in an ordinary removal man’s fam-
ily in the centre of Copenhagen has moved out into the torn shipping magnate and doctor’s family 

of Robert and Maja Zeuthen’s daughter Emilie, however, it is actually rooted in a completely 

pinpointed: she was a girl no one wanted to care for; a girl who had been in contact with Zeeland’s 
children’s home; a girl who presumably was meant to be a role model for children in foster fami-
lies in the Centre Party’s planned advertising material, but instead she ended up on the bottom of 

-
ter of the sun god Helios, a woman of incredible strength and magic powers. In Euripides’ tragedy 
Medea 

The Killing III, 

a basic level, be understood as a symbolic expression of the victimisation of the children in the 

-
lic prosecutor Schultz, and the police pathologist who performed a post-mortem on Louise and 

resulted in his death.
In contrast to the case in The Killing I from 2007 and The Killing II 

society in crisis in 2012. Prime Minister Christian Kamper, the leader of the party named The New 

of the campaign and it is featured on the campaign bus we see in episode 3. The slogan echoes 
the actual campaign led by the liberal parties in the Danish elections in 2011. All alliances have 
started to dislocate and the political options are in turn opened and closed. The salient fact is that 
this coincides with the Prime Minister’s handling of the case, which does not have anything to do 
with the elections and the abduction of Emilie.

The connection between the two is Robert Zeuthen (Anders W. Berthelsen), the man who is to 
save the Danish economy and is the guarantor for the government’s economic crisis management. 

Prime Minister Christian Kamper and his crisis plan will also go down the drain. This is why it 
becomes paramount for the PM to demonstrate his ability of crisis management and leadership in 
connection with the concrete abduction case. On the perpetrator’s computer, an indictment against 
the state and Big Business is also found. Where the storyline in The Killing II was unfolded around 
the foreign politics and its domestic implications, it is the domestic politics and its global implica-
tions that serve as glue in The Killing III.
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8, we see him once again attaching a shabby photograph of Louise to the rear-view mirror; we 
see his arm which is scribbled with the infamous license plate numbers of cars that were nearby 

16 that we have been 
waiting for. He is not short of resources; it is impressive how many different vehicles he has had 

and transit area is his element.
Apparently, the perpetrator is driven by the urge for revenge on that or those persons responsible 

for the abuse and murder of Louise, and the reason is that he is her father. Allegedly, his motive is 
to subject another father, Robert Zeuthen, to the same experience of loss he himself experienced. 

to about 13.5 million Euro). However, the question is rhetorical; it is not a classic hostage situ-

-

him by mobile phone from time to time. He is irrational and a mastermind at the same time; and 

more cunning and resource-rich perpetrator, who is the cause of the original crime.

from a pre-retirement job. In the beginning she seems tired and fatigued – not prepared to show 

harbour. Later she was distracted by the sight of her son and his pregnant girlfriend and missed her 
train connection in the process, which – possibly – could have prevented the death of the public 
prosecutor.

has let go of his dubiousness and seems more mellow and involved. He is now giving the investi-

start shining through – the one-eyed and individual effort, guided by an indispensable intuition, 

succeeds in the end, however with fatal consequences. As opposed to the shipping magnate and 
the Prime Minister, Sarah Lund is as usual unable to compromise. This fact places her in a situ-
ation which once again quotes Fincher’s Seven

The Killing I.
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Conclusion

In its entirety The Killing illustrates that original productions rather than adaptations have great 
-

ond series and similarly between the second and the third seasons showed, it has been possible 
to vary and renew the serial within the overall concept of “one vision,” that is the vision of Søren 
Sveistrup, the manuscript writer. During all three seasons Sveistrup carefully scrutinises the com-

dysfunctional gender roles and absent role models and in necessary but hideous compromises at 
the level of both politics and investigation.

The Killing inscribes 
itself into the noir thriller genre, and it is important to the dramaturgy, which in all series is lab-

-
ever, the differences between the series are also important to the production value of The Killing. 
These differences range from the circular movements in the local, domestic environment in the 

series to the third series’ refocus on human nature at the top and bottom of society – and of a Den-
-

cal issues to be at the core of the build-up of suspense and offer that extra dimension – completely 
in line with DR Drama’s articulated strategy on the double story.

Vis-à-vis genres, the use of political drama alternates while the different levels of crime within 
local, national and corporate politics are being investigated. Within the police procedural, the vari-

the entire series does depend on character – Sarah Lund’s intense, persistent and yet human role as 
investigator. But it also depends on the concept of “one vision” and the concept of the double story.
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Abstract

movement of social realism. Through a study of TV productions, of the discourses of scholars 
and critics, and a comparison with the concept of American Quality TV, this article highlights 
some of the relevant criteria of Quality TV in the UK, most notably the educational, ethical 

quality can be explained in part by the original public service mandate of the TV industry in 
the UK, similar to most European countries. The article ends with a study of contemporary 
discourses about Quality TV in the UK. Nowadays, there seems to be an important tension be-
tween a traditional conception of Quality TV and a newer one, which is more in line with the 
American model and is usually associated to cinematic and expensive TV series. This short 

raises questions about the future of TV production in the United Kingdom.

La notion de qualité télévisuelle (Quality TV) est loin de faire consensus. Toutefois, même si 
cette notion est toujours contestée, la télévision, comme tout autre médium, n’échappe pas aux 
tentatives de hiérarchisation de ses productions culturelles. Le caractère subjectif et controversé 
de la notion de qualité ne doit donc pas nous rendre aveugle au fait que plusieurs discours sont 
véhiculés dans toute société à propos de la qualité télévisuelle et de ce qui doit être regardé. Com-

great many ways all the time – in speech, in newspapers, in practice – and on television itself »1. 
De tels discours permettent en effet de constituer des canons, de déterminer des productions qui 
seront jugées de qualité, « haut de gamme »2 et exemplaires de la production télévisuelle d’un 
pays. 

 britanniques par plusieurs 
chercheurs et journalistes critiques. Le cas du Royaume-Uni est tout particulièrement intéressant 
pour une étude de la notion de qualité télévisuelle. Puisque les travaux portant sur la notion de 
Quality TV ont grandement été consacrés à la production américaine3, une étude des discours à 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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propos de la qualité télévisuelle britannique permet d’offrir un regard différent sur la question 
et de mettre en lumière les similitudes et différences importantes d’un pays à l’autre. Une telle 
étude permet aussi de constater l’incidence que la vocation première de service public du système 
télévisuel britannique – et plus largement du système européen dans sa quasi-totalité – a eue sur le 

Les séries d’anthologie : un repère de la qualité télévisuelle

Au sein des discours concernant la qualité télévisuelle britannique, la grande tradition des télé-
4 (single plays ou teleplays) occupe une place de choix5. Diffusées depuis l’après-Seconde 

-
me Armchair Theatre (ITV, 1956-1974), The Wednesday Play (BBC, 1964-1970) et Play for 
Today (BBC, 1970-1984). Ces séries proposaient aux téléspectateurs des adaptations d’œuvres 

avaient aussi pour particularité d’être des dramatiques autonomes, des récits fermés : chaque 

différente. 
Une grande tradition de discours a ainsi consisté à associer la qualité télévisuelle à ces drama-

tiques que sont les  britanniques, considérés comme un terreau fertile pour le développe-
ment de visions artistiques riches et originales. En effet, puisque le concept des séries d’anthologie 
avait pour objectif de produire, sous une même bannière, plusieurs dramatiques différentes, la 
formule permettait de facto à de nombreux artistes de s’impliquer dans leur conception. De ce 
fait, les  ont été considérés par plusieurs comme le lieu privilégié pour le développement 
à la télévision de la liberté créatrice, de l’innovation6 et donc, à travers elles, de la qualité télévi-
suelle7. 

Au-delà de leur réputation générale, les séries d’anthologie ont surtout favorisé le développe-

télévisuelle britannique : les adaptations télévisuelles
réalisme social. 

La qualité des adaptations

Très importante dans la culture britannique, la tradition de l’adaptation d’œuvres théâtrales et 
littéraires a été considérée comme un gage de qualité à la télévision. Selon une telle vision, c’est en 
adaptant des classiques de la culture britannique que la télévision peut être considérée de qualité. 

étant dépendante des autres arts : la valorisation des adaptations repose en effet sur la prémisse 
que la télévision doit servir à la promotion et à la diffusion de la culture qui lui est indépendan-
te. Par conséquent, la qualité de la télévision relève surtout de sa capacité d’accroître la culture 
générale des téléspectateurs et de servir d’espace de médiation pour les productions artistiques qui 
l’ont précédée. 
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seen as inadequate communication and lack of access and opportunity, both of which short-comings 

could now be overcome by transmission into millions of homes through the window of the television 

screen. Cultural privilege was supposedly in the process of being abolished – education and enlighten-

ment for all8. 

lorsqu’il se mettrait au service d’autres formes d’art révérées et légitimées9 telles que la littérature 
ou le théâtre. Paradoxalement, la qualité télévisuelle britannique a donc souvent été associée à ce 
qui est non-télévisuel. 

Loin d’être restreinte aux séries d’anthologie, lesquelles ont grandement disparu des ondes 
depuis les années 80-90, cette tradition des adaptations télévisuelles s’est poursuivie jusqu’à au-
jourd’hui : l’histoire plus récente de la télévision britannique regorge en effet de séries télévisées 
adaptées d’une œuvre littéraire. Dans son célèbre article concernant la question de la qualité 

« composantes de la qualité »10 les plus consensuelles concernant la production télévisuelle bri-

la notion de qualité télévisuelle sont Brideshead Revisited (ITV, 1981) et The Jewel in the Crown 
(ITV, 1984), toutes deux des adaptations d’œuvres littéraires. Le succès international et la réputa-
tion enviable de l’adaptation par Andrew Davies de  (BBC One, 1995) semble 

télévision britannique11.
Il est important de souligner qu’une telle valorisation des adaptations n’est pas un phénomène 

uniquement télévisuel, et renvoie à une stratégie beaucoup plus ancienne de promotion de la cul-

place de choix aux adaptations, par souci de se distinguer radicalement de la production holly-
woodienne12 et de la culture américaine dans son ensemble. L’adaptation audiovisuelle d’œuvres 
théâtrales ou littéraires représente donc, depuis longtemps, une stratégie de distinction et de légiti-
mation importante de la production culturelle britannique.

Quoiqu’une telle valorisation des adaptations ait été maintes fois critiquée compte tenu de la 
vision élitiste13 qu’elle semble colporter, il importe néanmoins d’y voir une conception importante 

de qualité. Selon nous, il y a 
-

vice public, à l’origine de la télévision britannique. En effet, une telle valorisation des adaptations 
éducatif, et 

divertissante et éducative du programme14

mérite de contribuer à l’enrichissement de la culture artistique de la masse des téléspectateurs. La 

de transmetteurs de la culture : à leur potentiel de formation culturelle des citoyens britanniques.
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Réalisme et éthique des fictions télévisuelles

La qualité de la télévision britannique a également été associée à la notion de réalisme15. La 
qualité de ce médium résiderait ainsi dans sa capacité à mettre les téléspectateurs en contact avec 
la réalité, à les informer adéquatement sur le monde dans lequel ils vivent. Ce critère d’évaluation, 

-
16

réelle, mais celle-ci serait néanmoins jugée en fonction de sa capacité à avoir l’air objective et 
réaliste, c’est-à-dire à proposer un récit qui semble en adéquation avec la réalité et le vécu des ci-
toyens. Pour ces raisons, plusieurs discours concernant la qualité télévisuelle britannique l’ont as-

réalisme social. Selon Robin Nelson17, le réalisme 
social britannique serait d’ailleurs une des quatre grandes conceptions de la qualité télévisuelle qui 
ont été massivement véhiculées. 

Les dramatiques associées au mouvement du réalisme social (social realist dramas) représen-

appellation fréquente de drames-documentaires –, des aspects de la réalité et des problématiques 
sociales des Britanniques de l’époque, particulièrement ceux de la classe ouvrière. Ces drama-
tiques étaient ainsi reconnues pour leur capacité « to show things as they really are »18

Cathy Come Home
19 et de ce mouvement du réalisme 

clairement une mission d’éducation citoyenne face à une problématique sociale contemporaine. 
Des informations et des statistiques étaient même communiquées à quelques reprises durant ce 

voix-off. Comme en témoigne ce précédent exemple, 

-
tribuer, par le fait même, à de possibles réformes sociales.

Une telle valorisation du mouvement du réalisme social

qualité télévisuelle en termes éthiques. La dimension éthique

d’ailleurs été maintes fois mise en valeur20

éthique

21

pourrait être jugée de qualité si elle offre des récits permettant l’évolution positive des mentalités 
en s’inscrivant dans un projet global d’éducation et de formation sociales.

Encore une fois, il est possible de voir dans une telle valorisation du caractère éthique et 

double implicitement d’une vocation d’éducation et de conscientisation sociale et politique de la 
population britannique : 

able to relate individual experiences to an implicit moral structure and scale of values ; able to broaden 
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-

al and social relationships, to educate their feelings (at all levels) through laughter, suspense, empathy 

or whatever, by means of images as well as words, and to do this in a form with a palpable beginning, 

middle and end […]22.

Qualité télévisuelle britannique vs qualité télévisuelle américaine

celle de la télévision britannique. Le premier âge d’or de la télévision américaine a été lui aussi 
associé à des adaptations et dramatiques originales diffusées, entre 1947 et 1960, dans de grandes 
séries d’anthologie telles que The Pulitzer Prize Playhouse23. Aux débuts de la télévision améric-

24, 
c’est-à-dire aux séries d’anthologie, aux adaptations de grandes œuvres du passé, ainsi qu’aux 

PBS s’est également associé, dès ses tout débuts, à la notion de qualité télévisuelle. En tant 
qu’unique réseau public de la télévision américaine, PBS s’est en effet promu comme une al-
ternative au contenu des chaînes télévisuelles commerciales et comme un diffuseur de contenu 
de qualité, à haute valeur éducative et culturelle. Encore aujourd’hui, le réseau PBS jouit d’une 
bonne réputation au sein de l’opinion publique et est fréquemment associé à la notion de qualité 
télévisuelle25 -
ment acquis une réputation enviable en diffusant des productions télé britanniques au sein de sa 
série d’anthologie Masterpiece Theatre26. De ce fait, PBS a davantage contribué à la promotion 

conception locale, américaine

Une autre conception de la qualité télévisuelle américaine s’est toutefois développée avec le 
temps et apparaît aujourd’hui prédominante : ce que nous nommons communément American 

Quality TV

et principalement diffusées sur des chaînes commerciales27. Plus précisément, cette conception 
de la qualité est associée aux séries télé de grande écoute qui ont été produites, particulièrement 

critères, notamment une complexité narrative, la présence de nombreux personnages (ensemble 

cast) et surtout, de hautes valeurs de production (high production values) et une esthétique visuelle 
plus soignée28. La notion d’American Quality TV est ainsi fréquemment associée à des productions 

plusieurs chercheurs et critiques – un look cinématographique : les techniques de réalisation, de 
-

posants, l’octroi de budgets de production de plus en plus colossaux seraient notamment à l’origi- 
ne de cette facture « cinématographique » de plusieurs séries américaines contemporaines jugées 
de qualité29
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shiny in comparison with the British tradition of gritty realism »30.
Traditionnellement, la production britannique de qualité a été associée à une plus grande 

sobriété visuelle et ce même si son budget de production est important. Alors que la qualité 
télévisuelle américaine est souvent associée à un visuel spectaculaire ou cinématographique, la 
qualité télévisuelle britannique est traditionnellement associée à une certaine retenue, une modes-
tie dans le traitement de l’image et dans la réalisation31 et une moins grande utilisation des effets 
spéciaux32 -
sion britannique, la qualité est effectivement associée à une absence de stylisation de l’image, ce 
que ce dernier nomme le « zero-degree style »33.

dire leurs qualités esthétiques, leur visuel spectaculaire, ou leurs similitudes évidentes avec la 
production cinématographique. Au contraire, la qualité télévisuelle britannique est fréquemment 

formateur de la production. Plus important encore, la notion d’American Quality TV est inti-
mement associée à des séries télé populaires, massivement exportées et jouissant de bonnes 
cotes d’écoute, localement et internationalement. De ce fait, la qualité y est plus spontanément 
associée – et non pas considérée comme antinomique – à ce qui est populaire, commercial et 
apprécié des téléspectateurs34. En somme, bien que les deux télévisions anglophones se soient 

production télévisuelle témoigne néanmoins de visions quelque peu divergentes de ce que 
représente la qualité

La qualité télévisuelle britannique aujourd’hui

qualité ont grandement marqué l’histoire de la télévi-
sion au Royaume-Uni. Toutefois, selon nous, ces visions de la qualité télévisuelle tendent aujo-
urd’hui à être davantage remises en question. Plusieurs critiques et membres de l’industrie télévi-
suelle valorisent désormais une conception surtout américaine de ce que devrait être la qualité 
télévisuelle britannique au XXIème siècle. Autrement dit, la vision plus traditionnelle de la qualité 
y est aujourd’hui concurrencée par une autre, laquelle est davantage calquée sur les discours de 
qualité associés à la télévision américaine. 

Depuis quelques années, certains critiques et artisans dénoncent le manque de liberté d’expres-
sion accordée aux créateurs télé britanniques. Cette perte de liberté créatrice serait notamment due 
aux mutations de l’industrie télévisuelle britannique depuis les années 80-90, laquelle est de plus 
en plus régie par une logique économique, soumise à des pressions commerciales et aux effets 
de la déréglementation. Ce phénomène important de déréglementation aurait ainsi pour effet de 

-
ventionnelles. Dans un récent article rendant compte de cette tension actuelle, au Royaume-Uni, 
entre deux conceptions différentes de la qualité35, le critique de The Observer défend clairement 
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télévisuelles américaines36.
-

vent des thématiques contemporaines, et seraient donc de qualité supérieure à la production bri-
tannique actuelle. À ce sujet, dans une entrevue sur les ondes de BBC Radio 4, l’acteur Dominic 

haut de gamme, comme le font les Etats-Unis. Selon West, la télévision britannique produirait trop 
37. La controverse entourant cette 

entrevue de Dominic West – certains endossant ses propos et d’autres les condamnant38 – témoi-
gne clairement, selon nous, de cette tension actuelle entre deux visions de la qualité télévisuelle 

-
elles à ce sujet.

look at-
tribuable entre autres à de gros moyens de production et à une esthétique visuelle très soignée 

au Royaume-Uni. Les moyens de production impressionnants des nouvelles séries américaines 
– surtout sur les grandes chaînes câblées – permettent en effet à ces dernières de ressembler 

cinématographique et le visuel souvent très soigné de ces séries les rendent ainsi très attrayantes 
sur le marché international. Cette conception singulière de l’American Quality TV a clairement 

Nelson, la chaîne BBC a produit durant les dernières années des séries très coûteuses, au look 
-

tions télé américaines39. Dans un contexte accru de compétition entre les réseaux, la conception 
américaine de la qualité télévisuelle semble donc inspirer de plus en plus les chaînes britanniques 
et la nature des séries aujourd’hui produites.

À ce sujet, la série Sherlock (BBC One, 2010-) nous semble tout à fait représentative de cette 
tension actuelle entre une conception davantage américaine, très cinématographique, de la qualité 
télévisuelle et une conception plus traditionnelle de la production britannique. La série Sherlock a 

Doyle, la série Sherlock s’inscrit clairement dans la grande tradition des adaptations télévisuelles 

au XXIème siècle, la série propose une réalisation très stylisée, un montage frénétique, plusieurs 

autrefois associée aux adaptations britanniques, Sherlock adhère sans conteste à cette nouvelle 
conception américaine de la qualité télévisuelle où l’aspect cinématographique est des plus impor-
tants. Steven Moffat, co-créateur et scénariste de la série, souligne d’ailleurs clairement l’ambition 
cinématographique de Sherlock 

a TV series they’ll seem very slow and very long. They have to have the size and weight of a mov-
ie »40

plus tangible de la production américaine sur les conceptions actuelles de la qualité télévisuelle 
britannique.
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Conclusion

La notion de qualité télévisuelle, loin d’être dépassée, demeure centrale pour comprendre les 

certaines grandes conceptions de la qualité télévisuelle au Royaume-Uni41, il nous a été possible 

et surtout, à reconnaître les « forces institutionnelles » qui ont amené à valoriser certains types de 
42. Notre étude a aussi mis en lumière le caractère évo-

lutif du concept de qualité télévisuelle : ce que nous nommons Quality TV

produites. Cette voie peut s’avérer intéressante, mais il importe de mettre en garde contre une 
dérive possible : la production de séries de prestige ou plus « cinématographiques » nécessite 
souvent des investissements monétaires considérables, ce qui explique cette tendance de plus en 
plus importante à la coproduction au Royaume-Uni, et plus généralement en Europe. Par exemple 
la série Rome, reconnue pour sa grande qualité, a dû être coproduite par la BBC, HBO et la RAI, 
compte tenu de ses coûts de production astronomiques. La coproduction permet de pallier aux 

recherchent tant. Toutefois, la coproduction entraîne aussi un risque de diminution de la représen-

Loin d’être alarmante en soi, cette tendance à la coproduction représente à coup sûr une avenue 

production télévisuelle européenne de demeurer compétitive. L’important est toutefois de ne pas 
valoriser uniquement

Quality TV, comme si 
qualités télévisuelle et budgétaire allaient nécessairement de pair !

Le concept de qualité télévisuelle doit être envisagé comme un terme générique43 qui n’a pas 
pour fonction de déterminer la valeur objective et supérieure de certaines productions, et encore 
moins de se faire l’écho des réelles préférences des téléspectateurs. Ce concept sert davantage à 

-
taines attentes formulées face au médium dans un pays ou comme étant représentatives de certaines 

toujours préférable selon nous à une seule vision universellement partagée de ce que peut être une 

ce désir de singularité qui a toujours animé la télévision britannique.
La qualité – à la télévision comme partout ailleurs – ne devrait jamais se conjuguer au singulier.

1 Charlotte Brunsdon, « Problems with quality », dans Screen
2 Robin Nelson, State of Play : Contemporary « High-End » TV Drama, Manchester University Press, 
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Television and Beyond
Quality Popular Television
(sous la direction de), MTM « Quality Television », BFI Publishing, London 1984.

teleplay ou single play), employée ici, fait autant référence à des créations origina-
televised stage 

plays
5 Pour un aperçu de cette association des notions de qualité ou de prestige aux single plays, voir : Charlotte 

-
thian Reverence to Cost-Accounting and Censorship », dans Screen
Thornham, Tony Purvis, Television Drama : Theories and Identities

Drama and Entertainment, 
dans Anthony Smith (sous la direction de), Television : An International History, Oxford University 

7 Cette conception de la qualité est également partagée par plusieurs artisans de l’industrie télévisuelle 
britannique. Pour plusieurs scénaristes, réalisateurs et producteurs, l’ère des grandes séries d’anthologie 
est associée à une plus grande autonomie et liberté créatrice, gages d’une plus grande qualité télévisuelle. 

9 Cf. Charlotte Brunsdon, Screen Tastes Never Mind the 
Quality… The Question of Quality, BFI Publishing, London 
1990, p. 51.

10 Charlotte Brunsdon, « Problems with quality », cit., p. 85.
Television Drama : Realism, Modernism, and British Culture, Oxford University Press, 

12 Idem, p. 209.
Television’s Holy Grail : Seven Types of Quality

de), The Question of Quality, cit., pp. 4-32; Sue Thornham, Tony Purvis, Television Drama : Theories 
and Identities, cit., p. 22.

éduquer et divertir ».
15 Cf. Charlotte Brunsdon, Aesthetics and audiences, dans Screen Tastes, cit., pp. 112-114; Sue Thornham, 

Tony Purvis, Television Drama : Theories and Identities, cit.
16 Cf. Charlotte Brunsdon, « Problems with quality », cit., p. 78.
17 Robin Nelson, State of Play, cit.
18 Idem, p. 170.
19 En 2000, le British Film Institute a placé Cathy Come Home en deuxième position de son palmarès des 

100 émissions de télévision les plus importantes. 
The Ethics of Quality in Television, The 

Question of Quality, cit., pp. 56-72 ; Sue Thornham, Tony Purvis, Television Drama : Theories and Iden-
tities Television Drama : Realism, Modernism, and British Culture, cit.

The Ethics of Quality in Television, cit.
, Cambridge University 

Television’s Second Golden Age
24 Cf. Dana Polan, Qualifying « Quality TV », dans Id., The Sopranos, 

2009, p. 100.
25 Chan-Olmsted, Kim ont proposé une étude très intéressante de l’image de marque « de qualité » du 

Assessing the Brand Image of Public Television in a Multichannel Environment », dans Journal of Bro-
adcasting & Electronic Media, vol. 46, nº 2, 2002, pp. 300-320.

26 Série d’anthologie toujours en ondes sous le titre écourté de Masterpiece.
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27 Lorsque les chercheurs et les journalistes parlent aujourd’hui d’American Quality TV, ils font habituel-
lement référence aux séries télé américaines des chaînes câblées et des networks
certes encore associé à la notion de qualité télévisuelle, mais davantage en ce qui concerne les émissions 

American Quality TV : Sarah Cardwell, Is Quality 
Television Any Good ? Quality TV, cit., p. 26.

(tournage à une seule caméra (souvent en 35mm), haute résolution de l’image, travail plus important de 
mise en scène, direction-photo plus soignée, plans plus variés, décors réalistes et imposants, effets spéciaux, 
etc.). Robin Nelson a d’ailleurs clairement associé la qualité télévisuelle américaine à des techniques de pro-
duction et des budgets semblables à ceux du cinéma : « The quality TV product is typically shot on 35mm 

its television precursors ». Robin Nelson, 
Space Quality TV, cit., p. 43.

30 Robin Nelson, State of Play, cit., p. 183.
31 Cf. Charlotte Brunsdon, « Problems with quality », cit., p. 85.

Television’s Holy Grail, cit., p. 8.

direction de), Quality TV, cit., p. 159.
34 « […] the more widespread practice when scholars deal with American quality television rather than 

British quality television : there is greater acceptance of the commercial and cultural association between 
quality and value ». Sarah Cardwell, Is Quality Television Any Good ?, cit., p. 24.

35 Boyd Hilton, Euan Ferguson, « Can British TV produce drama as good as Mad Men The Observer, 
-

tembre 2012.
36 Ibidem.
37 Voir la réponse de Kathryn Flett dans The Guardian: « The Wire star Dominic West is right about UK TV 

accès 11 septembre 2012.
38 Voir les propos de Ben Stephenson de BBC Drama en réponse à la critique de Dominic West : « British 

The Wire star Dominic West », The Telegraph, http://www.te-

Dominic-West.html, dernier accès 11 septembre 2012.
39 Robin Nelson, State of Play, cit., p. 56. Nelson donne l’exemple du docudrame Egypt (2005) et de la série 

Rome (2005-2007), toutes deux coproduites par la BBC : « Both series tap more into cinematic legacies 
(Raiders of the Lost Ark, Ben-Hur) than televisual traditions ».

2 de la série : Sherlock : Season Two, BBC Worldwide Ltd. 2012.

télévisuelle britannique. Pour une présentation plus générale de diverses conceptions de la qualité, voir 
Television’s Holy Grail : Seven Types of Quality, cit., pp. 4-32. Mentionnons également 

que l’ouvrage entier The Question of Quality
débat important au Royaume-Uni, dans les années 90, autour du concept de qualité télévisuelle, suite à 
de nouvelles législations dans le secteur de l’audiovisuel et surtout, la publication par le gouvernement 
britannique en 1988 d’un White Paper (Broadcasting in the 90s. Competition, Choice and Quality) où la 
notion de qualité télévisuelle était centrale.

42 Robin Nelson, State of Play, cit. p. 4.
43 Cf. Sarah Cardwell, Is Quality Television Any Good ?, cit.
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THERE’S NOTHING LIKE AN ENGLISH SUMMER, IS THERE? EXCEPT AN ENGLISH 
WINTER. DOWNTON ABBEY, A BRITISH CULT TV SERIES AND ITS FANDOM
Lucia Tralli, Università di Bologna

Abstract
The British TV show Downton Abbey -
expected worldwide success – in a more general evaluation of the contemporary media en-
vironment, and of European TV productions in particular. This article explores the Downton 
Abbey
of this essay focuses on the concept of Cult TV Show and its possible application to this pe-
culiar product. The second part extensively discusses Downton Abbey fans’ online activities, 

the last part of this article draws some conclusions about the global nature of Downton Abbey 
fandom and about the series status as “mainstream cult.”

The award-winning, critically acclaimed period drama Downton Abbey, created and written by 

their many servants, all living in the beautiful countryside estate, Downton Abbey. Set over a time 

First World War – encompassing the second season – to the Roaring Twenties in the third season, 
the show revolves around upstairs-downstairs dynamics, telling the compelling stories of charac-
ters that face a world that is rapidly and permanently changing. With the third season’s premiere 
in the UK collecting an average of 9 million viewers,1 the astonishingly high ratings in the US 
giving the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) its highest ratings in years,2 the series’ enormous 

acclaimed show on television of 2010, Downton Abbey can easily claim its inclusion in the realm 
of cult TV. But what is so compelling about the lives and tragedies of the Crawley family and their 

Downton’s 
enormous success which exceeded all expectations.3 We have decided to explore this series from 
the fans’ point of view, trying to map their online activities and focusing on features of the series 
they seem to appraise as valuable of their time and attention. As a result of this survey, we have 

Downton fandom and we will describe in detail the main 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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ones: the Romance factor, the Dowager factor, the Writing factor, the Historical/Retro Fashion 
factor and the Silliness mode.

A British cult TV show

Before starting to dig into Downton’s 

the cult TV show and how it could be relevant to the aims of our investigation. 

studies4 -
mal” media. We are exploring a scenario in which Downton Abbey has been claimed to be “part of 
our culture” and “one of the TV shows that our generation will remember,”5 thus some parameters 

starting from its inner characteristics as a text, following the path traced by Umberto Eco’s famous 

[A cult work] must provide a completely furnished world so that its fans can quote characters and 

episodes as if they were aspects of the fan’s private sectarian world, a world about which one can make 

up quizzes and play trivia games so that the adepts of the sect recognize through each other a shared 

expertise. Naturally all these elements […] must have some archetypical appeal.6 

As we will see, the factors that captivate fandom’s interest in Downton Abbey can be connected 
to inner aspects of the show as a text, such as characters and plot, or setting and costumes: Down-

ton

Cult Television,7 

circuit of communication, that is, texts, production/distribution, and audiences.”8 In their opinion 
the visibility of cult programs: “arises from the distinctive practices of cult television fans, which 
include the formation of loose interpretative communities and the production of tertiary texts.”9 

As for audience visibility, Downton Abbey has surely engendered quite a vast active fandom. 

costume dinners organized by Downtonians for communal viewings of the show,10 the majority 
of fan communities are mostly “invisible” and “common” – those will be the core of our focus. 

As for the general context, in the last two years the media hype around Downton has been mas-
11 – and has attracted more and 

anticipation we felt about watching television again.”12 The term “cult” has been widely applied to 
-

enon,”13 a “must-see TV show”14 and it has been listed on the British CultBox website alongside 
Doctor Who.15 

Moreover, we cannot neglect that part of the series’ success outside the United Kingdom is due 
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-
16 started long before Downton and 

-
Downton

television audiences, although it is certainly not the only successful English TV show now being 
praised all over the world. Both longstanding cult show Doctor Who, in its latest “re-incarnation” 

Sherlock, 
2011-), are at the moment included among the “must-see” TV shows. However, while the majority 

Downton Abbey, as a “classic” period drama, 
is indeed a very unsual series to become cult TV. 

PBS has been the American provider of British media from the mid-1970s. Its long running 
series Masterpiece, which hosts Downton

costumes, Downton Masterpiece 
has been airing in the US to mixed results. However, not only was Downton’s success unprece-

in almost every country in which it airs.17 Moreover, the series managed to engage a young audi-
18 

media: the “niche vs. mainstream issue,”19 with cult TV usually diverging from the latter. As Matt 
Hills argues in Mainstream Cult, an essay dedicated to Doctor Who,20 the “mainstream vs. niche” 

millions of viewers, which is the case for both Doctor Who and Downton Abbey. 
It is in regards to such a contradiction that it has become challenging to simply address series 

such as Doctor Who and Downton Abbey – which attract millions of viewers – as cult TV, for their 

Fandom under the lens

period for Downton fandom awaiting – and then commenting about – the third season, which 
premiered in the UK on 16 September 2012. 

21 that while the 
special cases of fan activity are often poignant and understandable outside fandom, it is the more 
typical and ordinary fan activities, and their numbers, that can really give us meaningful insights 

could use tools for data scraping and collecting that provided us with samples and measurable 
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data.22

posts.23 
-

tion regarding Downton fans: with the notable exception of the live-tweet feed that was mostly 
composed of UK Twitter fans following the third season’s premiere on TV, most activities could 

Downton fandom.
We tried to map a large range of activities: from the well-established, such as fansites, to the 

most recent, such as Tumblr; from the most immediate, such as live-tweet comments during the 

results are strictly connected to the moment under observation, such as Twitter feed and blog 

intricate scenario of fan reactions and responses to the show we hoped to provide a veritable image 

“the new eases of opportunity brought about by digital technologies, broadband internet and the 
wider set of technologies and internet uses clustered under the ‘Web 2.0’ umbrella.”24 

-

Tumblr to be pivotal for Downton fandom’s activities and decided, during the period mentioned 
above, to daily observe the website for collecting data for our survey.

As for fansites, once one of the most common fan activities on the web, we have retrieved very 

-
portance among the fans. Using tags and descriptions to identify and classify the texts, we sampled 
2108 stories (about Downton Abbey). We collected a sample of 837 fanvideos on the videosharing 
portal YouTube

on the other hand, we monitored the live twitter feed during the UK third season’s premiere, col-
lecting and analyzing a sample of about 22,000 tweets.25 

Everyone goes down the aisle with half the story hidden. The Romance factor

stories between two or more characters. If these love stories are written in the actual text, they are 

a “non-canon” pairing. In the world of Downton there are three main canon couples for whom the 

the designated heir of the estate; Lady Sybil Crawley, the youngest and rebellious sister, and Tom 
Branson, the chauffeur for the family, the interclass and scandalous couple; and Anna Smith, head 

The main concern of fanvideos is without a doubt Mary and Matthew, the most beloved – and 
vidded26 – couple, with their classic “will they, won’t they” plot, complicated by patrimonial is-
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sues, severe war injuries and other unfortunate love interests getting in the way. 365 out of 837 
videos created by Downton Abbey fans focus on this couple, with an overall counting view of 
about 3,000,000 visualizations, followed by Sybil and Branson with 136 videos and Anna and 
Bates with 44. Moreover, 40 videos are dedicated to all the three couples together, in montages 
that also show scenes of other “minor” pairings. With an overall of 585 videos about couples, 
romance is the most addressed topic in Downton’s fanvids. 

about Mary and Matthew, 252 about Sybil and Branson and 164 about Anna and Bates). In the 
-

ries, we have also a considerable group of stories about non-canon couples such as Mr. Carson, the 

this non-canonical pair, almost as many as those dedicated to Sybil and Branson. 
On Twitter, via fanmade accounts, we can witness some (fan-made) romantic interactions. Usu-

ally the majority of posting activity occurs between episodes: fans love to recount the parts of the 

season.27 Their long awaited wedding was one of the main storylines of the premiere and one of 
the main topics during the live-tweet (3000 tweets). The high excitement of fandom for this event 

28 

I’m a woman, I can be as contrary as I choose. The Dowager factor

One of the most important, and most beloved, assets of Downton Abbey, in the eyes of its fan-

grandmama of the three Crawley sisters, her 

traditions and old-fashion aristocratic life style, but, most of all, her fulminating one-liners that 
spare nobody (nor our titles for this essay and its paragraphs) outline a complex character that ap-
parently everyone in the fandom loves to the core. It’s not by chance that the most seen fanvideo 
posted on YouTube, with more than 500,000 views, is a montage of her most memorable quotes 
from season 1, Downton Abbey: Top 10 Maggie Moments.29 
have gathered, are dedicated to this character, but they alone collect over 1 million of views. 

-

Downton’s most beloved inhabitants, one that must be present in the stories told about this world. 
There are multiple fanmade Twitter accounts about the Countess30 and during live-tweets many 

users simply re-tweet her lines. During the premiere about 1000 tweets referred directly to her 
character, mostly cherishing her return on the screen.
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You’ll find there’s never a dull moment in this house. The Writing factor

I love it because it’s a posh soap-opera written by a poet. 

It brings together my love for plausible-but-unlikely sentimental scenarios, 

huge ensembles and great writing.31 

The series’ writing, the storylines, and their portrayal by the actors appear to be an important el-

scripts and the ways in which they develop characters and story lines shows the insistence on lit-
erary values, as does the concern with the devices and techniques of storytelling.”32 These values 
are an instrument in the eternal struggle of “real” fans to position themselves against “despicable” 
inauthentic commercial media and anti-fans.

This interest can be located, on one hand, in the story arch of every character, and, on the other, 
in the ensemble of events. Much attention is given, for example, to the events of the First World 
War that absorb every episode of the second season and affect almost every character. In the gener-
al commentary about the series, both on Tumblr posts and on Twitter, the series’ “great writing” is 
usually stressed and endlessly cited by fans. During live-tweets many users praised the quality of 
the show and its writing: “Downton Abbey is quality TV!,”33 -
isode one of Downton Abbey 34 
In the days after an episode aired, half of the Tumblr posts discussed the faults and credits of the 
plots and the authors’ development of the story, criticizing quite harshly any unwanted element. 

of interest. Some are recaps of entire episodes or seasons.35 Others focus on general themes of the 
36 Many are tributes to the en-

semble of the cast, but there are also 36 character vids, videos that focus on a single character story. 
Besides the couples and Lady Violet, Downtonians usually show a very broad interest for each 

character: although the series has a large cast, all the minor characters have enough screen time 

the scheming footman. Aided by his accomplice, O’Brien, Thomas is the only evil character in 
the show. The fact that he is portrayed as a closeted homosexual and a “troubled soul” enhance 

37 of the only two 
videos dedicated to his character has collected about 350,000 views, “classifying” it as the second 
most viewed video of all Downton Abbey
especially in the slash categories.

What is a week-end? The Historical/Retro Fashion factor

It feels like such a different period drama to any others that have been before, 

kind of more updated. The characters are brilliant, 

such amazing storylines. The setting of the house is gorgeous!!! 

The costumes, the hair!38

I wish I was born around the time of Downton Abbey I love all the dresses, houses and cars.39
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We can easily apply to Downton what Andrew Higson asserts are the pleasures of so-called 

visually splendid period reconstructions. The luxurious country-house settings, the picturesque rolling 

green landscapes of southern England, the pleasures of period costume [...] are among the more fre-
40

A pivotal part in fan fascination in Downton Abbey is without a doubt its historical setting, 
th century. Through the series, the contemporary audience can witness 

a period of disruptive changes and innovations in history, a far away world transforming into 
something more similar to the contemporary world, an occurrence audiences can easily empathize 

41

audiences, there are recurring pleasures and interests that people display regarding these products. 
One is the “value of authenticity,” the accuracy of the historical aspects of the story. In Downton, 
fans are clearly fascinated by these aspects, from the First World War, to the rules, manners and 
etiquette of the Edwardian society that have such a huge impact on the development of the sto-
rylines. Alongside posts and discussions about these features of the series,42 there are also websites 
dedicated to the series’ historical period.43

 can be epitomized by fans’ en-
Downton elements such as settings, decor, period 

entirely considered a general appraisal for Downton’s visual pleasures, especially the costumes. 

dedicated solely to the lamps used in the show with references to actual antiques.44

com and styleatdownton.tumblr.com. On YouTube, there are 44 tutorials made by fans on how 

the premiere many tweets were dedicated to Lady Mary’s wedding dress and about 1000 tweets 

under-dressed just watching it!”45 

Life is a game where one must look ridiculous. The Silliness mode

a “modality” of fan behavior. During the last twenty years of the fan studies debate, presented as 
a semiotic resistance to the top-down content imposed by “The Powers That Be”, the other modes 
by which fans interact with their object of affection have often tended to be neglected. One is what 
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their favorite show, and their ability to handle its intra-textual and meta-textual elements, can also 
be found in more whimsical and spirited activities made just for fun. 

In the case of Downton we have blogs that feature the adventures of puppet-versions of char-
acters as Mr. Bates (everyonelovesavalet.tumblr.com) and Mrs. Hughes (mrshughesadventures.
tumblr.com) pictured “on tour” in different locations. 

Telegrams from Downton, that combine pictures 
of Downton characters and sexually explicit text messages, to a long list of blogs that mash-up 
Downton with other television series such as Abbey of Thrones, Downton Greendale, Arrested 

Downton, and so on.46 The same principle of playfully combining elements can be seen in fan-
videos that mix content from the series with other media text or that play with genre conventions 

Downton Abbey-Mean Girls Trailer,47 
and several Downton Abbey horror/suspense videos48 that build alternate narratives for the show. 

Maybe the most peculiarly bizarre activity of all is the “Free Bates” movement.49 It started at 
the end of season 2 when Mr. Bates was convicted for a murder he did not commit. Fans built 

merchandise such as signs to be used during marches, mugs and t-shirts with “Free Bates” printed 
on them. The campaign rapidly went viral as members of the cast started to wear the “Free Bates” 
pins and t-shirts in public events.

Don’t be defeatist, dear, it’s terribly middle class. My fandom is better than yours

Downton from other shows and what peculiar features attract so many viewers to this “normal 
classic period drama.” Still, our research did not stumble upon any activity or fan behavior that 
might be considered exclusively pertinent to this show and its fandom. Downton’s fans engage in 

opposition to other viewers or the so-called “anti-fans,” Downtonians defend the qualities of their 
beloved show, its script, its author and its actors with passionate arguments and engage in playful 

-
hanced interest is not limited to Downton’s fandom and is noticeable in most contemporary TV-se-

Downton’s 

creators and show runners have managed to build a truly solid product, which has both a fortunate 
and carefully crafted intersection of features and pleasures largely due to its “heritage status.”

So, how can Downton, a superb production yet hardly different than many series airing nowa-

-

In the Downton case we have different national broadcasting conditions and timing worldwide. 

premiere. However, if we observe Tumblr blogs and posts, this delay did not seem to bother US 
fandom which obviously watched the third season by other means (peer-to-peer downloading as 
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delay in the spring of 2012, almost a year and a half later, on a minor channel, and virtually not 
advertised. The episodes aired together two per evening and in some cases were even shortened. 
The ratings were extremely low and the second season has not aired yet. However, even if viewers 
should be one season and a half behind, and so far exposed to a censored and mutilated version of 
the series, Italy has a particularly active Italian online-fandom. A young Italian woman runs some 
of the most viewed and important websites for Downton fandom, such as downtonline.com and 

to the series, and many widely viewed fanvideos have been made by Italian vidders. 
This situation is, again, by no means different from other acclaimed series and is a symptom 

it comes to the consumption and appreciation of the product, nor does it affect these viewers’ 
involvement within the fandom.

Downton as cult TV-series. 
Downton fandom proves the series to be a “commercially driven TV 

50 Hills argues that: 

concepts of “cult” and “mainstream” have started to break down and coalesce into new patterns of 

relationships, have all now begun to revolve around what might otherwise be thought of as “main-

stream” TV shows.51

While “elements of ‘cult’ and ‘mainstream’ TV are increasingly being re-articulated,” we can 
-

ing shows that would not conventionally have been thought of as ‘cult’.”52 Through this perspec-
tive, we might be able to clarify Downton Abbey’s peculiar positioning in the cult media context 
and consider it a good example not only of the progressive fading of boundaries between niche 

 The Hollywood Reporter, 17 Sep-
-

 The 
Wrap, 23 February 2012, http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/23/idUS106622438720120223.

The 
X Factor […]. ITV does not do period dramas.” See Matt Rudd, “Why Are So Many People Watching 
Downton Abbey Sunday Times, 17 October 2010, p. 6.
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AMERICAN MODELS AND POLISH DOMESTIC DRAMA
Sylwia Szostak, University of Nottingham 

Abstract

1990s to the mid-2000s, was characterized by heavy American imports. The second, from the 
mid-2000s up to 2012, is characterized by the gradual disappearance of American productions 
from the prime time schedules of Polish terrestrial broadcasters, as they turned to domestic 

-
tent and the erosion of the hegemony of American imports on Poland’s TV screens, American 

-
tion programming it produces. This article explores the impact of American programming on 

and aesthetic qualities. American television, however, is not just mechanically transplanted, 
as Polish producers adjust foreign ideas to local structures of feeling. The genres that Polish 
broadcasters produce, as well as the narrative strategies and aesthetic canons of the domestic 

televisual culture. This article not only explores the myriad ways in which Poland’s television 
professionals borrow iconic elements of American television culture and its programming 
ideas, but it also illuminates how those foreign elements are transformed into the Polish con-
text.

Imitation is the sincerest form of television.

Fred Allen

In 2009, one of Poland’s internet sites devoted to TV shows created a playful slideshow, which 
demonstrates how Polish TV series borrow heavily from foreign productions.1 This is illustrated 
by 16 examples, each accompanied with a short description, where American TV series are con-
trasted with their supposed Polish equivalents. According to the site, American shows such as Ally 
McBeal (Fox, 1997-2002), Fringe (Fox, 2008-2013), The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007) and The 
West Wing (NBC, 1999-2006) each inspired a Polish copycat show. This playful game of associ-

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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an important characteristic of the Polish television sector and a recent trend in the construction 
of televisual imagery in Poland: namely the heavy borrowing of foreign, particularly American, 
ideas and television formulas.

-

involved in international audiovisual exchanges – including the importation of foreign, mainly 
American programming – and thus part of the highly interconnected global television industry. 
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4pm-11pm ( , 1998-2011)

For Poland’s three terrestrial free-to-air broadcasters – public service one TVP1 and its two 

representing high season for television in Poland, demonstrates an overwhelming dominance of 

29 serialized scripted episodes broadcasted by Polsat, as many as 26 were of domestic origin, and 
only two were American imports. A similar trend is pronounced on TVN, Poland’s second com-

was of domestic origin. 
Poland’s broadcasters are not unique in their move from importation towards domestic produc-

tion: it is a successive stage of development and business strategy for the growth of a channel. In 

-
ern Europe in mind, that “American imports have often been important for the introduction of 

-
gramming is not always necessary to continue the commercial model.”2 It remains true for Poland 

and more on domestic product. 

still plentiful increasingly occupy a more marginalised position in the schedule.”3 Steemers con-
tinues that “US series are now often restricted to daytime or late-night slots on the main free-to-

4

have not completely disappeared from the broadcast schedules of Poland’s terrestrial broadcasters. 
American shows continue to be imported but they are migrating to daytime or late-night slots 
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and from the Polish high season in the autumn and spring months to less competitive winter and 
summer periods.

The move towards domestic programming and the decline of imported programming is usually 

D. Straubhaar claims that local viewers prefer domestic programming over imported fare because 
they prefer narratives that incorporate familiar elements, and thus choose “their own cultural prod-
ucts when they can.”5

or national material when available.”6 Bogdan Czaja, Deputy Programming director at TVN, rec-
ognizes the importance of cultural proximity:

This is how markets work, not only here but elsewhere as well – local content always works better. 

Viewers prefer shows featuring characters that speak Polish and deal with problems and issues they can 

relate to. The general truth is that people want to watch Polish series more than the imported content.7

becomes exclusively Polish. Tapio Varis reminds us however that “the real social and political 
impact of imported programs may be greater than might be inferred from the volume of imported 
material.”8

other than the presence of imported content, namely licensed formatting and emulation.

-
rative formulas characteristic for serialized storytelling and associated production modes were 
completely alien to Polish commercial broadcasters as those only began functioning in the 1990s 

as TVP (the former state broadcaster, after 1989 transformed into the public service broadcaster) 

-

create their own local programming content. 
This was the case with TVN’s treatment of the telenovela genre. In the late 1990s, the broad-

caster was importing South American productions, such as Esmeralda (Televisa, 1997), Rosalinda 
(Canal de las Estrellas, 1999), Ricos y famosos (Canal 9, 1997-1998), Por tu amor (Canal de las 
Estrellas, 1999), La intrusa (Televisa, 2001), Yo soy Betty, la fea (RCN TV, 1999-2001) and many 

-
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so TVN commissioned local adaptations of the Columbian series Yo soy Betty, la fea in 2008 and 
2009, the Argentinean production Sos mi vida (Canal 13, 2006-2007) in 2010 and the Venezuelan 
Juana la virgen (RCTV, 2002) in 2011. After these three telenovela adaptations, the time came for 

Julia, which can be considered a crowning achievement 
after a long period of training, during which the broadcaster learned through adapting the produc-
tion mode of this particular genre. 

struggled with, which is demonstrated by the numerous sitcom adaptations that have been made in 
-

casters began to rely heavily on this programming type, importing shows such as Caroline in the 

City (NBC, 1995-1999), Married with Children (Fox, 1987-1997), Wings (NBC, 1990-1997), The 

Nanny (CBS, 1993-1999), Everybody Loves Raymond (CBS, 1996-2005), The Fresh Prince of 

Bel-Air (NBC, 1990-1996) and many others. The reliance on American sitcoms declined towards 
the end of 1990s, as was the case with American programming more generally. Almost immedi-
ately, American sitcoms began to be replaced by those of domestic origin. Polish broadcasters, 
however, have not succeeded in producing commercially viable original sitcoms, and therefore 

-
caster’s failure at sourcing original concepts. In 2005 TVN produced a Polish adaptation of the 
American format The Nanny. A year later TVN adapted Grace Under Fire (ABC, 1993-1998) 
and most recently Everybody Loves Raymond in 2011. In this instance, scripted formats helped to 
substitute imported programming with domestic fare that would continue the aesthetic strategies 
of the imports, marginalizing especially American content in the primetime slots. However, adapt-

broadcasters to turn towards sourcing more programmes domestically. The Executive Producer in 

After our experiences with formatting we now know that adapting can be such hard work, involving so 

many profound changes to the script that sometimes it does not really make sense to be paying for a 

format. That is why we started investing more time and effort into our own originally scripted drama.9

This shift toward domestic original production does not mean that foreign television has 

television is not evident through the number of imported series but rather through the impact of 
foreign television on originally scripted Polish drama. Licensed formatting, where the owners of 

producer can borrow and recycle programming ideas. In addition to a number of internationally 
successful formats, which are bought and adapted legally, television executives can appropriate 

argued that this copycat phenomenon, which includes borrowing and modifying other cultural 
texts to augment local production, is common in the media industries. In fact, Albert Moran 

-
spread and persistent over the past 80 years.”10 Michael Keane, Anthony Y.H. Fung and Albert 
Moran similarly claim that “the reality of today’s international mediascape is that television con-
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11

channels and also more production.”12 

own programming and American imports, Therefore, it is especially American programming that 
has had considerable impact and power in the audio-visual industry in Europe.13 Today, copying 
and borrowing are practices that are endemic and even essential to the TV industry in Poland, 
where American television has become a major source of inspiration for the local television pro-
fessionals. However, the informal copying practices have derived from the structural conditions 
of the Polish television industry rather than from any individual misconduct. Interviews with a 
variety of TV professionals reveal that practices of emulation are not isolated instances but an 

understands that the recycling of ideas is an inherent part of the creative industries:

Everything has already been written in the Bible, and then Shakespeare repeated it. So if you were to 

write stories that do not resemble anything that had come before it, you would soon realise that you can-

not write anything because, when you come to think of it, everything has already been thought of. I think 

that copying is a natural part of the industry and creative work more generally. Writing my own scripts, 

I feel that I am inspired by programmes I have watched. This is exactly one of the reasons why I watch 

good, there is no shame in being inspired by it.14

As a direct result of the creation of the commercial sector in the late 1990s, the competition 
for viewers became crucial to securing the existence of commercial broadcasters and equally im-
portant for the partially advertising-funded public broadcaster TVP. As the private sector matured 
during the 2000s, the three main terrestrial broadcasters (the public TVP and its two commercial 
competitors – TVN and Polsat) began competing not only with each other, but increasingly also 
with the newly established thematic cable and satellite channels: AXN, FOX, Universal Channel 

been gradually directing the Polish audience away from the terrestrial broadcasters. In 2007 the 
combined share of the pay TV channels accounted for 20% of the audience share among adults 
aged 16-49 and the percentage has been increasing ever since: to 24% in 2008, 29% in 2009 and 
32% in 2010. In 2010, out of 38 million Poles who had access to television services, 26.6 million 
had access to pay-TV offerings.15 As the Polish industry plunged into this heightened competition 
for ratings, the domestic soap operas produced by TVP since the 1990s and into the 2000s contin-
ued to be extremely successful and able to generate impressive ratings.

Klan (TVP1, 1997-), the longest running Polish soap opera, averaged 7.3 million total view-

of 3.1 million viewers in 2011.16 Plebania (TVP1, 2000-2012), another long-running domestic 
soap, demonstrated a similar tendency of declining viewership from 5.3 million in 2000 to a still 

soap opera, went from 4 million viewers in 2000 to 7.5 million in 2011.17 The viewership for 
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generating an audience of 3 million viewers constitutes a considerable success. 

out a loyal audience, but what this type of programming fails to do is to attract the commercial au-
diences – the advertiser-coveted adult 16-49 demographic. Domestic soaps produced by the public 
service broadcaster TVP attract mainly female audiences above the age of 50, from rural areas of 
Poland and urban areas whose population is below 100,000 residents.18 Recently, the commercial 
terrestrial broadcasters – Polsat and TVN – have begun to appeal to an audience segment that is 

-
ferent viewing experience to that supplied by the studio-based soap operas produced by the public 
service broadcaster TVP. TVN’s Programming Deputy-Director Bogdan Czaja explains that:

[16-49 demographics], we need to compete with those really well-made American shows. For those 

people the point of reference is not domestic soaps, because soaps do not exist for them: when soaps 

are broadcast they are at work and even if they are not they would not want to watch that type of show 

anyway. That type of audience has to have content that can endure comparisons with shows like Friends 

for example, The Sopranos or Desperate Housewives. Those people know those American shows, they 

like them and they think “now give me a domestic drama, I am willing to watch it but make sure it is 

better or at least as good as the American shows I know.” Competing with American shows is not an 

easy thing to do.19

The commercial terrestrial broadcasters, in order to reach the commercial viewers, and prevent 
the audience from tuning to cable channels, began to emulate American exports by producing 

American television programmes and their genres were considered to be excellent models for the 
production of more competitive programmes.

This article describes the manner in which American television practices are creatively appro-
priated, thus demonstrating a mode through which American programmes play an important de-

myriad ways in which Poland’s TV professionals emulate iconic attributes of American television, 
such as aesthetically ambitious mise-en-scène and the cultivation of style, as well as American 
programming ideas, such as genres and storytelling modes. Yet this article examines not only the 

Building on interviews with the creators of two original Polish prime time dramas, Lekarze (2012-
) and Prawo Agaty (2012-), produced by the commercial broadcaster TVN, this article explores 

within the Polish television industry as manifested through the practice of appropriation of attri-
butes of American television.
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American textual models and original Polish drama

-
uous rehashing of relatively constant formats and genres (e.g. the cop show, the sitcom, the soap 
opera).”20

of the generic impact of American television is Prawo Agaty (English title: True Law

Fig. 4 – TVN’s legal prime time drama Prawo Agaty. Courtesy of TVN

The series focuses on Agata Przybysz, a successful lawyer, who suddenly loses her prestigious 
job. As the titular character is forced to abandon her old habits, the series depicts how Agata tries 
to build her life and career from scratch, while struggling with various legal cases. Bogumil Lips-

drama:

of the genre. I watched several of those. I wanted to rely on Ally McBeal the least actually, to avoid 

obvious comparisons. I watched  because it was the most recent legal drama. I also 

watched Harry’s Law, and Drop Dead Diva. I watched a couple of episodes of Boston Legal, and classic 

American movies that centre around legal issues, such as , for example. All those shows 

inspired me and helped me to spot what is important for a legal drama. But it’s not that I methodologi-

ideas through watching different things.21

This account highlights how watching American programming can support local producers in 
the creation of domestic programming. This approach is not an isolated case. In September 2012, 
the commercial broadcaster TVN premiered its most recent original prime time drama Lekarze 
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(English title: Medics) – and thus expanded its programming repertoire with yet another new 
22 The show focuses on 

of . But neither the public broadcaster nor we [TVN] managed to buy that expensive 

format. It is a great show, I would love to have writers that could produce such a great script and create 

a Polish . Once we decided to produce an original medical drama, instead of adapting 

the medical drama out there. Particularly, the American shows such as E.R, , House 

M.D., Private Practice, and . But I also watched some British ones, but there are not as 

many British medical dramas as American ones. I watched them but it was not what I was after. I feel 

that my biggest inspiration was -

cluded, to watch  as a type of homework. My intention was never to copy and imitate 

the show, but it was a huge inspiration certainly.23

whose existence is indebted to the generic impact of American prime time dramas. American 
genres inform the understanding of Polish TV professionals, who learn the new cultural language 

versions of textual models from the American television culture. Polish producers thus become ac-
tive agents in the on-going process of strengthening the existing repertoire of Polish broadcasters 

Fig. 5 – TVN’s medical prime time drama Lekarze. Courtesy of TVN/Piotr Litwic

through a straightforward homogenisation, in which cultural difference and diversity are eradicat-
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ed. Polish TV professionals recognise that directly copying American elements into Polish reality 

If we were to make a Polish The Bold and the Beautiful without changing the context, this series would 

surely fail. Polish viewers are willing to accept certain programmes as foreign imports made in the En-

glish language, shows like The Bold and The Beautiful, but also more sophisticated American drama. 

But if you were to copy those directly one to one in the Polish language set in small town Poland, those 

would not work. You need to introduce profound changes to foreign programming ideas and adapt to the 

Polish context for them to work.24

This account highlights the importance of the local Polish context in transplanting American 
television elements. The recognition that American TV forms and ideas need to be indige-

American prime time drama and its genres, American programmes are not imitated, simply 
-

– the head writer for Prawo Agaty:

We all, writers and viewers alike, when we think of court cases we think of the American legal cases, 

script for Prawo Agaty, I realised that what I thought happens in court is what can happen only in Amer-

asking myself “how will I ever write that show?” And then we made the decision to allow ourselves the 

creative freedom to break some of the basic rules that govern the Polish courtroom. One of the biggest 

obstacles was the issue of legal language, which in Poland is quite elaborate and complicated. So we 

knew that we would also need to simplify the language our characters spoke in the courtroom so as not 

legal phrase. There is even a gossip that law students in Poland have watched too many American legal 

legal terminology. There is an anecdote connected with this. I think while shooting the second episode of 

season 1, Leszek who plays the main lead was tired of repeating the same long Polish phrase over and 

So we faced a lot of practical obstacles connected with what we could and could not do in writing the 

show and we had to try really hard to make the show work.25 
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convinced of the necessity to localise the American genre of legal procedural to the Polish context:

I knew that we would not be able to tell interesting courts stories simply because law and legal proceed-

ings in Poland are very boring, complicated, but more importantly extend over long periods of time. 

From the beginning, I knew that I would not be able to present the real court cases. I had to simplify the 

court stories and tell them less literally, putting emphasis on something else. I decided to concentrate 

on the drama aspect, emotionally resonant dilemmas of interesting people caught up in compelling situ-

a legal drama to succeed in Poland it has to put more emphasis on the character development and their 

emotions, rather than the actual legal proceedings. In America they can produce legal dramas the way 

they do because they have a different legal system.26 

Because of the disparities between the Polish and American legal realities, the impact of The 

Good Wife (CBS, 2009-) on the Polish “incarnation” is smaller than one might expect from the 

Despite my watching of Pra-

wo Agaty. We used  to see how they write their legal cases into the episodes. But not what 

type of cases they are but rather how they are told. The biggest lesson I took from  was how 

, what is important in those legal cases. Sometimes it is the small gestures the characters 

make. So it was attention to those little details and shooting them well that captured my attention.27

-

Prawo Agaty The Good Wife:

beside him, and the defendant and prosecutor on the other, sometimes three if you want to include the 

takes too much time for us to shoot similarly to the way they do in , because we have to 

position the camera on four different sides. In Poland the defender and the prosecutor are sitting op-

to capture the exchanges and the interactions between the characters we had to position the camera in 

four different spots. It was taking us too much time to shoot like that. So we knew that we had to modify 

that and simplify the exchanges between the characters. This was very challenging. Americans have to 

do it from only two perspectives, sometimes three. This was a big lesson for me, as I did not realise that 

while watching .28

The above accounts demonstrate that the local Polish context can in some instances render di-
rect imitation impossible. However, cultural congruity is not the only factor determining the extent 
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and character of Polish TV’s emulation of its American source material. Polish television profes-
sionals that I have interviewed report that another factor determining the limits of innovation in 

do with the fact that: 

Polish viewers are used to telenovela narration symptomatic of Polish daily soaps produced in the 

of narration to what the Polish audience is used to. I think that we should try to challenge that a bit but 

we need to build acceptance for experimentation over time. The bottom-line is that our programming 

experiments should not be revolutionary but rather evolutionary. It should be a gradual process of pre-

paring the Polish viewers for a new type of programme in their own language and context.29

-
sual forms and structures of domestic drama and would not accept some American televisual sto-
rytelling characteristics. Years of exposure to domestic series such as Klan – the longest running 
Polish soap opera, Plebania,  and many other Polish programmes that are mixtures 
of soap opera and telenovela narrative models, have made the Polish audience accustomed to a 
particular, explicit way of storytelling. Particularly where the extended long-running series allow 
a lot of space for story development and detailed and elaborate dialogue. Polish producers and 

The pilot of Prawo Agaty

pretty much her whole life story. We made the pilot this way because we had to think of the local viewers. 

In an American series you would not have a pilot episode with such an elaborate exposition and you 

would probably start with what we made as episode two. In an American series you would start with a 

legal case episode and you would communicate the background information from the character’s life 

story through some signals and the viewer would accumulate information throughout the season. But the 

two episodes premiered back-to-back as a double bill.30 

which Polish producers can use American storytelling models. With the Polish viewer in mind, the 

law based stories of an episodic nature. The local sentiments had an impact throughout season 1. 
The viewer preference for telenovela storytelling made it challenging for the creators of Prawo 

Agaty to create the type of narration symptomatic of a legal drama, where plots of a legal nature 
are interwoven with those relating to the main character’s personal life. Due to the nature of such 
stories, the personal and emotional plots cannot be developed in such detail as they usually are in 
an extended narrative universe of a soap opera or telenovela. Writing a show with limited personal 
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When you watch American drama the writing craft is based on showing character relations in a sim-

the writers of Prawo Agaty need to show only the essence of the drama aspect, because we do not have 

room to develop it in such detail. But this makes the writing process interesting and challenging for me 

– that we do not make characters repeat the same information over and over again.31

Despite the awareness that viewers in Poland might expect a more detailed and elaborate de-
piction of the characters’ emotional universe, the creators of Prawo Agaty decided to develop the 
show’s narrative in a manner resembling the American storytelling model characteristic for a legal 
drama, namely the one that combines the self-enclosed episodic structure of different legal cases 
with personal plotlines that extend over the whole season. Following this narrative structure meant 
moving away from the domestic tradition of telenovela story writing with extended serialised 
characterisation and inclusion of excessive detail not directly relevant for the story development. 

32 This mode 
of storytelling rewards dedicated viewers by introducing larger arcs of narrative progression but 

model of television storytelling is distinct for its use of narrative complexity as an alternative to 

inception.”33 Recent original Polish TV series, such as Prawo Agaty and Lekarze, share the for-
mal attributes of this storytelling mode of contemporary American television, where the episodic 
cases, legal and medical respectively, are complemented with the overarching plots of character 

I wanted Prawo Agaty to have a procedural structure, with new story in each episode. So my basic pre-

occupation was how to combine the episodic, case-based structure with the narrative drama arc. And 

this is what will make people tune in, the drama arc. I do not think the case structure would be enough 

art to it.34

But Prawo Agaty and Lekarze are not isolated cases. Bogdan Czaja, TVN’s Deputy Program-
ming Director, recognizes the increasing importance of the blending of the episodic and the serial 

-

isodic form with a narrative arc, but not too serialised. The types of shows that do not seem to work 

and requires watching episode by episode, it does not work. We lose viewers like that. Someone will miss 
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an episode or two and if they cannot follow on a casual basis we will lose the audience. So it is best 

to have a show that, even if it has the continuity across episodes is not too demanding. This is the best 

recipe for a show nowadays.35

These accounts suggest that a new paradigm of television storytelling is emerging in Poland, 
with a reconceptualisation of the boundary between episodic and serial forms. New norms of 
storytelling practice emerge in Poland as Polish practitioners borrow the proven storytelling re-
sources of American television’s craft tradition.

As we have seen, American contributions do not erode the importance of the local context in 

local expectations. Even though local Polish storytellers and producers turn to American cultural 

American programmes and their genres on Polish original drama is not pronounced through imi-

adjusted to the local context. Thus more often than not, the reliance on American programmes is 
-

can genre traditions, rather than resulting in straightforward imitation. 

US Television as a model for visual aesthetics

television culture, namely the generic and storytelling standards, but has also raised awareness of the 

I think that the point is not really about making Polish drama, Polish stories, similar to those from 

American shows. I think it has more to do with how those American shows are made and to aim for that 

type of quality.36

comes to the visual quality of television drama:

The American shows that we all have watched made us hope for more. The cinema quality of the Ameri-

can productions, particularly those cable ones is very high. The Polish viewer no longer wants to watch 

the cheaper, rough-looking programmes but they expect a better quality viewing experience, one asso-

ciated with American productions.37

American product that dominated the Polish schedules in the 1990s introduced Polish viewers 
to TV programming of a certain aesthetic quality. As a result, judgments about style and quality 

-
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values and the cultivation of style.38 -
duction sector now allows Polish producers to engage with, and respond to, viewers’ expectations 
by producing original Polish drama that emulates American visual style and its production value. 
American programming thus provides a model for not only generic conventions but also for visual 
style as well. What Polish producers learned from American programming is that producing top 
quality TV drama relies on attention to detail, careful planning and the distinctive use of visual 
resources; and not just characterisation, dramatic logic and thematic complexity. The visual quali-
ty of Polish drama productions now means aesthetically ambitious programming, where different 
aspects of mise-en-scène, such as costume, décor, and properties are prioritised, as well as their or-
ganisation and interplay.39 mise-en-scène, 
and its potential for expression, during pre-production and shooting of Prawo Agaty:

In a story you are telling in a TV show, everything matters: costumes, props, set design, shots, acting, 

screenplay. All those have to work well together because if any of those does not, it weakens the show. 

It was extremely important for me to make all those elements click. It requires a lot of effort to make 

groups of people and co-ordinate. Every detail matters and so attention to detail is crucial. It makes a 

the character is. The Americans know about that, they pay attention to detail and this is what makes their 

shows special, this is what sets them apart. Take Desperate Housewives for example. If you watch the 

show, you can recognise where a given scene is taking place even if there are no characters present. The 

level of detail in each character’s house allows you to know exactly who this house belongs to. Every 

detail is an important part of the show and how it matters. In Poland you do not yet really pay attention 

to those little things. So it is a matter of aesthetics. I was very sensitive to those visual matters and I 

wanted to make my creative team aware of all those aesthetic issues as well. First, you have to make 

contributes to the story. So when you have three characters you need to personalise their workspace, 

make their houses, workspaces, match the characters and their personalities.40

Lekarze and gives a sense of how mise-en-

scène, in her opinion, contributes to the visual style:

I personally divide shows between the sloppy ones and those that are made scrupulously. And I only 

want to make shows that are made in a way that is very thorough and meticulous. It is the combination 

of factors such as set design, photography, lighting but also editing. You cannot see quality as a single 

factor. The quality has to be built on many different levels, from the script, the cast, creative teams, and 

the technical aspects. I know that everything matters and I try to pay attention to every single detail as 

even the smallest element can send signals to the viewer. You can either make use of that opportunity to 

communicate with the viewer through aesthetic elements or waste it. This is something I work on with 

our designers and the creative team. It matters where a character lives, what his or her apartment looks 

like. How their mother looks, whether she cooks home-made Polish dumplings or they eat out. Elements 

like that have to be included on the level of the script, which I always monitor and then I also try to be 
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the person who sees it through on all levels of pre- and post-production as well. Only then does the show 

become a complete entity. A TV show is not a shipment of nails, but a work of art. Maybe TV art with a 

small “a” but still art.41 

-
ly seen as a carefully planned product which is becoming increasingly uniform as a result of the 
growing emphasis on consistency and attention to detail. Polish producers stress the importance 

-
miotically rich production design and the foregrounding of the individual elements of what you 

programming, whose visual aesthetics became the new standard in TV series production.
The visual aspect of television production and the quality of what can be seen on the small 

screen is not only dependent on consistency, attention to detail and mise-en-scène. The issues of 

switched from using the HD Betacam cameras for the Polish domestically produced show Lekarze 
to the state-of-the-art Arri Alexa digital camera, which is gradually becoming the standard in the 
American television industry. A small sample of American television productions that have chosen 
to use the Alexa camera system include the following: the HBO television productions True Blood 
(2008-), Girls (2012-), and Game of Thrones (2011-); Fox’s House M.D. (2004-2012) and Bones 
(2005-); ABC’s Castle (2009-), Pan Am (2011) and Once Upon a Time (2011-); NBC’s Grimm 
(2011-), Community (2009-); CBS’s Person of Interest (2011-); The CW’s Ringer (2011-) and Su-
pernatural (2005-); and Showtime’s Californication (2007-) and Homeland (2011-); among many 
others.42

to emulate the quality of image of contemporary high caliber American television productions. 

quality of Polish TV drama:

We now work on Arri Alexa cameras, the type of cameras with which the Americans are shooting their 

TV shows. We no longer use HD Betacam. So we have gone one step further. Why? We did it because we 

and the shooting equipment can all make a difference. I wanted the experience to be made as realistic as 

possible. I wanted the hospital we built in our studios to look as real as possible. The quality therefore 

is very much related to the quality of image.43

US series have affected Polish television drama in relation to visual aesthetics on a number 
of levels: from the emphasis on aesthetically ambitious mise-en-scène and stylistic coherence to 

of American programming. TVN is so far the only broadcaster using this equipment and Lekarze 
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Conclusion

The instances highlighted in this article identify the vital ways in which American television 
production practices have contributed to the development of domestic serialised production in 
Poland. The impact of US drama on local Polish TV culture is visible through the assimilation of 
American genres, narrative formulae, as well as in the matters of visual style and aesthetics. As a 
result, some Polish programmes now have content, style, form and cultural cache previously asso-
ciated only with American imports. What needs to be emphasised, and it is an important point, is 

Lekarze and Prawo Agaty 
have managed to attract audiences as well as advertisers. Each episode of season one of TVN’s 
prime time medical drama, broadcast between 3 September and 26 November 2012, attracted on 
average a little above 3 million viewers, giving TVN 23.10% audience share in the 9.30 pm slot 
among 4+ demographics and more importantly almost 24% share among the 16-49 demograph-

Lekarze in fact 
improved the viewership for the broadcaster in its slot compared with the corresponding period of 
2011, when the viewing numbers were lower by nearly 800 000. Additionally, the series managed 

44 Similarly, each episode 
of season one of Prawo Agaty -
day nights at 9 pm, gave TVN a second place in the given slot.45

26 million zlotych from advertising.46

for successive seasons. At the time of writing, season 3 of both Lekarze and Prawo Agaty were in 
production.47

cultural imposition on the indigenous Polish culture. Polish producers do not just mechanical-
ly transplant American television as the local cultural context is critical in dictating which ele-
ments of American television programming should be emulated. While Polish broadcasters refer 

attune their material to the local context. This is certainly visible in the attitudes of Polish industry 

ideas. Therefore, the cultural translation of American elements and practices are attractive con-

This however opens up a complex question: does a distinctly Polish television industry actually 

shows, the boundary between the foreign and the indigenous is to some extent blurred – as even 
the shows produced locally, that do not rely on international scripted formats, borrow heavily from 

as discussed in this chapter, supports Ien Ang’s observation that “the global and the local should 
not be conceived as two distinct, separate and opposing realities, but as complexly articulated, 
mutually constitutive.”48 

This article contextualises Polish TV shows as culturally hybrid forms in which the global and 
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the local are inextricably intertwined. This leads to the emergence of aesthetics which are la-
beled and experienced as Polish, but are in fact indebted to American forms, genres and practices. 

-
tonomous. On the contrary, Polish TV drama is interdependent and interconnected: shaped by the 
domestication of imported cultural goods and audiovisual elements and responsive to internation-

-
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4 Ibidem.

-
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2007, p. 27.
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p. 107.
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Abstract

-
tic productions and home-made dramas. Throughout the 2000s, a television drama sector 

Big producers even argue that the sector has become a global actor competing with Holly-

reinforcing the “image” of the country and stimulating regional tourism. However, the claim 
-

and discuss the dynamics of this emerging industry. Firstly, we set a brief history to show the rel-
evance of such an emergence with deregulation and commercialization of the audio-visual media 

-

political, cultural and diplomatic dimensions, where we stress the need for deepening the analyses 
on the industry’s various dimensions. A survey of the still limited literature as well as in-depth 
interviews with different actors of the industry is conducted for the purpose of this study.

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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History and overview

1

to a very limited number of viewers in the city and to curious groups visiting the studio to watch 
the programs. Its purpose was predominantly to educate students at the electronics department in 

-
vision staff, but also introduced television and its culture to the middle-class. This service lasted 

was founded and its television broadcasts became widespread in the early 1970s. In the meantime, 
-

However, dramas were live studio replays of popular stage plays and were not in a serial form 

For another 20 years until the end of the 1980s, television broadcasting remained under the pub-
lic monopoly of the TRT. The corporation was established in 1964 and started its trial television 
broadcasts in 1968. However, in the 1970s television increased its reach and became a popular and 

-
mas began to appear on the screens. Imported serials such as Star Trek, Mission Impossible, Shir-

ley’s World and The Fugitive Hayattan Yapraklar 

(Pages of Life) in 1973, and in 1974-1975 by several others, some of which were adapted from 
2 Among them,  (Forbidden Love), 

3 -
th century setting, was broadcast on 

story in terms of domestic viewing and exports.

whereas in the 1980s, the neo-liberal policy and its stronger governments were in dominance. 
In any case, the TRT has always been subject of political struggle and pressure. Nevertheless, 
by and large the corporation stayed in line with the principles and quality standards of the public 
service broadcasting during its monopoly (1964-1990). The TRT television also switched to co-

drama programming was dependent on foreign and heavily on American sources, the TRT itself 
4 A strategic move towards commercializing 

broadcasting came from the government in the second half of the 1980s, with amendments to the 

monopolies.5 In accordance with the amendment, the TRT could begin to buy or commission in-
dependently produced programs, which lead to the emergence of a commercial production sector.6 
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Eventually, some larger producers from this sector became associates or program providers of the 
private broadcasters soon to become operational.

television (and radio) stations by the beginning of the 1990s. Tens of national and hundreds of 

a few years. A new law abolishing the monopoly of the TRT and legitimizing and regulating the de 

facto situation eventually came into effect in 1994. In the meantime, and for a couple of years after 

In terms of programs other than news and sports, and less costly studio programming, the new 

was not compliant with the rapidly growing commercial television sector in these years; however 
it is hard to claim that there was a substantial demand from the sector for domestic drama pro-
ductions. The commercial broadcasters preferred the ready-made and safe in the 1990s immature 

-
ular serial dramas too, some transferred from the TRT and some commissioned to independent or 

7

In compliance with the cultural proximity theory8

regional programming over imported competing programs, and the commercial sector became 
aware of this soon. The warm welcome from the audience for countless screenings and re-screen-

-
ly obtained: the average number of television dramas broadcast on mainstream national television 

9 Throughout the 2000s, this 

of the 40s, due to the cost cutting strategies adapted by the channels after the global economic 
crisis.10

-

is right, and it is not us who found it… We used the same formula. So there wasn’t such an inven-

of view haven’t changed a lot.”11

-
egory, namely Fatmagül’ün Suçu Ne?  (Bitter 
Life, 2005-2007),  (Chastity, 2011-
2012) proved to be very successful. A similar strategy is evident on the other end since the early 
2000s, the movie business has adapted many popular TV dramas to cinema in order to attract 
loyal audiences to movie theatres. It started with the movie version of Deli Yürek (Crazy Heart) 
in 2001 and continued in the following years with the movies of beloved dramas such as 
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Konak Kurtlar Vadisi also had 

All of the above examples point at the ever growing symbiotic relationship between television 
and cinema following the proliferation of commercial television channels in the early 1990’s, 
which mutually shapes the developments in both sectors. The TV drama crews gained experience 
through advertising, television and cinema sectors, and the technical sophistication of the domes-
tic TV dramas increased considerably, particularly throughout the 2000s. A number of production 

movies and/or 
1996-2005, counted that companies operating solely in the cinema sector could produce only 3 of 

12 For instance the movie (The Bandit, 1996) which heralded the 

the advertisement sector. Casting has been the site for the highest amount of interaction between 

-
tween 2006 and 2009 and found out that the percentage of acting personnel in cinema who often 

13

Facts and figures, problems and prospects

14 The 
two most preferred program formats, almost on equal terms, are news bulletins and domestic dra-
mas. This explains the dominance of the two over prime time television. Almost all of the larger 
mainstream channels prefer to broadcast a television drama episode following the evening news 

talent or quiz shows. Daytime dramas or daily soaps are rare, and some of the existing ones are the 
re-screenings of older productions or repetitions of the prime time series. A gradual decrease in 

seems to have internalized a “serial culture” in time, based on a certain level of quality, production 
value and star glamour, besides “dramatic” expectations. The local television dramas matching 
such criteria qualify for prime time and naturally for more advertising income. In recent years, the 
duration of an episode in prime time has increased considerably, reaching up to 90-100 minutes, 
and the screening durations can be elongated even to twice of that including a long “summary” 

advantage of longer episodes for broadcasters is avoiding the need for scheduling a second drama 

broadcasters’ needs as well as satisfying the audience’s expectations.

never had a good record of providing social security rights and fair payment. This receives criti-
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cism from the sectorial, artistic and academic circles, and even prompts protests from actors, writ-

15

also criticized for monitoring only the advertising side and not intervening in the scheduling and 

regulating bodies prefer to “watch” the outcome for now. 
According to a sector-based research, the number of people employed in TV drama production 

reached up to 150.000 in 2008, and was about 100.000 in 2010 due to the economic turbulence.16 
-

tive to economic conditions. Fluctuations in the economy result in sudden adjustments of adver-

decade of the 21st 17 in 2007 and dropped to 2,7 
billion in 2009, afterwards managing to recover with 3,6 billion in 2010 and 4,3 billion in 2011.18 
This is good news especially for television, since it gets the lion’s share from the advertising pie, 
with over 50% every year, up from 53% in 2007 to 56,6% in 2011. Also given the persistent de-
mand from the audience, one can expect further increase in the number of productions and level 

and fees (apart from well-paid stars) remains to be seen. 
Sponsorship and product placement agreements are also major sources of income for broad-

casters and producers. Although sponsorship is quite an established practice now since it has 
been regulated by law since 1994, product placement was legalized recently by the amended 
radio-television law of 2011. The long awaited amendment lead to a rush of brands towards the 
popular dramas and larger broadcasting companies instantly establishing their product placement 
divisions. Media planning and emerging product placement agencies also help to manage the traf-

and unsound placements; and the brands are now becoming more selective with their integration 
strategies and spending.19 Undoubtedly, product placement is a very promising business, however 

Forbes Turkey, in its latest annual report of “richest producers,” counts 39 production compa-
nies providing dramas to television stations and a total turnover of 655 million lira.20

total. The second ten receive a total of 173 million and the rest share the remaining 85 million.21 
Hence the top companies nominate for the above mentioned powerful alliance more than the rest. 
The top companies are more privileged and advantageous in their agreements with the broadcast-
ers, which usually impose severe clauses to producers such as rating guarantee/payment according 
to ratings or holding the post-screening/sales rights of the programs. The bigger producers are 

broadcaster to share the possible exporting revenues or to hold some secondary rights.22 Above 
all, established producers of highly rated television dramas have the highest negotiation power 

concessions in terms of their agreements.23
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almost impossible for small or medium size businesses to sell their projects to national channels 
without becoming partners with bigger production companies or intermediary agents.24 Neverthe-

-

younger generations, who are positioned out of the traditional family viewing and inclined to dif-
ferent programs. In this sense, production companies refer to American television dramas which 

question, one has to underline the fact that global formats or familiar soaps or sitcoms are the ma-
jor references of domestic productions. On the other hand, imitating the popular/successful within 

New horizons: Exports, drama-tourism and tele-power

The local television drama exportation started by the early 2000s, soon after the domestic com-
Deli Yürek -

increased considerably. Three dramas, Binbir Gece (Thou-
sand and One Nights) and 
exportation.

, produced and distributed by Erler Film with 106 episodes in total, ran in Tur-

under the title of The Borders of Love. It is also aired in Bulgaria with the title Marriage with a 

Foreigner

Al-Gharib (The Stranger).
Binbir Gece, a melodrama produced by TMC Film, was originally broadcast on Kanal D be-

agrees to sleep with her boss, in exchange for the money she needs for the operation of her fatally 

-
razad’s Paths.” Newborn babies in Bulgaria were given the names of characters from the series, 

show’s popularity.25

Noor  countries, was another program which became a 
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a success. The show, dubbed in an Arabic dialect, started to be broadcast in 2008 on the Dubai-

became “an immediate sensation and one of the highest-rated television shows in the world.”26 
Noor -
tion of the Arab world from Morocco to Iraq. It was also aired by Romanian, Bulgarian, Albanian, 

residence together with a multi-generational, upper class family apparently fascinated millions, 
but also irritated some. The show became the subject of angry Friday sermons in Saudi Arabia and 
the country’s chief cleric issued a fatwa calling it “decadent and sinful to watch.”27 Yet, Noor pro-

by 70,000 people just from Saudi Arabia the same year.28

Whatever the reason, be it the cultural similarities, quality, glamour, stars, plots, it has become a 
29

-

reported that a total of 35.675 hours was exported to 76 countries between 2005 and 2011.30 They 

not only by the broadcasters/producers/distributors but also by the authorities. The minister re-
sponsible for foreign trade has been active in providing export incentives and relaxing regulations 

At the beginning, we used to sell each episode for 300-500 US dollars. Sometimes we’d even pay them 

to buy the series – for promotional purposes. Now we have some productions that sell to the Middle East 

for more than 100,000 US dollars. There’s nothing to stop us becoming a so-called Bollywood. We have 

the potential.31

-
ish drama episode may vary from 150,000 to 600,000 US dollars, as well as the export prices.32 

willing to pay up to 40,000 dollars per episode, which could have been bought for 600-700 US 
dollars several years ago;33 -
tury, 2011-) may cost even more.  represents the state of the art: with a pre-pro-
duction budget of 2 million US dollars and roughly half a million spent per episode, the show is 

34 It proved to be a huge 

its second season from the initial broadcaster Show TV, carrying with it an advertising revenue of 
3 million US dollars.35 Abroad, it has already been sold to 45 countries.36 Following the footsteps 

treated in the program, the public broadcaster TRT decided to spend around 5 million Euros on Bir 
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(Once Upon A Time In The Ottoman Empire: Rebellion, 2012), a TV 
drama whose story unfolds in another period of the Ottoman Empire.37

Besides their commercial success, 
-

38 While 
-

Time magazine describing 

39 or Newsweek

Arab world,”40 -
ever, that is not to say that the programs receive unanimous acclaim in the country. They do get 
various and contrary reactions from conservative, nationalist, liberal, radical, intellectual and oth-

, 
calling the series “an attempt to insult our past, to treat our history with disrespect and an effort to 
show our history in a negative light to the younger generations.”41 As a matter of fact, criticisms 

the content. For instance, Kurtlar Vadisi, a heavily criticized show for its violent, nationalistic and 

-

“He [Polat Alemdar] made a great series about Palestine. I consider him a hero.”42 The words of 
Kurtlar Vadisi

We write here a drama, our people watch it, and 200 million people everywhere in the world watch 

it sharing the same feelings. Nobody would dream of this ten years ago. […] Turkish movies and TV 

dramas give an outstanding chance for Turkey’s promotion. Kurtlar Vadisi sells to 30 countries today. 

-

structure, directing, acting and screenwriting quality, it ranks the third following the two global giants. 

We strive to outstrip.43

Conclusion

economy that necessitates a thorough analysis. Production is a complicated process: from casting 
agencies to dubbing studios, post-production and animation houses to music studios, catering and 

distributors, advertisers, sponsors, brands, and all of their integrated activities. It has advantag-
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from the neighbouring countries. So passionate that it attracts people culturally, effects politically, 
mobilizes socially. Nevertheless, it has a soft belly: it is vulnerable to economic turbulences and 
global crisis. Although it is dynamic, it still has some structural problems to solve. As such, what 
is in hand is a complicated case which requires more concrete and comparative data to be fully 
analysed and understood. Stating that the sector has become a global actor competing with Hol-

44

Although this essay was jointly elaborated by the authors, the “History and Overview” section was written 
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Abstract

in Spain from 1956 to 2012. First of all, the following article comprises a brief overview of a 

TVE, rounded out with a more in-depth account of the TV adaptations developed from the 

Recently, the adaptation of TV series based on foreign programmes has become widespread 
in Spain. One special category encompasses programmes adapted to the Spanish television 

series and formats that may be remade into the buyer’s context. 

Introduction

of TV series based on foreign programmes, such as Doctor Mateo (Antena 3, 2009-2011) and 
Las chicas de oro La chica de ayer

-

to 1990, the period during which the television sector was dominated by the state-supported TVE, 

genres began to conform to standard formats during that time: plays and serialized novels in the 
1950s and 1960s, followed by miniseries and drama series from the 1960s onwards.1 Many of 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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had enjoyed national and/or international success.
In order to study the production of TV adaptations in any country, it is necessary to clarify 

characters, genre, form and main themes.”2 According to this author, genre is a set of characteris-
3

underline that television formats can be adapted into texts because they have several rules which 
4

There are several authors who have studied the concept of adaptation as regards to cinema5 
although it is quite unexplored within the Spanish television context.6 In this respect, we should 
underline the differences between a traditional adaptation (from a novel, a poem, or an historical 

context. As Linda Hutcheon states: “an adapted text migrates from its context of creation to the 
adaptation’s context of reception. Because adaptation is a form of repetition without replication, 
change is inevitable.”7

it always involves creating something new. 

The production of TV fiction adaptations at TVE (1956-1990)

-

standardize the production process. Such plays were thirty minutes in length, they were recorded 
on a single set using two or three cameras, and had limited production values in terms of lighting 
and sound.

The advent of video-recording in 1960 enabled a radical overhaul of the production process for 

-

Theater) and Estudio 1 (Studio 1).8 Over the course of thirty years, television viewers became 
used to seeing high-quality national and international plays produced for the small screen. The 
most renowned adaptations included Before Breakfast by Eugene O’Neill (1957, Teatro en la 

Televisión Española, Theatre on Spanish Television), La herida luminosa (The Light Wound) and 
La señorita Trevelez (Miss Trevelez) by Carlos Arniches (1958, Fila cero Richard 

III (1967, Teatro de siempre, Old Theatre), among many others.
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As was the case in relation to the televised play, the advent of the video-recorder had a trans-
forming impact on the production criteria for the adapted novel as a television genre. Live broad-

such broadcasting were still the norm.

daily televised novels. Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle, Gas Light

and Dial M for Murder -
9

programme in the category of daily televised novels was Novela (Novel), which was broadcast for 

the Novela time-slot; each episode ran between twenty and thirty minutes; each novel comprised 

The adaptation of novels for television also entailed the further implementation of a number of 
production standards, which were to be put into practice in the national series produced from the 
1990s onwards, albeit to a much lesser extent because of the relatively speedy production process 
and low budgets. The adjustment of shots to broadcast criteria, the combination of (video-based) 
studio scenes with scenes shot in exterior locations using cinematic devices, and the use of a num-

that had run their course, largely due to factors beyond TVE’s control. A new television genre had 
-

10 One of the de-
The Forsyte Saga 

tailor-made production schedule and budget. The production process for a miniseries was similar 

120,000 for Los gozos y las sombras  to 
€ 300,000 for Goya.11

to be replaced with outsourced or independent production through international or part-funded 
co-production agreements. 

option was for TVE to outsource the production of miniseries to independent production compa-
nies in Spain. 

and fostered the establishment of new production criteria. Moreover, as described in some detail 

2012 period. Parameters of progress in this regard included the use of a more cinematic language 
in the mise-en-scène, such as the extensive use of natural locations to give the production a sense 
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cameras; higher budgets; lengthier production schedules; and episode running-times of between 
sixty and ninety minutes.

An analysis on the subject-matter of miniseries discloses that the genre is dominated by adap-
12 -

ing feature of literary miniseries is that they involve the adaptation of renowned Spanish novels 
such as Cañas y Barro (Reeds and Mud, 1978) and La Barraca (Hut, 1979) by Blasco Ibáñez, 
Fortunata y Jacinta Los pazos de Ulloa (The houses from Ulloa, 
1985) by Emilia Pardo Bazán, among many others. Biographical miniseries are based on the lives 

that represent ‘real’ and invented situations in a convincing setting.”13 Among the most important 
biographical miniseries of the 1980s were Cervantes (1981),  (1982), Teresa de 
Jesús (1984), Goya (1985), Lorca, muerte de un poeta (Lorca, Death of a Poet, 1987) and Miguel 
Servet (1988).

-
erably.

-

-
tics of television as a medium.14

1956 and 1990; adaptations were less common than series produced by pioneering Spanish creative 
screenwriters and producers, such as Antonio Mercero (Verano Azul, Blue Summer, 1981-1982), 
Adolfo Marsillach (
Ibáñez Serrador (Historias para no dormir Historias para 
no dormir comprised stand-alone episodes, some of which were based on original scripts and others 
on horror stories written by famous authors as Ray Bradbury and Edgar Allan Poe. 

Adaptation in a competitive television market (1990-2000)

-

production strategies. Because of the widespread establishment and development of independent 

15

ratings led to a new emphasis on the idea of audience “loyalty,” a concept that had been more or 
less invisible during the period in which TVE held a monopoly on the television sector in Spain. 
Television series play one of the most powerful roles in generating audience loyalty. Thus, both 
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programmes that were produced to be broadcast over the course of more than one season, peo-
pled with characters and storylines designed to hold the viewer’s interest from one episode to the 
next. The main difference to the short run series broadcast by TVE before the privatization of the 

of the series; rather, the plot might be extended for as long as it continued to generate audience 
ratings. The script is written as the series progresses and in light of viewer preferences. Hence, a 
much closer relationship arises between the programme and its audience and the immediate social 
context, prompting the inclusion of more relevant and real plotlines in the evolving narrative.16

Most of the long-running series produced in the 1990s (Farmacia de guardia, Pharmacy on 
Duty; Médico de familia -
cast alongside series and miniseries based on adaptations, although the latter were fewer in num-

period are outlined in more detail below.
-

ing a range of innovative initiatives such as the Taller de Telecomedias 17 
Although the production of literary and biographical adaptations went into decline at TVE, it 

line with its previous strategy, TVE remained committed to the development of miniseries based 
Blasco Ibáñez (1997), Severo Ochoa: La conquista de un 

Nóbel (Severo Ochoa: The Conquest of a Nobel, 2001) and Vientos del pueblo: Miguel Hernández 
Los 

 (Riders of the Dawn, 1991),  (Don Quixote, 1992), Celia (1992), Entre 

 (Among Orange Trees, 1998), La Regenta (1995), Don Juan (1997) and El secreto de la 

porcelana (The Secret of the Porcelain, 1999).
In 1995, TVE adapted The Golden Girls

Juntas pero no revueltas (a Spanish 
expression meaning “together, but apart…”). , a sitcom produced in 1995 was based 

El último choriso (The Last Thief, 1992) depicted the life and 
El Jueves.

The strategy adopted at Antena 3 was to focus on original Spanish series, including such 
achievements as ¡Ay, 

Señor, Señor! Far-

macia de guardia (1991-1995). Antena 3’s production of an adaptation and sequel to TVE’s Curro 

Jiménez (1976-1979) during the 1990s should also be noted in this regard. In 1994, the production 
company Aurum, which belonged to Antena 3 at the time, produced Curro Jiménez, el regreso de 

una leyenda -
ciones, a series comprising thirteen episodes that portrayed the life and times of the famous Span-
ish outlaw almost twenty years after the original television production. Finally, the series 
solos!

only seven episodes were broadcast.
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Médico de familia (1995-1999), as well as other similarly suc-
cessful series such as Periodistas Siete vidas (Seven Lives, 1997-2006), El 

comisario (Police Inspector, 1999-2009), Hospital Central (2000-2012) and serials such as El súper 
 Al salir de clase (After School, 1997-2002), Tele 5 also began to 

focus on the development of home-grown series. Tele 5 also produced a wide range of adaptations 

to drop them from the programming schedule. Such adaptations may be subdivided into three cate-

Truhanes (Rogue, 1993-1994), which 

starred Paco Rabal and Arturo Fernández. The series Historias de la puta mili (Stories About the 

been adapted for cinema; insofar as possible, the scripts for the series followed the graphic stories 
published in El Jueves which parodied the depiction of US troops in American movies.18 The same 

Todos los hombres sois iguales (All Men Are the Same, 1996-

The adaptation of foreign series formats included imports from Italian commercial television 
Canale 5: Casa para dos (House For Two, 1995), which lasted for only six episodes on Tele 5 
because of low audience ratings; Querido maestro (Dear Teacher, 1997-1998), which was more 
successful and ran over three seasons; and Hermanas (Sisters, 1998) which lasted for two seasons.

Finally, the series Petra Delicado (1999) was an adaptation of the literary character invented 

Ritos de muertes (Death Rites) in 1996; the series, comprising 
thirteen episodes, starred Ana Belén.

-
-

of the fact that there is no such thing as a sure success in the audiovisual industry.

A typology of television adaptations in Spain (2000-2012)

-
ogy of the programmes produced in recent years may be categorised as follows. These distinctions 
are made by the authors of the article after the examination of the most important titles adapted in 

adaptations; and 3) adaptations based on foreign series formats.
First, there has been an increase in the number of historical or period drama series produced. 

The preferred format used by Spanish production companies is the miniseries. In 2010, a total 
of seven miniseries made the top twenty list of television broadcasts for the year. The miniseries 
with the highest audience ratings was Felipe y Leticia
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of the main historical and/or biographical series produced during this period is provided below: 
- Miniseries, biographical, made-for-TV movies (biopics). This category comprises series 

cultural life. These productions are shaped by a common theme: they tell the story of Spanish 
La Duquesa (Telecinco, 2010), 

about the Duchess of Alba; Los Borgia (Antena 3, 2008), which recounted the life and times of 
the Borgias, the family to which the only two Spanish popes in history belonged; Adolfo Suárez, 

El Presidente (Adolfo Suárez, the President, Antena 3, 2010), which dealt with the political career 

Felipe y Letizia (Felipe and Letizia 2010, Telecinco), which tells the story of the early days 
of the romance between the heir to the Spanish throne and his future bride.

- Miniseries or made-for-TV movies based on recent historical events. Many of the television ad-
aptations based on historical events have drawn on the recent history of Spain, especially the transi-
tion to democracy; for example, 23-F, El día más difícil del Rey (The Hardest Day of the King, TVE, 
2009), which dealt with the failed coup d’état in 1981, and more recently still, the failed attempt by 

the made-for-TV movie, Una bala para el Rey (A Bullet to the King, Antena 3, 2009). 
- Miniseries or made-for-TV movies based on major news stories or contemporary issues. Such pro-

events. Among the most prominent programmes in this regard were  (Father Courage, 

 (48 Hours, Antena 3, 2008), an account of the 
murder of Miguel Ángel Blanco at the hands of ETA; El caso Wanninkhof

nineteen-year-old girl, in 1999; Días Sin Luz (Days Without Light, Antena 3, 2009) which followed the 

(the girl’s father oversaw the production of the miniseries);  (Flight IL8714, Telecinco, 

Alakrana

11M, para que nadie lo olvide (11 M, For nobody 

The second category in the typology of adaptations produced between 2000 and 2012 com-

Arroz y tartana 

Blasco Ibáñez; Las cerezas del cementerio (The Cherries of the Cemetery, TVE, 2005), based 
-

tween a young engineering student and an older woman who is unhappily married to an English 
ship-owner (the story is set on the Valencian coast at the turn of the twentieth century); and Un 

Burka por Amor

trying to return to Spain.
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Foreign TV series adaptations in Spain

Finally, the third category encompasses programmes adapted to the Spanish television mar-
-

wide and has been studied by many European scholars,19 many international formats have been 

that may be remade in the buyer’s context. Examples include Mesa para cinco (La Sexta, 2006), 
an adaptation of the US series Party of Five (Fox, 1994-2000);  (Cuatro, 
2006), the Spanish adaptation of the US comedy Married with Children (ABC, 1987-1997). 
The series entitled Suárez y Mariscal: caso cerrado (Suarez and Mariscal: closed case, Cuatro, 

Niedrig Und Kuhnt (Sat 1, 2003-); Los simuladores (The 
Simulators, Cuatro, 2006-2007) was based on the Argentinian series of the same name (Telefé, 
2002-2003); Hermanos y detectives

based on the 2006 Argentinian series of the same name; the soap opera Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso 
(Without Breasts There is No Paradise, Telecinco, 2008-2009), based on the Colombian series 

Doctor Mateo 
(Antena 3, 2009-), based on the British series Doc Martin (ITV, 2002-); the comedy series Lalola 
(Antena 3, 2008-2009) was based on the Argentinian comedy of the same name broadcast on 
América TV in 2007 and 2008; and most recently, the second adaptation of the famous sitcom 
The Golden Girls (NBC, 1985-1992) Las chicas de oro; Pasión de Gavilanes (Antena 3, 2010) 

another succeful TV adaptation in Spain has been the soap-opera Yo soy Bea (Telecinco, 2006-
2009) from the original Colombian telenovela Yo soy Betty, la Fea (I am Betty, the Ugly; which 
also inspired the American TV series Ugly Betty). As Chicharro suggests, soap-operas are more 

through the Spanish television trends of the last decades.20 
We want to pay special attention to one of the most important TV adaptation coming from the 

La chica de ayer

British TV series Life on Mars (BBC, 2006-2007). The original series has been broadcast in a 
number of countries, including the US, Canada, France, and also Spain; and the series format has 

21 ABC adapted the Life on Mars format 

as a failure to establish a clear identity, have been cited as possible explanations for its underper-
formance.22

-
cluding Mia Sarah Americano (Kevin Noland, 2005) and Green Zone (Paul 

Life on Mars and felt that a Spanish 
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3, which was intrigued by the possibility. Sonia Martínez, the Director of TV Fiction at Antena 3, 

We were intrigued by Life on Mars. It was one of the formats we wanted to get our hands on. We had 

very high expectations from the very beginning: a love story, a family to be rebuilt, a trip to be seen as a 

past. A second chance at life, to learn how to approach it... A great format.23 

Enthused by the project, Antena 3 requested adaptation pitches from a number of Spanish pro-
duction companies. The most convincing pitch was made by Ida y Vuelta, which developed the 
production of the series. Ida y Vuelta had already produced a number of series for Antena 3, such 
as  (Red Circle, 2007) and Física o química (Physics and Chemistry, 2008-). Antena 
3’s only condition was that Álvaro Ron, who had come up with the idea, be included in the pro-
duction team. The series comprised a total of eight episodes, each with a running-time of seventy 
minutes. The shooting schedule ran over six months, from September 2008 to February 2009. 
There were a series of meetings with the BBC in London throughout the production process for La 

chica de ayer, the purpose of which was to oversee the eight episodes of the Spanish version that 
had been approved by the BBC. Representatives of the BBC visited the set in Madrid, observed 

episode, which reached an audience share of 19.7%, the series failed to meet the viewer ratings 

close in the eighth episode. 

Conclusions

most important TV adaptations in Spain from 1956 to 2012; in historical terms, TVE, the state 
public service broadcaster, has been the biggest investor in such productions. The wide-ranging 

-
ence of plays, novels and also foreign TV series as sources in the production process. Traditional-

These TV adaptations produced by TVE from 1956 and 1990 have mainly a pedagogical objective 

on these materials, the producers had easy access to them. 
On the contrary, from 1990 onwards, TV adaptations stemming from private channels, and from 

TVE, have mainly a commercial objective. Miniseries or made-for-TV movies based on major 
news stories or contemporary issues have a great appeal for contemporary viewers. Recently, there 
has been a notable increase in the adaptation of foreign television series (comedy, soap opera, and 

in these formats due to the previous success they have in the original country. Therefore, produc-

Angeles TV Screening (Los Angeles), among others, to sell and buy television formats.
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By and large, the circulation of European TV series has been quite positive in Spain, as the 
Life on Mars or La Chica de 

Ayer are symbolic examples of the complexities involved in (re)producing a series from another 
-

cessful international series. However, the results in artistic terms and in terms of audience ratings 
have been mixed. Some of the adaptations have not matched the success of the original versions 
on which they are based. Spanish media professionals cannot limit their approach to the simple 

are issues relating to the content that require in-depth revision and re-construction on the part of 
scriptwriters, producers and directors. 
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Abstract

-

account the delicate relationship between space, image, and cinematic experience.

Settling the research 

After a century-long history, one of the main issues of cinema theory seems to neglect its ex-

studying, and the subsequent approach to various disciplines led to a widening of the theoretical 

explore.

1 represents the main and most explicit contribution in this sense, but it is 
just one of the voices emanating from a larger choir. For a long time, scholars and intellectuals 
have been dealing with the idea of a moving image able to go beyond its own precinct, spreading 
itself in space, conquering alternative situations and surfaces. This is an opening process, which 
broadens the traditional linguistic possibilities and allows cinema to mix itself with other arts, in 
a sort of contamination, which turns different territories into cinematic ones. In the last years a 

or institutional explorations.2

expanded forms of cinema and those hybrid productions, which test the use of moving images in 
3 -

in the most contemporary studies. 
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In fact, the presence of screen media and the use of the cinematic element are increasingly fre-
quent in the most diverse situations, establishing themselves as typical aspects of the communi-
cative processes and as assumed tool of everyday practices. Moreover, the artistic production and 

survive), where languages mix, expressive forms tend to converge, codes and arts end up hybridis-
ing.4

gives birth to complex platforms and to superimpositions among dispositifs, which often complete 
one another and sometimes even collide. Codes and media are constantly subject to a mechanism 

5. In this 
-

ing” territory from other cultural productions. The unstability of such a scenario is self-evident.6 
In this environment, media are literally invested by convergence, which plays a central role in 
leading to a medial “explosion”. The same dynamics obviously involve cinema as well, enlarging 
the pertinence of the moving image domain.

Such an expansion implicitly raises a theoretical urge: being conscious of such an enlargement 
obliges to revise the aesthetic and medial status of cinema, that is to say to establish what is to be 

medium gains at the expenses of its rivals. A less reductive, comparative approach would recognize the 

complex synergies that always prevail among media systems, particularly during periods shaped by the 

birth of a new medium of expression.7

-
ing up, because of the current blurring of medial boundaries. The strong remediation process,8 
which characterizes the contemporaneity, causes a sort of repetition, an extension and a critical 
re-examination of styles, texts and cultural products. The distribution mechanism of content is 

up a wide range of possibilities which are now reserved to spectators/users, allowing them to act 

and the conventional behaviours connected to them are reshaped. This does not simply represent 
our time as “media transition time,”9

terms of imaginary, since the symbolic construction of media undergoes a massive renovation. In 
-

10 In other words, a series of aesthetic choices gives birth to a brand 
new language, able to answer the questions of convergence and its systemic, structural needs. 

From a theoretical point of view, this implies a methodological necessity: in order to study cine-
-

the contemporary “extended cinema” scenario, the research approach should consider the width 
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providing the opportunity to frame them, focusing on their connections with those processes that 
produce and regulate the whole media system. The devices, the practices and the contexts, which 
get increasingly closer to the cinematic element depicting a new medial and visual geography, are 
programmatically included in the domain of the post-cinema debate.

How to explore post-cinema: Some methodological hints

cinematic precinct. This will be useful at least to identify its potential developments, observe its 
products and results, describe its ruling principles and – possibly – try to give an interpretation of 

the theoretical urge to update the debate, encompassing the forms that shape and reshape moving 
images. The ambition is thus to propose a sort of taxonomy of those forms.

To focus on the unconventional cinematic forms means here to choose a particular observation 

-
tices, exploring the phenomena from the inside.

Cultural studies

into consideration the processes which progressively involve moving images on the one hand, and 
-

linguistic characters together with the fruition patterns imposed by a “cinematic attitude” to reali-

-
inition which is touching cinema, in terms of its symbolic meaning, of its cultural position within 

The value assumed and the practices developed by moving images are the centre of interest of 

to become cinematized component of our visual system. This research perspective shares with 
cultural studies a special attention reserved to social praxis, intended as an important component 
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of culture and an accumulation of values and shared imagery. To assume such an approach allows 
a wide exploration, which succeeds in including a number of mechanisms that would otherwise 

-
portant experimental materials for the construction of a media aesthetic of transition. In fact, 
the deep sociocultural uncertainty and the strong technological development characterizing the 
present historical period are accompanied by a bidirectional response: the effort to pragmatically 

of “culture” in its full potentiality is fundamental: it is “something much larger than the arts, 

explored – identity, cohesion, direction – media assumed increasing prominence.”11

reasons, the centrality reserved to culture is clear. The culturological perspective guarantees this 
attention12 and moreover, it does underline the structural connection between culture and media. 
Cultural and media studies are set side by side by the belief that both perspectives can offer a set of 

of moving images today.

Media studies

Media, and cinema among them, play a central role in the articulation of cultural practices. 
They represent essential elements, which concur to the construction of a complex scenario. This 
complexity is the result of governance policies, experiences and the fragile balance between ed-
itors and users/spectators that are connected by a set of highly embedded relations. The junction 

of media [that] requires an embrace of multiplicity, complexity and even contradiction if sense 
is to be made of such a pervasive cultural experience.”13 In order to face the intertwining nature 
of such a scenario the most suitable methodological perspective seems to be an interdisciplinary 
one. The explicit choice is not to close the research within rigid theoretical constraints. On the 
contrary, it is important to deal with the cinematic element in its “environmental” condition, trying 

contemporary mediascape, emphasizing their potential as representational strategies and visual 
experiences.

Visual studies

-

order to highlight both their origin and developments. The notion of visual culture gives syntheti-
cally the idea of the importance of the environmental aspect: the visual element inevitably features 

with the scenario it enters and the individuals it addresses. 
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functions, their ways of transmission and distribution – mechanisms characterized by a central 
role played by media.14 Moreover, this research perspective reserves a deep attention – once again 
– to the concept of culture, emphasizing the shift which characterized it: the huge development 
of mass media, combined with a number of variables, not only granted a progressively larger im-
portance to the visual element, but also encouraged the production of different visual expressive 
forms, that are part of culture and are spread and reproduced as products of the cultural industry.15 
On a conceptual level, this implies a broadening of the idea of culture, which is not reserved to the 
élite anymore but opens up to alternatives or non-institutional forms.16 The classical cultural mod-

in museums collections and symbol of “high culture”, gives way to a new conception of culture. 
This renovated approach directs the attention to visual language; in other words, towards objects 

-
nitely standardized ones. The focus shifts to a more basic meaning of culture, where the aesthetic 

accessible: the core concern for a visual culture model is the visual nature of objects, which rep-

17 The strength and pregnancy 
-

an element able to intersect reality, users, their imagery and the traditional producers of content. 
In practical terms, the attention is drawn to cultural objects, which are part of a wider discourse, 

modality, in which the eye assumes a sort of “touching” ability; a haptic perception, where the eye 
activates a tactile prehension. This dynamic triggers the subject embedment in the visual space of 

-
ing is involved, and the senses seem to merge in order to emphasize an intense corporeal feeling.18

Images, with their meanings, values, aims, and their fruition patterns give birth to what has 
recently been named “contemporary iconosphere”.19 The subjects who are responsible for the in-
terpretation of images are also part of this context, because they are in charge of the construction 
of the symbolic establishment connected to the visual element, that is to say they formalize its 

the image underlines the passing from a simple visual “data” to a more complete visual “instance”. 
-

lateral and structural relation between visual and social elements.20

A big part of the explorations developed within visual studies considered the object of their 
-

medial, cultural element) redirected the whole approach. More precisely, this has been possible 

that a visual text always sets itself at the intersection of different practices, means to focus on the 
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element, on the synesthetic predisposition of the image to produce sensory overloads. For these 
reasons, the visual culture perspective is nowadays a dynamic project, which tries to mirror socio-
cultural trends, aesthetic choices, and the most innovative technological offer. This opens up the 
approach towards a research, which neither only studies the pure image, nor the image producer in 
an exclusive way, but on the contrary, addresses the creative intersections and the fruitful relations 

the ability of the image to signify something, and on the other, on the individual’s capability to 
interpret a certain meaning.

To see the research object as a simple “visual sign” is a limited interpretation. Indeed, the visual 
culture perspective guarantees an extended set of objects, explicitely including in its debate prac-
tices and processes concerning the visual instance in its complexity. First of all, this legitimates 
the focus not (only) on what is seen, but on the act of seeing. Emphasizing practices and processes 
does not mean to focus just on vision, because it does not encompass the whole set of mechanisms 
connecting the object and the subject of observation. The concept of visual experience comes 

the arena.

Gunning uses the word “experience” instead of “perception” to describe the situation when “visual 

stimuli […] have multiplied enormously, often outside of the regimes that are usually thought of as 

culture, such as the museum or the gallery”. These stimuli are simultaneously part of our experience 

experience.21

After the iconic and the cultural turn, the visual culture perspective seems to face a further shift 
– an experiential turn

humanities. This is the sign of an overall urge towards a “restoration of experience as a central 
concern of cultural theory at the present time.”22

 

Analytical perspective and research hypothesis

-
ma23 and semiotics24 theories assuming an experiential approach. It is precisely in these contexts that 
scholars have explicitely referred to an “experiential turn,”25 which does not refer to a strict disci-
plinary precinct, rather opens up an interdisciplinary exchange. In this perspective, those discourses 

and re-articulated. In fact, the essence of the expanded forms of cinema represents something which 
is continuously subject to reorganization, reformulation, since its mise en forme -
enced by sociocultural trends, technological innovation, evolution of aesthetic and medial codes. 
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into consideration cinema in its expanded dimension, diverse analytical perspectives should inter-
sect, assuming precisely their junction as the vantage point where the observation has to be settled. 
This clearly implies a hybridization of method, based on a programmatic blurring of disciplinary 
boundaries and an intense dialogue among the inquiry directions. According to this idea, such re-
search perspective should be founded on a threefold frame, set right in the area where media, cultural 
and visual studies overlap, emphasizing continuities and discontinuities among them.

The second consequence is the urge not to separate theory from the phenomena it wants to de-
scribe. Moving images are thus to be considered as part of experience, since this gives the chance 
to seize their true nature and their full potential in the very moment in which they are moving. 
Even visual culture literature shares a similar point of view: in his Introduction to Visual Culture, 

interaction between viewer and viewed, which may be termed the visual event,”26 that is to say “an 
interaction of the visual sign, the technology that enables and sustains that sign, and the viewer.”27 

To stress the dynamic element of the process means to underline the sensory and meaningful 

to collect components from the context where it is settled, earning vitality and shaping itself from 
it, whilst feeding it at the same time. The context itself does not simply contain the image; on the 
contrary it also gains new substance through it. The idea of an image displaying itself en train 

de se faire is something important preluding a progressive mechanism along which a visual and 
-

izing the concept of experience,28 and thus legitimates the methodological choice of according to 
an experiential research frame.

-
thing grounded on a phenomenological conception of experience,29 and on a certain philosopical 
tradition which examines the two essential faces of experience itself, that is to say its nature of 
manifestation and encyclopaedia.30 

On a conceptual level, dealing with such an experiential turn means to divide the visual element 
from its textual medium, supporting its substance in itself. As I have already pointed out, the expe-
riential perspective turns the traditional visual text into visual instance, not neglecting the textual 

shift, seeing becomes a full interpretative practice, contributing to the composition of experience 
as many other social, symbolic and aesthetic mechanisms do. Obviously, the image plays a central 
role in this dynamic, since it is still the representing core, but many other elements are added to 

-
sumers traversing the grids of modernism.”31 Therefore, I would argue that visual experience is 

inside the precinct of its classical pertinence or – on the contrary – going outside of it, exploring 
new strategies and thus creating those very expressive forms which are the center of this analysis.

My main hypothesis is that the proliferation of screens and the wide variety of occasions in 
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collocation of cinematic experience. A relocation32

place, and the moving image does not just enter new contexts but merges with them. It becomes 

space, which gives birth to a complex visual and experiential texture. A space-image materializes, 

representative environment and physical one. 

function. These variables can be useful in order to reconstruct the context framing those partic-

the possible research directions and to systematize them. The attempt is to understand the reg-

(i.e. space-image and the city, space-image and the gallery, space-image and everyday practices, 
space-image and performance, space-image and surveillance, etc.).

A second hypothesis is tightly related to these dynamics: the main idea is that the interpretation 
design. This notion of design 

originally includes a manipulation, an operative and a projectual attitude, which is here to be 
directed towards space. Design becomes thus synonym for an action on space able to connote, 
furnish and dwell a certain environment.

The question which arises refers to the very experience of this manipulation: where does it come 

set of contextual features and a particular aim. In this sense, the main experiential features of the 

experience. The attention is to be directed towards the formal and functional feature of space-im-
age. From time to time, the synthesis of these two sets of traits give birth to a microcosm. This in-

formal and functional part of the mechanism able to shape visuality and reality. It is precisely the 

weaves the cinematic element and the spatial dimension it enters. The space-image resulting from 
this weaving process represents the direct effect of the disposition operated by the cinematic ele-

Further develoments of such a research should consider a number of images and situations, 
which testify to the presence of moving images outside its precinct. Emphasizing the potential of 
the cinematic element for differential use33 will possibly be useful in composing a catalogue of 
different space-images.
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Expanded Cinema
2 Among the recent initiatives which can be described as an expanded form of cinema, there is for example 

Tulse Luper VJ Performance, or the complex Urbanscreens project directed 

Fluid Screens, Expanded Cinema
(eds.), Future Cinema: The Cinematic Imaginary After Film, The MIT Press, Cambridge (MA)-London 
2003; Martin Rieser, Andrea Zapp (eds.), New Screen Media: Cinema/Art/Narrative, BFI-ZKM, Lon-
don-Karlsruhe 2002; Domenico Quaranta, Media, New Media, Postmedia, Postmedia, Milano 2010; 
Philippe Dubois, Lùcia Ramos Monteiro, Alessandro Bordina (eds.), Oui, c’est du cinema. Formes et 
espaces de l’image en mouvement, Campanotto, Pasian di Prato 2009; Philippe Dubois, Elena Biserna, 
Frédéric Monvoisin (eds.), Extended cinema, Campanotto, Pasian di Prato 2010; Alice Autelitano (ed.), 
The Cinematic Experience: Film, Contemporary Art, Museum, Campanotto, Pasian di Prato 2010.

3 This implies an updating of theory as well; on the one hand this means that the research has to encompass 

efforts to elaborate a “post-textual” approach and the so called “post-cinema” debate. The theoretical ba-

turn – to a number of more recent contributions about “post-media aesthetics.” The most important refe-
rences are: Rosalind E. Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” in October, no. 8, Spring 1979, pp. 
30-44; Id., “Reinventing the Medium”, in Critical Inquiry, vol. 25, no. 2, Winter 1999, pp. 289-305; Id., 
A Voyage on the North Sea. Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition
1999; Id., Perpetual Inventory, The MIT Press, Cambridge (MA) 2010; Staley Cavell, A World Viewed. 

, Harvard University Press, Cambridge (MA) 1979 (1971); with re-
gards to the more recent debate, please refer to Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media, The MIT 

Reinventing Film Studies, Ar-
Window Shopping: Cinema and 

the Postmodern The Virtual Window: 
from Alberti to Microsoft Screen Cultures: 
History and Textuality
Explosion of Cinema,” in Screen, vol. 50, no. 1, Spring 2009, pp. 114-123; Francesco Casetti, “Theory, 
Post-theory, Neo-theories: Changes in Discourses, Changes in Objects,” in CiNéMAS: Journal of Film 
Studies
in Fata Morgana, Esperienza, no. 4, 2008, pp. 23-40; Id., “Filmic Experience,” in Screen, vol. 50, no. 1, 

Screen, 
vol. 52, no. 1, Spring 2011, pp. 1-12 (already published in Montage AV. Zeitschrift für Theorie und Ge-
schichte audiovisueller Kommunikation, Erfahrung, vol. 19, no. 1, 2010, pp. 10-35 and in Fata Morgana, 
Visuale, no. 8, 2009, pp. 173-188).    

4 Among the others, see Wu Ming, Prefazione Convegen-
ce Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide
ed. Cultura convergente, Apogeo, Milano 2007), especially pp. vii-xv.

5 See Ithiel De Sola Pool, Technologies of Freedom: On Free Speech in an Electronic Age, Harvard Uni-
Convegence Culture, cit., p. 10.

6 A rich literature is available as this regards; see, at least, Francesco Casetti, “I media dopo l’ultimo big 
Link. Idee per la televisione, Che fare? 

La tv dopo la crisi, no. 8, 2009, pp. 197-209; Matteo Bittanti (ed.), Intermedialità. Videogiochi, cinema, 
televisione, fumetti, Unicopli, Milano 2008; Nicola Dusi, Lucio Spaziante (eds.), Remix-remake: prati-
che di replicabilità
in International Journal of Cultural Studies
Own Hands,” Technology Review, http://www.technologyreview.com/biomedicine/13905/, last visit 7 
May 2012. 
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Rethinking Media Change. The Aesthetics of Transition, The 
MIT Press, Cambridge (MA)-London 2003, p. 3.

Remediation. Understanding New Media, The MIT Press, Cambridge 
(MA)-London 1999.

Rethinking Media Change. The Aesthetics of Transition, cit.

Technology Review, http://www.technologyreview.
com/biotech/13052/, last visit 7 May 2012; Id., “La vendetta dell’unicorno origami. Sette concetti chiave 
del transmedia storytelling,” in Link. Idee per la televisione, Vedere la luce. Dio e la televisione, no. 9, 
2010, pp. 17-28.

11 William Uricchio, Historicizing Media in Transition Rethin-
king Media Change. The Aesthetics of Transition, cit., p. 26. 

12 The notion of culture is here intended as in the grounding contributions of cultural studies. See, for 
example, Raymond Williams, 
Television: Technology and Cultural Form, Fontana, London 1974; Id., Politics of Modernism: Against 
the New Conformists, Verso, London 1989; Stuart Hall, David Morley, Kuan-Hsing Chen (eds.), Stuart 
Hall: Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies Re-
presentation: Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices, Sage – The Open University, London 
1997; Id., Cultural Studies and Its Theoretical Legacies
Treichler (eds.), Cultural Studies
of the concept, see Michele Cometa, Dizionario degli studi culturali, Meltemi, Roma 2004; Lawrence 

Cultural Studies in the Future Tense -
cular, chapter IV, ). 

13 William Uricchio, Historicizing Media in Transition, cit., p. 24.
Bildwissenschaft, which is to 

th century and has developed afterwards, with some important 

object see, for example, AA. VV.,“Visual Culture Questionnaire,” in October, no. 77, Summer 1996, pp. 
25-70.

iconic turn.

of visual studies in general. The question has been addressed by so many scholars that it would be im-

-
nitions are determined by the type of materials […] rather than by the degree of aesthetic sophistication. 

the same time, when mass culture items are placed in a museum, the border is reset as much as erased 
Visual Culture: The Study 

of the Visual after the Cultural Turn, The MIT Press, Cambridge (MA)-London 2005, p. 70.

, Fondazione Ente dello Spettacolo, 
Roma 2010; Barbara Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex. Cinema, New Techonologies, and the Home, Uni-

-
trollo dei big media sui contenuti generati dagli utenti,” in Link. Idee per la televisione, News from 
Everywhere, no. 6, 2008, pp. 107-112.

The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film Experience, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton 1992 (in particular, chapter 1); Antonia Lant, “Haptical Cinema,” 
in October Atlas of Emotion. Journeys in Art, Architecture, 
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and Film
Phenomenological Approach to the Ethics of Film,” in Quarterly Review of Film and Video, vol. 19, no. 

Perception and Illusion. Historical Perspectives, Springer, 
Infant Behavior and Development, The Development of Haptic Perception (edited by 

Un’im-
magine alla mano. Note per una genealogia dello spettatore tattile, in Antonio Somaini (ed.), Il luogo 
dello spettatore. Forme dello sguardo nella cultura delle immagini -

 The Tactile Eye. Touch and the Cinematic Experience, University of California Press, 
Racconti 

di Corpi. , Kaplan, Torino 2009.
19 The idea of “contemporary iconosphere” is used here as understood by Antonio Somaini. See Antonio 

Somaini, Sul concetto di cultura visuale Potere delle im-
magini?, Mimesis, Milano-Udine 2009, p. 211.

What Do Pictures Want? The Lives and Loves of Images, The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago-London 2005.

 Visual culture: The Study of the Visual after the Cultural Turn, cit., p. 79; see also 

The Limits of Limit-experience, in Id., Cultural Semantics. Keywords of our Time, University 
of Massachussets Press, Amherst 1998, p. 78.

-
thesis of the author’s perspective, see Francesco Casetti, “Filmic Experience”, cit.

24 See Ruggero Eugeni, Semiotica dei media. Le forme dell’esperienza, Carocci, Roma 2010.
25 Ibidem.
26 Nicholas Mirzoeff, An Introduction to Visual Culture, Routledge, London 1999, p. 13.
27 Ibidem.
28 The almost obvious reference is to the idea of Erfahrung and the implicit sense of movement it conveys 

fahren, namely to go).

-

assume them and focus on the notion of being as “being in the world.” This is something which mainly 
characterizes Heidegger’s thought and his further conception of phenomenology, leaving somehow the 
fundamental logics of eidetic reduction and epoché
encompasses a situated subject, who directly experiences the authenticity and historicality of reality, plus 
the subsequent feeling of thrownness. Experience rouses in this sense as something “alive,” occurring as 
an event which unfolds itself in space and time as “projected” action (etymologically, from Anglo-French 

, from Latin , to throw, send forth). Such a connotation represents an important hint, 
because at least it describes one of the two meanings of experience, that’s to say its immediacy and its 

-
rience and the notion of design, which will be introduced further on. The two categories share the idea 
of an ideal progression: the movement of experience which develops as occurrence on the one hand, 

something tangible. For the most important references on the phenomenological and the experience issue 
in the frame of Heidegger’s literature, see Martin Heidegger, Sein und Zeit
(eng. ed. Being and Time Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes, in 
Id., Holzwege 1950 (eng. en. The Origin of the Work of Art, in Id., Off 
the Beaten Track, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2002); Id., Vorträge und Aufsätze

Poetry, Language, Thought  
Identität und Differenz Identity and Difference, Harper and 

30 I refer to the concepts of Erlebnis and Erfahrung, intended as two aspects of a complex structure which 
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encompasses a double temporality. The former concerns to things as they are happening (the event di-
mension), while the latter is connected to what remains after the manifestation of events and feeds our 

Erlebnis. These notions intersect 
a vast literature, belonging to philosophy of experience and to different Western philosophical tradi-
tions; see, for example, Wilhelm Dilthey, Das Erlebnis und die Dichtung. Lessing – Goethe – Novalis 

La nozione di esperienza. 
Esperienza 

estetica La questione dell’esperienza, 
La dimensione estetica dell’espe-

rienza, Franco Angeli, Milano 1995; Alfredo Marini, 
Dilthey. Antinomie dell’esperienza, fondazione temporale del mondo umano, epistemologia della con-
nessione Esperienza, in 
Nicola Abbagnano (ed.), , UTET, Torino 1998, pp. 393-400.

31 Nicholas Mirzoeff, An Introduction to Visual Culture, cit., p. 26.
32 Please refer to the research on the notion of “relocation” developed by Francesco Casetti. See Francesco 

33 This expression is drawn from Rosalind E. Krauss, A Voyage on the North Sea. Art in the Age of Post-Me-
dium Condition, cit.
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LA JEUNESSE A L’ÉPREUVE DES SÉRIES TÉLÉVISUELLES SYRIENNES : MODES DE 
PRODUCTION, RÉCEPTION ET RÉPRESENTATIONS (2000-2010) 
Nicolas Appelt / Ph.D. Thesis Project1

Université de Lausanne

Durant la période 2000-2010 et jusqu’aux événements politiques qui ont débuté en mars 2011 
(rébellion dans plusieurs parties du pays)2, la Syrie s’est imposée comme un exportateur important 

-
-

ment de ces programmes « récurrents » depuis le retrait de l’Etat dans ce domaine3, se disputent 
des parts d’audience surtout durant le mois de Ramadan où sont diffusées les séries télévisuelles, 
les musalsalat

leurs concurrents régionaux, les concepteurs (producteurs, scénaristes, etc.) ont en effet cherché 
à occuper un créneau susceptible d’assurer un certain public à leurs produits. Compte tenu d’un 
tel environnement concurrentiel, qui constitue l’un des principaux axes développés pour l’instant 

sur les manières dont ces séries élaborent certains modes de discours et de représentation sociale. 
Il est ainsi possible de relever une implication importante de la production télévisuelle syrienne 

dans des séries de type « historique » qui, selon Christa Salamandra, correspondent au passage 
d’un échelon national à un échelon régional4. Dans la mesure où les chaînes satellitaires donnent 
accès à un public plus beaucoup plus large, mais avec des références historiques hétérogènes, et 

un glissement vers des thématiques plus largement partagées. Situées traditionnellement durant 

Syrie, ces séries « historiques » s’orientent pour la plupart, à partir du début des années 2000, vers 
un ancrage dans l’âge d’or de l’empire islamique. Celui-ci fait référence à un passé supposément 
commun, animé par la nécessité de surmonter des dissensions internes pour lutter contre un même 
ensemble de menaces extérieures5. En parallèle, les séries syriennes se sont aussi démarquées, 

elles pointent certaines problématiques d’ordre social et politique. 
-

sont nés après 19806. Cette jeunesse est en proie à un « sentiment de profond désarroi », pour re-
prendre l’expression de Caroline Donati7

-
nent à la tranche des 15-24 ans8. Ensuite, toujours d’après Caroline Donati, les jeunes n’ont guère 

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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20009

ne crée pas assez d’emplois et le secteur privé n’arrive pas à absorber les 300.000 nouveaux cher-
cheurs d’emplois annuels10. Dans ce contexte où l’autonomie des jeunes par rapport à la sphère 
familiale est retardée, de nombreux jeunes sont tentés par l’émigration11.

Même si ce projet de recherche se trouve encore dans une phase d’élaboration méthodologique, 
et de récolte de matériel et d’information directement sur place, plusieurs lignes-forces appara-

diffusées en Syrie permettent de mieux saisir le désarroi évoqué ci-dessus, ainsi que les attentes 
et les aspirations des jeunes. Pour pouvoir répondre à cette question, il convient non seulement 
de recenser, parmi l’ensemble de la production de télévision des années 2000-2010, les séries 
qui ont eu comme thème central la jeunesse, mais aussi de tenter de prendre en compte, pour la 
même période, leur réception critique, c’est-à-dire l’accueil que leur a réservé la presse nationale. 

-
portant de comprendre comment se structure le champ de la production télévisuelle syrien entre 
les différents acteurs (privés, publics), ainsi que la façon dont ce secteur entre en interaction avec 
des partenaires ou concurrents étrangers. L’objectif de cette première phase de recherche sera 

Précisons qu’à ce stade, il sera indispensable de mener des entretiens avec des professionnels des 
différents secteurs. 

C’est seulement après ces étapes préliminaires qu’il conviendra d’analyser plus concrètement 

répertorier les caractéristiques liées à l’identité des protagonistes et les situations auxquelles ils 

scène, cadrage, montage…), comme les codes iconographiques auxquelles celles-ci font écho. 

1 
2 Bien qu’une vingtaine de séries soient annoncées pour la saison de Ramadan 2012, il est possible de 

constater un net ralentissement dans la production de séries télévisuelles en Syrie. Ce chiffre (vingt séries 
environ) doit en effet être considéré avec précaution, car il englobe les séries déjà tournées, celles en 

-

3 Christa Salamandra, Arab Television Drama production in the Satellite Era, dans Diana I. Rios, Mari 
Castañeda (sous la direction de), Soap Operas and Telenovelas in the Digital Age. Global Industries and 
New Audiences .

4 Christa Salamandra, « Television and the Ethnographic Endeavor : The Case of Syrian Drama », dans 
Transnational Broadcasting Studies, vol. 14, primtemps-été 2005, republié dans Arab Media & Society, 

Satellite Era », dans Transnational Broadcasting Studies, vol. 14, Spring-Summer 2005, p. 6.
6 Rama Najmeh, « La presse et la jeunesse en Syrie : la sortie du silence… mais pas encore le droit à la 

parole », dans Revue des mondes musulmans et de la Méditerranée, n° 115-116, décembre 2006, p. 89.
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7 Caroline Donati, L’Exception syrienne. Entre modernisation et résistance, La Découverte, Paris 2009, p. 
342.

8 Rama Najmeh, « La presse et la jeunesse en Syrie : la sortie du silence… mais pas encore le droit à la 
parole », cit., p. 89. 

9 Idem, p. 342. 
10 Ibidem.
11 Idem, pp. 342-343. 
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Università di Bologna

narrative complexity, quality and audience engagement2 are just three of the most examined and 
debated features. Overall, analysis tend to focus on texts, casting lights on contents, forms, styles 

-

set into the complex scenario of contemporary media-scape

as technology, business models, industrial strategies and institutional regulations do interact and 
ultimately contribute to the creation of the product. 

multilayered as their productive counterparts. This is why these shows can no longer be examined 
as singular text, but, instead, as the outcome of reticular relations. The analysis of this structure 
requires a systemic perspective where economic and industrial processes gain the foreground, 
understanding narrative forms as the primary result of commercial interplays and needs.

-
ics and industrial strategies.

The production model of conglomerates multiplies distribution and fosters audience fragmen-
tation, capitalizing on economies of scope and scale.3 It thus requires contents that can be parti-

core.4 To adopt a system and process-oriented analysis on the subject, means to conceive these 
narrative concepts as parts of an heterogeneous and ever-evolving scenario, which certainly re-

Strategy analysis, combined with the niche theory, provides valuable frames when it comes to 
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diversify their content.5

competitive forces. 
Once this economic frame is established, I am going to practice it on actual case studies. The 

selection criteria for TV series are going to be mainly based on similarities that foster competition 

offer such a possibility: Grimm (NBC), The Vampire Diaries (The CW), Teen Wolf (MTV) and 
True Blood (HBO). All of this shows draw from the same narrative genres – supernatural, fantasy 
and horror – but build and modulate their narrative architectures according to different industrial 

their patterns of competition and coexistence, eventually relating them to peculiar narrative and 
aesthetic tropes. At this point, a direct contact with production company is essential, in order to 
acquire reliable data and information. 

graphically represent the afore mentioned interactions and relations, turning them into reticular 
6

Convergence Culture. Where Old and New Media Collide
 (eds.), Quality TV: Contemporary American 

Television and Beyond
American Television,” in The Velvet Light Trap, no. 58, 2006.

Fragmentation. Television Audience Polarization in a Multichannel World,” in Journal of Communica-
tion , “The Dynamics of Audience 
Fragmentation: Public Attention in an Age of Digital Media,” in Journal of Communication, no. 62, 
2012, pp. 39-56.

-
tettura complessa del cinema hollywoodiano contemporaneo,” in Federico Zecca (ed.), Il cinema della 
convergenza. Industria, racconto, pubblico, Mimesis, Milano/Udine 2012.

Media Competition and Coexistence. The Theory of the Niche, LEA Communi-

6 -

Cross-Platform Audience Behaviour,” in Journal o f Media Economics, no. 24, 2011, pp. 237-251.
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-
téressées au travail de réalisatrices tant américaines qu’européennes pour mettre à jour l’existence 
d’un rapport étroit entre la notion de théâtralité et celle de quête identitaire. A ce titre, des revues 

-
ration et qui utilisent des « emprunts » au théâtre ou aux spectacles de rues, pour montrer que ces 

Or, si cet aspect semblait fonctionner pour plusieurs réalisatrices concernées directement par des 
questions féministes, il n’y a pas eu de réelles études qui montrent la validité d’une telle approche 
pour des cinématographies masculines.

Pourtant, si on se penche sur le contexte2 dans lequel certaines réalisatrices œuvraient dans les 

théorique qui ne touche pas uniquement ces prérogatives.
En ce qui concerne la théâtralité, on sait qu’en cette période les théories de Bertolt Brecht sur la 

distanciation ont connu un regain d’intérêt et ont beaucoup circulé dans certains milieux cinémato-
graphiques au même titre que celles de Michael Fried3 qui analysent les effets d’un objet d’art sel-
on son degré de théâtralité. Or, si ce type d’approches intéressait foncièrement un certain cinéma, 
c’est avant tout en ce qu’elles permettaient de remettre en cause des manières de construire un récit 

à même de laisser une place participative au spectateur et à la spectatrice dans l’appréhension de 

En outre, cette remise en cause de pratiques « dominantes » a permis d’opérer comme une sorte 

-

des arts de la scène comme le théâtre et ses sous-genrés (tragédie, vaudeville), le spectacle de rue, 
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le cirque, le cabaret, le spectacle de music-hall ou encore le ballet. Or, puisqu’il s’agit de modes 
axés sur le spectaculaire, l’utilisation de ces procédés a logiquement comme effet de poser une 

représentation et ceci, tant dans le processus lui-même que dans 
ce qui est effectivement représenté. 

Dans cette optique, tout ce qui compose le tissu dramatique d’une narration est alors soumis à 
critique et parmi les composantes de celui-ci, le personnage se trouve au centre d’une attention 
particulièrement visible, tant dans sa fonction actancielle ou dans sa position énonciative qu’en 

4. 
Par ailleurs, il y a eu dans cette même période de nombreux bouleversements politiques qui ont 

trait à la remise en question de la place et de la représentation des individus au sein d’une société 
changeante, et auquel ce cinéma particulier a largement fait écho. Parmi ces questionnements, 
ceux qui provenaient des mouvements féministes ont eu évidemment un effet notoire sur la place 
des femmes. Toutefois, il serait réducteur de penser que ces perspectives n’ont pas eu d’effet sur 
la notion du masculin dans la mesure où, au-delà de revendications directes qui touchaient leurs 
droits, les féministes ont aussi érigé un certain nombre de modèles théoriques qui ont ouvert une 

5.

et examiné plus avant. Même s’il est vrai, d’une part que ces dernières cherchaient plus active-
ment à questionner la position et l’image des femmes au sein d’un système qui les stigmatisait et 
les maintenaient dans une position sociale inférieure, et que d’autre part les hommes pouvaient 
sembler moins préoccupés par une remise en question d’une position « souveraine » sur le plan 
socioculturel et se concentrer davantage sur des thématiques politiques « neutres » de ce point de 

des problématiques identitaires héritées de ces approches.

Resnais pour la France, et de Michel Soutter ou d’Alain Tanner pour la Suisse, il apparaît qu’à 
l’intérieur même des problématiques de type politico-social que ceux-ci véhiculent effectivement, 

important.
Chez Tanner par exemple, les personnages masculins se trouvent systématiquement confrontés 

à des femmes qu’ils peinent à « saisir » ou à comprendre, et ce motif, loin de ne constituer qu’une 

contraire comme générateur de cette dernière. En outre, l’utilisation de la théâtralité chez ce réal-
isateur permet non seulement de mettre en scène ces personnages dans un rapport à un monde 

-
mandre (1971), Le Milieu du monde (1974) ou Jonas qui aura 25 ans en l’an 2000 (1976), dont les 

féministe6, et qui présentent tous trois les rapports hommes-femmes comme pris dans des sortes de 
« mascarades », et ce tant dans le récit qu’au niveau des procédés narratifs mêmes.

Par le biais de la théâtralité, des cinéastes comme Tanner semblent ne pas se contenter de mettre 
en scène des personnages préalablement « genrés » selon les canons habituels particulièrement 
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propres à un cinéma narratif, mais contribuent à remettre en question des représentations domi-

une perspective ouvertement féministe, le lien entre théâtralité et représentation du genre pourrait 
être envisagé comme une approche esthétique qui peut aussi bien concerner des cinéastes mascu-
lins.

étroits qui existent entre la question de la représentation des genres à l’écran, celle de la théâtralité 
et les théories basées sur la déconstruction de caractéristiques formelles propres aux Nouveaux 

la représentation du masculin.

7 ainsi que celui de certaines théories sur la théâtralité, 

c’est-à-dire comme « actes performatifs »8 capables de subvertir la valeur socioculturelle qui leur 
est habituellement allouée.

2 Les années 1960-70, qui voient l’émergence des « Nouveaux Cinémas ».
3 Michael Fried, « Art and Objecthood », dans Artforum, n° 5, juin 1967, pp.12-23. Dans cet article, Fried 

oppose la notion d’absorption à laquelle il rattache l’art contemporain et qui met en scène des spectateurs 
« passifs », à celle de théâtralité

4 A ce titre, les écrits de Brecht et sa théorie de la distanciation sont évidemment cruciaux car ils permettent 

qui constitue la substance d’un personnage et sur sa valeur socioculturelle, en vue notamment de renon-

5 Le Deuxième Sexe
bien les hommes que les femmes.

The Ways of Seeing 
dans laquelle il parle notamment des manières patriarcales de représenter les femmes dans les images 
(photographiques ou picturales).

7 Principalement dans le Nouveau Cinéma Suisse.
Trouble dans le genre, La Découverte, Paris 2006.
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«IT’S MUCH MORE BEAUTIFUL!». COLOUR IN THE AMATEUR ITALIAN CINEMA: 
HISTORY, DISCOURSES, SOCIAL USES

Elena Gipponi / Ph.D. Thesis Abstract1

Libera Università di Lingue e Comunicazione IULM, Milano

The purpose of my dissertation is to discuss the role of colour in the amateur Italian cinema.

technological review on the development of the main colour processes throughout the history of 

As a matter of fact, colour has been examined by many disciplines, from physics to chemistry, 

Michel Pastoureau argues,2 therefore every universal symbolism should be avoided (red stands 
for…, blue stands for…).

If this is true in general, it can be reasonably assumed that colour perception in the cinematic 
experience is culturally

3 it means primarily com-

on the one hand offers a faithful reproduction of reality, while on the other hand, by virtue of the 
same perceptual power, triggers an imaginary and spectacular deviation from reality.

out of extra human handlings and this automatic source gives rise to an interesting contradiction: 

colour becomes actually invisible. Colour is everywhere but, because of its “naturalness,” it tends 

in the mainstream and genre 

-
-

-
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days, christenings and weddings, holidays and Carnivals. It’s exactly because of their stereotyped 
nature that amateur images are truly representative of a nameless style: they resemble each other 
and in this repetitiveness lies their illustrative power; furthermore, home movies images are the 
quintessence of collective memory, as Roger Odin points out.4 At the same time, and conversely, 

-
stricted public (family members), every home movie is a unique exemplar, because it is usually 

projection). The second chapter of the thesis describes and analyzes some important studies on the 

has been studied in many countries, from Europe to the US, little attention has been devoted to 

small-gauge (16 mm, 9.5 mm, 8 mm, Super8) technological history, a pivotal factor emerged: co-
before in the small-gauge and reversal version employed by the amateurs 

and only at a later stage in the 35mm negative-positive version used by the professionals and the 
industry. This technological leadership shows that amateur cinema was considered by manufactur-

“from below” and was directed to the mass of the amateurs.
Italian cinema and home movies: did 

-
ed to the discourses’ analysis: a sample of around thirty Italian, French, English and American 

how should a good colour home 

good colour home movie does not distance itself from standard norms and approved solutions of 
harmonius composition. Colour should not jar on our senses and should be limited in order not to 
distract from the story: it must be practiced “colour restraint,” just as in the classical Hollywood 

solutions and his/her creative potential is neutralized.
-

their widespread availability in Italy was achieved only since the mid-1950s. Therefore, in order to 
observe not only the introduction but also the stabilization of this innovation, it has been isolated 

because this format was launched in 1965, when colour movies were by then common not only in 
the amateur practices but also in the theatrical cinema. In order to collect some information about 
the social and technological context, the amateur (or a family member) has been interviewed.
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From the analysis carried out, it can be observed that a shared and widespread chromatic style 

represented for instance by magic lantern plates, hand-painted photographs, picture postcards or 
-

-

end, Carnivals are the quintessential topic). Thus, the two main cultural meanings of colour – real-
ity and, on the other hand, daydream – are put together in our Italian home movies sample. In turn, 
this textual aesthetic negotiation get along with a deeper contextual change in the Italian culture 
and society. In fact, between the 1950s and the 1960s Italy was overcoming postwar hardship and 
was opening up to a sudden modernization that appeared also by way of new colours in the every-

food and beverage… Although for the most part Italy still was an outdated and underdeveloped 

Italian amateurs were a sort of advance guard projected toward technological progress, an inner 
circle of pioneers that eagerly embraces newness and, doing so, helps decreasing the fear of tech-
nology and, more broadly, of the future. Even though many colour home movies show the “same 
old subjects,” nevertheless their representation is as much up-to-date as possible just because it is 
in colour. In conclusion, the amateurs met during the research are not true innovators of the visual 
chromatic style; rather, they are active protagonists of their time because of their openness toward 

1 Ph.D. dissertation defended on 18 March 2013. Thesis supervisors: Prof. Luisella Farinotti and Prof. 
Federico Pierotti.

2 Michel Pastoureau, Dictionnaire des couleurs de notre temps. Symbolique et société, Bonneton, Paris 
1992; Michel Pastoureau, Dominique Simonnet, Le petit livre des couleurs, Editions du Panama, Paris 
2005; Michel Pastoureau, Les couleurs de nos souvenirs, Seuil, Paris 2010.

Introduction à la couleur: des discours aux images, Armand Colin, Paris 1994; Id. 
(ed.), La couleur en cinéma, Cinémathèque française, Musée du cinéma/Fondazione Mazzotta, Paris-Mi-
lan 1995.

4 Roger Odin (ed.), Le 
cinéma en amateur, Communications (edited by Roger Odin), no. 68, 1999.
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LE REALISME CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE : DEBATS CULTURELS ET THEORIQUES DANS 
LES REVUES ITALIENNES DE CINEMA (1945-1960)

Delphine Wehrli / Ph.D. Thesis Project1

Université de Lausanne

-
nant le cinéma, qui met en tension les questions du réalisme et de son lien à la littérature italienne 
contemporaine ; ce sujet, curieusement peu traité jusqu’ici dans les études cinématographiques, 
y compris italiennes, donne une ampleur aux enjeux qui se condensent sur le cinéma dans les an-
nées 1945-60 du XXème siècle et qui mobilise les grands noms de la littérature (Pavese, Vittorini, 
Fortini, Moravia, Calvino, Pasolini notamment) et de la philosophie (Adorno, Kracauer, Sartre 
notamment) et permet d’adopter une approche pluridisciplinaire et d’établir des passages entre les 
différentes pratiques et les différents arts. En effet, le débat sur le réalisme cinématographique, qui 
pouvait sembler réduit à une analyse traditionnelle du phénomène et à une évaluation déplacée 
par analogie à l’univers des lettres, est aujourd’hui plus que jamais riche d’implications et de 
conséquences. L’exigence concrète est de reprendre certaines problématiques liées à la question 

-

termes, au-delà de leurs schématisations faciles et imprécises.
L’objectif de cette thèse est d’offrir une contribution à l’approfondissement de la recherche sur 

-
can, durant la période du néo-réalisme et au-delà, à travers une recherche dans les revues de l’épo-
que. D’un point de vue méthodologique, nous repérerons dans ce but non seulement les articles, 
les essais etc. qui abordent l’argument du rapport entre les deux arts dans une dimension théorique 

part et dans celles politico-culturelles et littéraires de l’autre, nous prendrons également en compte 
les interventions qui indiquent l’intérêt explicite que les premières ont pour les phénomènes lit-
téraires et les secondes pour le monde du cinématographe. 

Nous retiendrons donc les publications qui ont eu au minimum une fréquence bimensuelle et 
qui, en raison de l’intérêt national, de la qualité et la durée de la contribution culturelle, nous 
apparaissent comme plus importantes. Notre corpus est constitué des revues italiennes de cinéma 
suivantes : Rivista del Cinematografo (1928-), Cinema (1936-1956), Bianco e Nero (1937-), Film-

critica (1950-), Rivista del Cinema Italiano (1952-1955), Cinema Nuovo (1952-1996), Cinema 

Sovietico (1953-1955); et des revues italiennes de littérature, de culture et politique telles que Let-

teratura (1937-1968), Rinascita (1944-1991), Il Politecnico (1945-1947), Società (1945-1961), 
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Comunità (1946-1960), Paragone (1950-), Il Mulino (1951-), Il Contemporaneo (1954-1965). 

français (en France) des débats italiens, y compris quand ils sont exprimés par leurs protagonistes 
mêmes, peut-être différemment que « sur place ». Les revues françaises de cinéma, de littérature 
et culture prises en considération seront notamment: La Revue du cinéma (1928-1949), L’Ecran 

français (1943-1952), Cahiers du cinéma (1951-), Positif (1952-), Les Lettres françaises (1941-), 
Les Temps modernes (1945-). 

L’espace que les revues politico-culturelles et littéraires dédient aux problèmes du cinématog-
raphe, minime au début des années 1940 et dans l’immédiat après-guerre, va croissant dans le 
courant des années 1950 jusqu’à devenir une présence ample et constante dans quasiment tous 
les périodiques. C’est une indication évidente de l’augmentation progressive de l’intérêt que le 
cinéma réussit à obtenir du milieu culturel; intérêt qui va de paire avec l’implication toujours plus 
diffuse d’écrivains, de journalistes etc. au sein même des organes de production.

Dès les années 1930, l’impact que les revues italiennes de cinéma ont eu dans le contexte inter-
national de la culture cinématographique est non négligeable et est dû à certaines revues impor-
tantes, telles Cine Convegno, Cinema, Bianco e Nero. Un phénomène important d’opposition, qui 
a engendré la naissance d’un discours culturel accompli et d’un choix d’action politique décisif 
pour la résistance au fascisme (et ensuite, à la réaction cléricale et démocrate-chrétienne), s’est 
développé au sein de la critiques cinématographique italienne, principalement entre 1940 et 1944 
sur les pages de deux revues cinématographiques les plus importantes en Italie, Bianco e Nero et 
Cinema, et a trouvé son moment de plus grande lucidité au moment de la réalisation du premier 

Ossessione, en 1943. L’analyse de Cinema et Bianco e Nero nous sem-
ble primordiale pour reconstruire les grands thèmes des débats et des polémiques de l’époque, 
pour comprendre quelle a été la position des chercheurs par rapport au cinéma, vu comme fait 
industriel, politique, pédagogique ou considéré du point de vue théorique. Alors que l’étude de 
Cinema et de Bianco e Nero reste utile pour approfondir la compréhension du phénomène d’op-

autres revues cinématographiques nous fournissent un panorama stimulant du renouvellement du 
débat et de la relève de la production cinématographique.

Une partie importante de l’analyse est consacrée à la revue Cinema Nuovo, dirigée par le cri-

sur le cinéma dans son pays (et même à l’extérieur comme en témoignent ses polémiques avec 
André Bazin et ses échanges et sa collaboration avec Barthélemy Amengual). Malgré sa longévité 
et son autorité, il faut dire que cette revue n’a jamais fait l’objet d’une analyse approfondie de son 
contenu, à forte idéologie marxiste. Notre approche souhaite intégrer cette problématique pour 
examiner le contenu et la structure de la revue, qui reste un point d’ancrage dans le débat.

Tout au long des années 1950 et parmi les premières, elle a concentré son débat critique aut-
our de la question du réalisme: sur la base des canons du « réalisme critique » mentionnés dans 

manière de dépasser les limites du néoréalisme, luttant contre la tendance à considérer le « réal-
isme ontologique » de Bazin comme seule formulation théorique de l’après-guerre – sans prendre 
en compte d’autres théoriciens tels que Balázs, Eisenstein et Arnheim. La revue a accueilli les 
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-

question. Elle témoigne en fait à elle seule, à travers l’abondante correspondance entretenue entre 
Aristarco et les représentants culturels italiens et européens, d’un panorama vaste et compliqué 
autour de cette discussion critique et théorique controversée de 1945 à 1960. 

de la culture italienne, il est en effet essentiel que le phénomène cinématographique ne soit pas 
considéré comme un élément en soi, mais placé en rapport avec de nombreux autres, dans le cadre 
de l’histoire de la culture italienne.
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Branding Television, 

London 2011, pp. 224

In Branding Television
studies the development of branding in US and 
UK television industries, exploring the reasons 
who these different industries address. 

a critical analysis of the industrial and legisla-

1980s, the deregulation of the Republican gov-
ernment under Ronald Regan deteriorates the 
oligopoly of the three main broadcasters: NBC, 

analyzing scheduling, advertising and promo-

which communicates in terms of brand not only 

to advertisers and employees. The presence of 
new competitors forces also the big three to 
embrace the brand strategies through innova-
tive campaigns. This experience demonstrates 
that niche cable channels can easily built a 
differentiated brand identity, while national 

program mix. HBO is the only channel that de-
velops both strategies, in order to obtain larger 
numbers of subscribers and income from syn-
dication and merchandising. Over the 1990s, 
new technologies and the business of media 
conglomerates radically alter the US landscape, 
changing the viewing experience and turn the 
uses of television set itself, for instance it’s 
possible to use television as a monitor for a 
computer or to access on line. In the digital era, 
content creators can distribute their products on 

1. The major conglom-

erates develop new services, which entails that 
organizing content is more similar to database 

The author argues that in the digital era, brands 
do not function as form of recognition, but as 

ideas and values, which spread also through 
corporate social responsibility campaigns. In 
this landscape Hulu is an interesting reality, it is 
a joint venture platform between Fox, NBS and 
Disney, but it does not publicize the relation-

underlines that Hulu does not promote a partic-
ular product or a company but an experience, 
its brand focuses on selling a service.

service broadcasting policy. Compared to the 
European landscape, commercial channel was 
introduced early in the UK, but ITV and state 
BBC share the same public service broadcasting 

-
-

ternative terrestrial mass channel is Channel 5, 
which is aimed at a younger audience. Channel 
5 builds its brand identity on youth power and 
on an alternative programme, identifying a gap 
in the previous national television landscape. In 
the late 1990s, digital terrestrial television de-
velops in Europe and every British broadcaster 
sets up new channels based on existing channel 
brands. The public BBC conquests new net-

-

BBC Online, but it prefers to launch different 
brand identities, so the new channels are called 
UKTV People (then Blighty), UKTV History 

REVIEWS / COMPTES-RENDUS

CINÉMA & CIE, vol. XII, no. 19, Fall 2012
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BBC initials in the name of the channel. Also 

4oD (on demand channel) or 4Mobile (mobile 
service), but in distinctly separate sites. In this 

between public and commercial service broad-
casting are declined. In this perspective, brand 

-
nicate also the value of public service to the 
national audience. 

Finally, the author considers the different el-
ements that build the brand identity – such as 

appearance – and chooses to focus her attention 
on interstitials between the programmes. This 
aspect of brand communication received rela-
tively poor attention from previous researches. 
A further area of analysis is connected to the 

posters, promotion on magazines. In fact, these 
paratexts contribute to assign a precise mean-
ing to a program, a channel, a broadcaster. 

of interstitials on main British channels: BBC 
One, ITV1 and Channel 4. These ancillary 

used to give coherence to an inhomogeneous 
scheduling of the public service. Instead in the 
US landscape, NBC, ABC, CBS and Fox ini-
tially utilize interstitials in a more commercial 
way, to retain the audience. In the digital era, 
both UK and US broadcasting use interstitials 
to steer the spectator toward a multiplatform 
offer of programmes and services. However, 
in this age, emerges the importance of brand 
for the high concept programs, which extends 
the text through the transmedia storytelling. 

multiplicity. Moreover, it adapts well to types 

Most of all, program branding shows the loss 
of centrality of television channels, as site to 

one site for distribute programmes also avail-
able online .

Branding Television analyzes different strate-
gies from channel branding to quality schedule 
branding, from relationship branding to service 
branding and to programme branding in the 
UK and the US landscape. While other recent 

2 and Banet-Weier3 
more thoroughly analyze a single brand identi-

of case studies: from different broadcasts of 
two different nations and addressing both com-
mercial and public services. Instead traditional 

form service brand associated to corporation, 
-

tion. Moreover, to compare corporate, channel/
service and a program’s brand as interrelated 
elements allows to consider television as a cul-
tural form and to understand its evolution from 
a different perspective.

[Deborah Toschi, 
Università degli Studi di Pavia]

1 T.M. Todreas, Value Creation and Branding in 
Television’s Digital Age
In 1999.

2 P. Temporal, The Branding of MTV. Will Internet 
Kill the Video Star?

3 S. Banet-Weiser, Kids Rule! Nickelodeon and 
Consumer Citizienship, 
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Popular Television in Eastern Europe 

During and Since Socialism, 

-
tural formations in Central and Eastern Europe 
excluded television from academic discourse. 
A number of reasons explains such a blind spot: 
the privilege accorded to traditional arts when 
considering cultural production in the area; 
the reduction of mass media to their political 
function; scholars’ limited access to national 
productions, due to linguistic barriers that pre-
vented the developing of a truly transnational 
approach to the area; the dominance of a West-
ern paradigm in media studies. The project 

-
ly development to the present date. As the edi-
tors state in their introduction: “such a volume 
might spotlight, nurture and reclaim Eastern 
European television studies from the margins 
of both television studies and Eastern Europe-
an media studies. As an intellectual endeavor, 
Eastern European television studies suffer from 
the Western nature of most television schol-

European media studies almost exclusively 
addresses questions of journalism, democracy 
and civic life.” (p. 1).

The volume is organized in three main sec-
-
-

balization and Eastern European TV;” the third 
one discusses “Television and National Identity 
on Europe’s Edge,” thus centering on a crucial 
question for the region, at least from 19th cen-
tury onward. Compared to previous contribu-
tions, the three sections displace the discussion, 

borders of media and political power relation-
ships. This approach does not dismiss political 
agency in popular TV during Socialism (Kat-

Viehoff, An Evening with Friends and Ene-

mies: Political Indoctrination in Popular East 

Germany Family Series). However, the chosen 
pathway enables single contributions not to 

sociopolitical lens. Such a standpoint leads to a 
more thorough account for the development of 
television in the former Soviet bloc, its different 
policies in terms of imports and broadcasting, 
its placement within a broader continental TV 
history. As Sabina Mihelj puts it, “an adequate 
understanding of these developments cannot 
rely on the perception of the Cold War as a 

-
ism and communism, nor can it proceed solely 

of post-socialist democratization and economic 

that many of the promises and challenges posed 
by television everywhere were similar, and that 
both popular and elite reactions to them often 

Tele-

vision Entertainment in Socialist Eastern Eu-

rope, p. 25; see also Dana Mustata, Television 

in the Age of (Post-)Communism: The Case of 

Romania). Equally, post-Socialist reality ap-
pears far more complex than its widespread 
representation as the uncontrolled realm of 
US production. US dominance cannot be un-
derestimated, and certainly affected regional 
production, as children’s edutainment (Katalin 

From a Socialist Endeavor to a Com-

mercial Enterprise: Children’s Television in 

East-Central Europe), but persisting policies 
are to be discovered, as for instance broadcast-

Post-Transitional Conti-

nuity and Change: Polish Broadcasting Flow 

and American TV Series). At the same time, 
European strategies to contrast US hegemony 
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and foster continental cultural diversity seem 
to follow rather a commercial, Western-based 
logic (Timothy Havens, Evelyn Bottando, Mat-
thew S. Thatcher, Intra-European Media Impe-

rialism: Hungarian Program Imports and the 

Television Without Frontiers Directive).
The concern with the role of TV in nation-

al and regional culture enlightens the dialogue 
between multiple cultural expressions at the 
core of popular production, as Dorota Ostrows-

1980s Polish TV series (The Carnival of the 

 Alternatywy 4 and 

). By connecting 

culture, “edutainment series […] were instru-
mental in fostering national unity through tele-
vision entertainment not despite but because of 
the fact that they were mostly made up. In oth-
er words, their affective power and longevity 
within national memory derives precisely from 

-
dation of nationalism’s loose treatment of his-

Adventures in Early 

Socialist Edutainment, p. 37). 
A will to grasp cultural dynamics in popu-

lar TV brings to close examination its role in 

national ones (Adina Schneeweis, To Be Ro-

manian in Post-Communist Romania: Enter-

tainment Television and Patriotism in Popular 

Discourse; Alice Bardan, Big Brothers and 

Little Brothers: National Identity in Recent 

Romanian Adaptations of Global Television 

Formats). Otherwise, identities can be con-
sidered collectively, shaped by a memory of 
totalitarian past and traumatic shift triggered 
through popular TV (Irena Carpentier Reifová, 

The Way 

We Applauded: How Popular Culture Stimu-

lates Collective Memory of the Socialist Past in 

Czechoslovakia); or political (Ferenc Hammer, 
Coy Utopia: Politics in the First Hungarian 

Soap). Finally, the term concerns also minori-
ties and popular TV, especially telling within 
a region where the strive for national identi-

(Annabel Tramblett, Why Must Roma Minori-

ties Be Always Seen on the Stage and Never in 

the Audience? Children’s Opinions of Reality 

Roma TV; Ksenija Vidmar-Horvat, Racing for 

the Audience: National Identity, Public Tv and 

the Roma in Post-socialist Slovenia).
Popular Television in Eastern Europe During 

and Since Socialism greatly contributes to a 
better understanding of cultural Eastern Euro-

-

geopolitical boundaries, instead, it proves how 
productive a more problematic approach can 
be. It questions assumed historical paradigms, 
includes Eastern European popular TV in the 
broader international history of the medium, 

-
al and transnational medial identities, and in-
cludes gender and ethnic varieties into a broad-

culture could clarify the methods, and the is-
-

tions maintain the contradiction at the core of 
the notion of popular: “On the one hand an em-
phasis on something produced for the ordinary 
people, on the other, something approved by 
the people. It is in the switch between the two 
emphases that we can locate the problematic 
of popular culture.”1 Therefore, different ap-
proaches are juxtaposed, coupling broadcasting 

social discourses on or through media, on ways 
of building identities, overcoming cultural, so-
cial and political traumas by appropriating pop-
ular TV. Besides, the same notion of popular 
has been forged within and applied mostly to 
Anglo-Saxon cultural production, but does not 

Eventually, an approach based on a symbolic 
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economy might provide this vivid discussion 
-

duction and broadcasting and cultural process-

step, and further carry on the research. 
[Francesco Pitassio, 

Università degli Studi di Udine]

1 Colin MacCabe, , in 
High Theory/Low Culture, edited by Colin Mac-

in Id., The Eloquence of the Vulgar. Language, 
Cinema and the Politics of Culture, British Film 
Institute, London 1999, p. 76.

Miriam Bratu Hansen, 
Cinema and Experience. Siegfried Kracauer, 

Walter Benjamin, and Theodor W. Adorno, 
University of California Press, 

A genuine testament of Hansen, who died 

Cinema and Experience appears as the summa-

same time, a masterly confrontation with that 
longstanding theoretical tradition (born in the 

antinomic way, upon modernity and the trans-
formations it had brought about, and upon the 

-
ry and tradition. Technological modernity is 

fragmentation of sensory life, which is disinte-
grated into its different parts in a sort of “apoc-
alypse of the sensible.” 

It is “that great overhaul of the perceptu-
al inventory that will modify again and in an 
unpredictable way our image of the world,” as 

contours of a new scopic regime and its huge 
epistemological and social impact. As the sub-

and Adorno are Hansen’s direct interlocutors, 
but Habermas, Negt and Kluge – the last expo-
nents of Critical Theory – are fundamental in 

her analysis of the developments of technolog-
ical modernity, and of the new forms of experi-

of modernity, the scholar refers to the well-
1, 

of the ‘public sphere’ “as a ‘social horizon of 
experience’ grounded in the subjects’ ‘context 
of living’, that is, the lived relationality of so-
cial and material, affective and imaginative re/
production.” The social and political role of 

create a collective horizon of experience, in 
which an ever more fragmented and alienated 

Kluge, which has been for many years a recur-
ring point of reference for her own research.

In the preface, among various other autobi-
-

rection of her research has overlapped with that 
-

versity, from 1967 to 1976, are contemporary 
with the rise of the debate on cinema and media 

than in France or the United States, but which 
has been fundamental in identifying the cate-

theoretical scene in the following decades. As 
a student of Theodor W. Adorno and Karsten 
Witte, who edited the writings of Benjamin 
and Kracauer respectively, Hansen began in 
those years that careful reading of these au-
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thors that would enable her – at various times 
and with admirable accuracy and meticulous-
ness – to understand their postulates avoiding 

-
gans, through which these scholars (Benjamin 
in particular) have very often been read. The 
essays Hansen published over nearly twenty 

-
tique» and «October», have been fundamental 
not only in introducing in the United States a 
‘philological interpretation’ of the thought of 

new model of interpretation inspired by those 
Cinema and Experience Han-

considered a theoretical model: theory itself 
allows a continuous revision of its own premis-
es, a correction and a reformulation of its own 
hypothesis, which are adjusted and adapted to 
an everchanging context or situation. In the 
same way, Benjamin’s re-writings – the differ-
ent drafts of his essays, the continuous reversal 
of his decisions, which has often been read as 
the antinomic character of Benjamin’s philoso-

ongoing transformations: revision is ‘memory 
directed at the future,’ an ability to measure up 
to his times. It’s the same effort to be contem-

-
ological reconstruction, but is able to see the 
anticipatory qualities of those theories and the 
resurgence of old issues in new forms.

-
icated to a single author and a particular phase 
of his production, which also corresponds to 

-
gories and models of interpretation. Not only 
for chronological reasons, Kracauer opens and 

to his writings in the twenties, whereas the last 
is about Theory of Film, which was written ‘in 

exile’ in 1960 and ignored at the time of its pub-

point of reference for the Munich movement of 
‘Sensibilismus’ ten years later. From the phe-
nomenology of the unapparent – the study of 
the ‘surface manifestations’ in which one can 
see the fragmentation and the serialization of 
sensory life in modern industrial societies – to 
the theory of the redemption of Physical Re-
ality, Hansen delineates a story of loss and re-
construction in which cinema plays an essential 
role, not only as part and symptom of the crisis, 
but also as a powerful matrix for modernity’s 
liberatory impulses. Kracauer considers cin-
ema, literally, as “a self-representation of the 
masses subject to the process of mechaniza-
tion,” and consequently as a form of education 
to the new regimes of experience and models 
of identity.

In the middle of this trajectory, in which cin-

-
ed. Hansen considers his analysis of the new 
forms of perception – in which contemplation 
is replaced by a more general and complete 
sensorial stimulation – a fundamental and also 
prophetic response to the increase of nervous 
stimulation in modern technological societies, 

idea is still valid and useful to understand the 
way in which new media are assimilated today. 

inner-

vation as a way to adapt to technology and to 
incorporate it, a sort of imitative faculty which 
allows a new perceptual experience that does 
not oppose human and machine, subject and 
technique. “In Benjamin’s dictionary, innerva-
tion broadly refers to a neurophysiological pro-
cess that mediates between internal and exter-
nal, psychic and motoric, human and machinic 
registers.” Also the ‘optical unconscious’ – a 
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by Hansen “as a form of mimetic innervation 

If Cinema and Experience’s interpretation 
of Benjamin and Kracauer is not altogether a 
novelty in Hansen’s oeuvre, the interpretation 
of Adorno is undoubtedly new and surprising 
if compared with his stereotypical image as a 

is almost a counter-interpretation of Adorno, 
depending less on classic references to his Cul-

ture Industry in Dialectics of Enlightenment, 
and more on his essays on theory of music. In 
Adorno’s analysis of the changes brought about 
in musical listening by the new technologies 
of sound reproduction and diffusion, Hansen 

the opportunities imposed by all technological 
media. The author challenges Adorno with the 
same weapons and uses his categories to inter-
pret in an emancipatory way the new sensory 
culture created by technological modernity.

By combining the speculative accuracy of the 
-

pretive hazard of the American school, Hansen 
leaves us illuminating philological interpreta-
tions and unexpected questions. Not only does 
she confront Adorno’s writings on musical aes-
thetics and propose a sort of ‘implicit theory 

-
opher, but she also builds an unexpected and 
fruitful bridge between past and present: she 
never reduces history to a relic but releases the 
new and the unexpressed that the past brings to 
us and that still belongs to us. It is ‘the heritage 

-
er, exiled in America, had understood.1 

[Luisella Farinotti, 
Università IULM, Milano]

1  Negt and Kluge’s Öffentlichkeit und Erfahrung 
(1972) is the continuation of (and the an-

Strukturwandel der 
Öffentlichkeit, 1962 (The Structural Transfor-
mation of the Public Sphere). Miriam Hansen 
wrote the foreword to the American edition: 
Public Sphere and Experience, University of 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 1993.

Que reste-t-il du cinéma?,
Vrin, Paris 2012, pp. 120

The digitalization of the media had the effect, 
among others, of having renewed an ontological 
speculation. Or, at least, that was the case of cin-
ema, an ‘old’ medium apparently overwhelmed 

the emergence – in the name of plurality and 

a movie’ and ‘going to the movies,’ and crossed 
by unusual phenomena, in nature and intensi-
ty, of displacement and evasion from itself. 

-
ema in contemporary society and, at the same 

time, about the constant elements of its tech-
nological, experiential and cultural identity, 
elements that have proved to be necessary and 
urgent in some ways. And France has undoubt-
edly been the center of this renewed specula-
tion, as evidenced by, among others, Horizon 
cinéma Virtuel? 
by Angel Quintana (2008), Cinémas contempo-
raines by Luc Vancheri (2009) and La querelle 
des dispositifs by Raymond Bellour (2012). 
The publication of Que reste-t-il du cinéma? 

this scenario, but it is also an attempt to pro-
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“Le cinéma, seul,” to quote Daney: it carries not 
only the meaning of a lonely cinema, perhaps 
put aside as something outdated, but it rather 
conveys the idea of “just the cinema.” Aumont’s 

very popular today – of convergences, changes 
of medium and short circuits. This model seems 

-
ested in understanding the differences and not - 
for the umpteenth time - in the superimposition 
of practices and languages. On the contrary, it 
shows a peculiarity of contemporary commu-
nication strategies: “redouble their media and 
remove all traces of mediation: ideally, it would 

A model that, among other things, feeds a 
dangerous tendency: that of “plaquer le même 
nom de ‘cinéma’ sur ce magma,” the magma 
of contemporary vision; that of exchanging the 
dissemination of cinematographic models or el-
ements with the dissolution or the uncontrolled 
expansion of cinema (Youngblood and the Vul-

gata of expanded cinema are liquidated maybe 
a little too radically), and hastily assimilating 
the fate of cinema to the fate of moving images.

Aumont’s discussion then proceeds, in the 
-

es or, better, to remember that there are, even 
today, differences; that cinema is neither dead 

being unrecognizable. And the progress of the 
argumentation is both historical and ontologi-
cal: on the one hand, in fact, Aumont focuses 
on the ‘historicity’ of cinema in the present, he 
establishes a comparative path with art, and he 
concludes that if it is true that cinema has lost 
the monopoly of the moving image – more rad-
ically, “il n’a plus tout à fait le prestige d’être 
le seul art d’image mouvante” – it continues 
nevertheless to appear, for ethical and aesthetic 
reasons, “la référence positive et dernière.” On 

titled ‘Permanences,’ is properly of ontological 
order: the author proceeds to analyze the rea-
sons for this centrality, of what cinema is – and 
continues to be – on the basis of what it does 

de conditions de réception propices à la cap-
tation psychique sur un mode à la fois indivi-
duel et collectif,” which, in fact, continues to 
“distinguer le cinéma de toutes autres sortes 
d’images en mouvement et de pas mal d’autres 
pratiques culturelles et artistiques.”

A triple singularity, that of cinema: the struc-
ture of the device, the linguistic operations, the 
values   offered to the experience of the viewer. 

into the common error of interpreting the cur-
rent proliferation of visual platforms as an index 
of the dissolution of cinema identity; the archi-
tecture of the cinematic apparatus, historically 
settled, should be rather understood as a men-
tal model, formed by the junction of some ele-
ments (in particular, the dynamics of the projec-
tion and the experience of a “matière visuelle” 
that is released in front of the viewer) and liable 
to happen even outside the context of a seem-
ingly ‘canonical’ model such as that of movie 
theater. In short, the cinematographic device 

-

image and an intention, that of a spectator who 
-

spect of the temporal integrity of the projection. 
This last comment introduces the second value 

the production and the complex management of 
time, which leads to a ‘three-dimensional’ ex-
perience of temporality: the time of the vision, 
the time represented by the diegesis (through 

tout 

court), and the time “sculpté, modelé, mis en 
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-
rative and articulation, that cinema can achieve 

and life, where it gives rise to a unique and orig-
inal ‘meeting,’ to the “expérience d’un monde 
que nous ne connaissons pas, mais qui s’accorde 

celebrates and realizes a dramatic and aesthetic 

confrontation between the human being – whose 
“corps tout entier” is brought into play – and the 
reality that surrounds him. Including, of course, 
that of contemporary society, in which cinema 

but continuing to exercise its faculties. Those 
that belong to cinema, and to cinema only.

[Luca Malavasi, 
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